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EXTEN~SION.S OF REMARKS 
SENATOR RANDOLPH URGES 

ACTION TO REDUCE SOLID WASTE 
LITTE~STRESSES INDUSTRY 
RESPONSIDILITY 

HON. EDMUND S. MUSKIE 
OF MAINE 

IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES 

Wednesday, February 3, 1971 

Mr. MUSKIE. Mr. President, my dis
tinguished colleague from West Virginia, 
the chairman of the Committee on Public 
Works <Mr. RANDOLPH), is one of the 
most knowledgeable and articulate Mem
bers of the Senate concerning the en
vironmental problems faced by this 
country. 

His wide experience in this field con
tinues to contribute greatly to the Sub
committee on Air and Water Pollution, 
which I chair. Senator RANDOLPH has 
done much to focus attention of the 
American people on the challenges in
volved in creating and sustaining a clean 
environment. He has traveled tirelessly 
about the country, addressing thousands 
of people, always stressing to them the 
necessity for personal commitment and 
involvement to support the work we do 
in the Congress. 

On Tuesday, Senator RANDOLPH took 
his message to Toledo, Ohio, where he 
addressed the Wholesale Beer Associa
tion of Ohio. On this occasion, he em
phasized the problems associated with 
solid waste disposal, particularly as they 
relate to the beer industry. 

Mr. President, Senator RANDOLPH'S 
address in Toledo was a forcefui state
ment on what needs to be done to reduce 
the accumulation of litter, and steps 
that can be taken to reach this goal. I ask 
unanimous consent that his address be 
printed in the RECORD. 

There being no objection, Senator 
RANDOLPH's address was ordered to be 
printed in the RECORD, as follows : 

CLEANING THE UGLY COSTLY FACE OF 

POLL UTION 

Mr. RANDOLPH. Mr. President , nearly 10 
months ago the United States observed Earth 
Day. This day of concentrated attention to 
the abuses of our environment was planned 
as the beginning of a full scale eff<>l't to end 
these practices and to prevent their recur
rence in the future. 

In the light of what has happened, we 
could almost say that 1970 turned into Earth, 
Year. 

Certainly the environment was on our own 
minds during 1970. It was a topic of discus
sion on college campuses, in the public media, 
and by organizations of all types and, of 
course, on Capitol Hill, in Washington, D.C., 
and in your State Capitol in Columbus. 

In the Committee on Public Works, which 
I chair, environmental issues occupied a sub
stantial portion of our time and energies. 
Major legislation for environmental controls 
in several areas was processed. During the 
91st Congress we enacted new and strength
ened laws to help in the battle against en
vironmental contamination. 

The Water Quality Improvement Act, the 
Resource Recovery Act and the National Air 
Quality Standards Act addressed themselves 
directly to environmental questions. Portions 

of the Federal-Aid Highway Act of 1970 and 
the Rivers and Harbors Act also contained 
important sections relating to the environ
ment. 

I have no doubt that the ecological ex
plosion we witnessed last year will continue. 
I am confident that the Congress will be 
called on ag_in this year to review the need 
for further environmental legislation, espe
cially in the field of water pollution. 

Very often we see public interest and con
cern centered on an individual topic for a 
few months, only to wane and be diverted in 
other directions. Therefore, the continuing 
high level of environmental concern is in 
some ways unique, but it is not be surpris
ing since this is really a life and death matter 
affecting all of us. We are now reaping the 
fruits of many years of neglect of our nat
ural surroundings, and these past abuses 
cannot be overcome quickly or easily. We 
are now acutely aware of the large quanti
ties of pollutants that are regularly poured 
into the air we breathe and the water we 
drink. The growing mountains of solid wastes 
are threatening our increasingly concen
trated population with dirt and disease. In 
addition, our technological society has pro
duced a new hazard of noise pollution with 
which we must contend. 

We have no choice but to face squarely the 
problexns of the environment. The United 
States no longer has physical frontiers to 
which our people can escape and postpone the 
necessity of dealing with our hasty and 
thoughtless actions. Furthermore, we are now 
aware that our abundant natural resources 
are not lixnitless and must be conserved 
through reuse to the greatest extent possible. 

I have been encouraged by the response of 
the American people to the need for environ
mental action. That they realize the serious
ness of the threat to our world was demon
strated in last November's elections when 
environment-releat ed issues were given sub
stantial voter support. While other financial 
questions on the ballots were being rejected 
in large numbers, most proposals to pay for 
environmental enhancement were approved. 

At many levels of our national life there 
are plans and proposals to furt her the knowl
edge needed t o meet the growing challenge to 
the environment. I view this as a healthy 
sign, for not only is action needed to end 
environmental abuse but extensive research 
to define the problexns and pose solutions is 
essential. 

A number of proposals have been made in 
this direction. 

Senators Muskie and Baker have sponsored 
legislation to create a National Environmen
tal Laboratory. As you know, Sen. Muskie is 
deeply involved in these problems as chair
man of our Subcommittee on Air and Water 
Pollution. 

All members of the Congress share the 
concern over the damage that is being done 
to our environment. Your own Senators 
Saxbe and Taft and the Ohio delegation in 
the House of Representatives work closely 
with us in developing the legislation needed 
to maintain a clean environment. 

I am informed that the Administration will 
propose an Environmental Institute as a 
joint venture of the government and private 
groups. The National Academy of Science has 
considered involvement in similar efforts. 

A new organization, the National Center 
for Solid Waste Disposal, has been created by 
a broadly based group of industries, to fur
ther research and exploration of effective 
ways to meet the challenge of solid waste. 
This is the kind of industrial response to 
these problems that is heartening to me and 
strengthens my belief that we will find the 

answers. I am glad that your association 
fully supports the center's goals and work. 

This ferment is encouraging, for it means 
that we are willing to support our concern 
over pollution with the commitment to hard 
research that must be made if we are to 
succeed. 

Every segment of the American Industrial 
complex is affected by the new concern with 
the environment. I am sure that no indus
try can correctly claim that it does not con
tribute in some degree to our national pol
lution problems. 

The American beer industry must share 
the blame for being the initial producer of 
a substantial quantity of our solid waste. 
I know you realize the responsibility that 
tllis places on you. 

In your Ohio association there has been 
a long standing concern over environmental 
issues. As early as 1964 you exhibited an un
derstanding of the problems created by dis
ccrded beer containers. 

Just over a year ago you responded to 
the growing public pressure by creating an 
Ecology Oommi ttee. 

Incidentally, I wonder if it is only coin
cidence that this active group is chaired 
by a man named Litter. Your Ecology Com
mittee obviously has been active under Bob 
Litter's leadership. 

Products of the beer industry, one of our 
largest, are found almost everywhere. 

It is this widespread distribution of 
canned and bottled beer that has made 
your industry not only su0cessful, but has 
produced specific and unique problems. A 
motorist has only to drive along vLtually any 
highway to be appalled at the s!ght of cans 
and bottles lying along the roadway . . . and 
on private property. Your industry cannot, 
of course, be blamed for the thoughtless ac
tions of your customers who toss containers 
out of their cars, but in many instances the 
finger of suspicion is pointed at you. 

During our hearings on solid waste dis
posal. the Committee received testimony on 
a number of new techniques that are being 
developed to collect, sort, dispose and re
cover solid wastes. It was encouraging to 
learn of the intensive activities that will help 
us cope with the solid waste problem. 

As represenatives of the beer industry, you 
are fully aware of the demands to reduce or 
eliminate the accumulation of bottles and 
cans that carry your products to the public. 

This awareness is reflected in the campaign 
of your as.sociation to distribute thousands 
of bags throughout Ohio in which beer oans 
and bottles could be collected instead of dis
carded. 

This is one imaginative way in which the 
beer industry can contribut e directly to re
ducing the accumulations of trash. 

The promotion of anti-litter signs on 
members' trucks and the sponsorship of ef
fective legislation in the state legislature are 
activities that reflect the willingness of the 
Wholesale Beer Association of Ohio to accept 
a responsible role in improving our environ
ment. 

The beer indus try has been one of enor
mous growth in recent years and there has 
been increasdng use af non-returnable bottles 
and cans to carry your product to the con
sumer. 

It is, therefore, not surprising that we 
hear many demands for the elimination or 
outlawing of these convenient bottles and 
cans. 

Such action may, on the surface, seem to 
be a quick and effective way to meet the 
problem. I believe, however, that few long
range benefits would result from the ban
ning of throw-away cans and bottles. 
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In the first plaee, there is evidence that the 

public views throw-away and returnable 
bottles in virtually the same light. In other 
words, returnable bottles, on which a de
posit is paid, are regularly thrown away as 
are the cheaper non-returnable bottles. 
Equally disturbing is the fact that reusable 
bottles are least popular in the large urban 
areas where most of our people live and 
where the solid waste disposal problems are 
the most aeute. 

Added to the public's recluctance to use 
returnable bottles in larger numbers, is the 
unwillingness of retailers to take on the 
added cost of handling them. 

The challenge seems to me to be one of 
finding ways of recycling discarded cans and 
bottles instead of trying to impose the re
use of containers on a public and business 
structure that does not want them. 

As I mentioned, there is increasing knowl
edge in the country of ways to recover and 
use again many materials that were once 
simply discarded. 

I have many times in the past year dis
cussed environmental problems before groups 
such as yours and before audiences repre
senting other segments of American society. 
On eaeh occasion, I have stressed that an 
essential requirement in the fight against 
pollution is a change in attitude by all of us. 

We must stop thinking of ourselves as 
consumers. We are actually users of mate
rial ::; that are passed along for processing and 
cont inued use. The challenge we face was 
well stated by Athelstan Spilhaus, former 
President of the American Association for 
the Advancement of Science, who declared 
that "waste is simply some useful substance 
we do not yet have the wit to use." 

I think American technical gent us is well 
advanced to devising the processes we need 
to reclaim and reuse many of the left-overs 
we formerly considered trash suitable only 
for disposal. 

Testimony before the Public Works Com
mittee last year included discussion of a 
number of ways in which bottles and cans, 
the sources of concern to your industry, can 
be usefully recycled. The knowledge, for in
st ance, that cans are now made of simpler 
materials and, in fact , less metal per can, 
will make the task of sorting refuse easier. 
If this takes place, the incent ive for recovery 
and reusing of cans becomes economically 
great er. 

There are now t wo pilot programs for re
cycling of cans that possess great promise. 
One is being conducted by Weirton Steel 
Company at its Weirton, W. Va. plant on 
ways of separating and reclaiming steel cans. 
Reynolds Aluminum Company is pursuing 
the same goals for aluminium cans at plants 
in Miami and Los Angeles. 

New techniques also are providing easier 
ways to separate glass from other m81terials 
and to make it into such useful substances 
as building bricks, glass wool for installa
tion, glass beads, and even a rna terial known 
as glasphalt. This last is a mixture of ground 
glass with asphalt that may become of im
portance in highway construction. 

The conduct of separation activities on 
a large scale is now approaching economic 
feasibility. 

Only a. few days ago recommendations were 
made for the construction of a large refuse 
recovery plant in the Washington, D.C., area 
to provide newly-developed techniques a. full 
test. The proposed plant would process the 
trash from a community of 200,000 people 
with the aim of recovering enough reusable 
materials to make it pay for itself. 

The economical separation of waste ma
terials continues to be one of the greatest 
problems confronting those who must cope 
with solid wastes. But another serious ob
stacle is concerned with marketing mate
rials once they have been reclaimed. We 
have had evidence that there is resistance 
by some producers of raw materials to hav-
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ing used substances introduced into the 
manufacturing cycle in competition with 
them. 

This is an obvious opportunity for these 
reluctant industries to adopt a statesman
like posture for the benefit of society. Any 
real or imagined financial harm they fear 
could be ameliorated by these companies 
entering the recycling field themselves. 

There is no single or simple solution to 
this problem, and its resolution must be 
sought in several areas. The sorting problem 
is compounded, for example, by nothing more 
complex than the decline in the number of 
communities that require householders to 
sort their trash before it is collected. Simple 
actions such as this may be one way in which 
the public can support its desire for a cleaner 
environment. 

We in Congress recognize the demands be
ing made on the beer industry to somehow 
reduce the litter of discarded bottles and 
cans. We also recognize that you are not 
wholly to blame for the environmental deg
radation to which they contribute. I believe 
you will agree, though, that you have a crit
ical role to fill in easing this particular 
solid waste problem. And, I believe you are 
aware of the need and are deeply involved 
in doing your part. 

Our country is being subjected to a test 
of its ability to adapt. How we respond to 
these pressures in the months and years 
ahead may well determine the form of society 
and perhaps even our continued existence as 
a viable democraey in the future. The 
strength and dedication of all our citizens 
is needed, and I ask you to join with me in 
pledging our best energies to a strong and 
durable America. 

In the final analysis, the success of man's 
battle against pollution will be determined 
by his will to break away from old habits, 
to reject what Abraham Lincoln called the 
dogmas of the past, and to come to grips 
with the fact that the environmental crisis 
is one of life and death. 

Man created environment pollution, and 
only man can end it. 

To this commitment let us pledge anew 
our words, but more importantly, let us 
pledge our deeds. 

A rebirth of personal responsibility is the 
answer, in part, to the elimination of ugly 
and costly contamination. 

THE TIME HAS COME TO REFORM 
GOVERNMENT OIL POLICIES 

HON. SILVIO 0. CONTE 
OF MASSACHUSETTS 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 

Tuesday, February 2, 1971 

Mr. CONTE. Mr. Speaker, I want to 
commend to the attention of my col
leagues an excellent article, "Cold Facts 
About the Fuel Shortage," in the Febru
ary issue of the highly respected Con
sumer Reports. 

The article focuses much of its atten
tion on Government oil policy which, it 
says, "has not only failed to guarantee 
the Nation a comfortable fuel supply this 
winter, but has also failed to develop 
adequate long-term reserves of oil." 

This concise explanation of our pres
sent bankrupt oil policy helps to explain 
why I and many of my colleagues have 
long opposed the oil import quota sys
tem which costs the U.S. consumer over 
$5 billion annually in artificially high 
prices. 
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Recent developments, described in the 

article, have also made clear that State 
oil production controls serve only to 
maintain unreasonably high prices. 

Mr. Speaker, yesterday I sent a letter 
to my colleagues inviting their cospon
sorship of two bills which will effectively 
end both these programs. I also include 
a copy of that letter at the close of these 
remarks. I hope that all my colleagues 
will examine this Consumer Reports 
study. Having done so, I am confident 
it will encourage support for these legis
lative reforms. The material referred to 
follows: 

COLD FACTS ABOUT THE FuEL SHORTAGE 

Remember last summer's brownouts-
those miserably hot days when the electric 
power companies in some sections of the 
country reduced their voltage and deliber
ately blacked out entire areas to avoid mas
sive power failures? Remember the curious 
spectacle of utility company executives, after 
having spent millions of dollars to encour
age the purchase and use of air-conditioners 
and other eleotrioa:l appliances, pleading with 
customers to turn them otf? 

The utility companies muddled through 
that summer crisis. Now there's a Winter 
crisis. As winter approached, a White House 
official said, "The number one problem facing 
electric utilities in the cold months . . . is 
getting adequate supplies of coal, oil and 
natural gas, not generating capacity." By 
mid-December the situation had eased some
what , but fuel reserves remained precariously 
low. 

Because of the shortage, fuel prices had 
already reached an all-time high by Decem
ber. The price of coal was up 56 per cent from 
1969. Residual oil, which is used to generate 
electricity and to heat large buildings, was 
up 47 per cent. As a result, electric bills were 
rising, too. The Tennessee Valley Authority, 
a Federally owned utility, was among the first 
to oot, increasing its rates 23 per cent. Na
tionwide, aecording to one estimate, higher 
fuel costs will raise consumers' electric bills 
by $1 billion this year. 

The cost of heating homes was rising 
st eeply, too. Furnace oil has skyrocket ed, in 
some areas by as much as 40 per cent. Nat
ural gas, which is regulated by the Federal 
Power Commission and state public service 
commissions, was more stable in price, but 
su pplies are at an all-time low. Joseph 
Swidler, chairman of the New York State 
Public Service Commission, reports that there 
Will not be enough natural gas to provide 
continuous service for all industrial users 
this winter. The situation in other states is 
similar, according to Mr. Swidler. The Fed
eral Power Commission chairman, John Nas
sikas, says that the demand for nat ural gas 
this winter Will exceed the supply by 3 bil
lion cubic feet per day-the amount needed 
by a very large city. 

WHAT HAPPENED? 

The shortage of fuels stems from a variety 
of seemingly unrelated factors. There is no 
immediate shortage of coal, oil or natural 
gas underground. The nation's reserves of 
all three fuels should be adequate for some 
years to come. 

The four major sources of electrical en
ergy--oil, natural gas, coal and uranium for 
nuclear generators--are to a certain extent 
interchangeable. Thus, a shortage of one 
fuel increases the demand for other fuels 
and, in times like these, can lead to a gen
eral shortage. Much of the current difficulty 
can be traced to the Atomic Energy Commis
sion, which oversold the immediate impor
tance of nuclear energy. Coal companies, con
vinced that uranium fuel was about to come 
into its own, grew reluctant to open new 
coal .m.ines. Railroads, similarly misled, cut 
back on purchases of coal cars. But the con-
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struction of nuclear generators has fallen 
behind schedule. None of the 10 new plants 
scheduled to begin operation this winter will 
be ready on time. That alone has created an 
unexpected demand for 20 million additional 
tons of coal. 

At the same time the U.S. has been export
ing coal at a fantastically increased rate. In 
1961, 34 million tons were shipped abroad; the 
figure has now nearly doubled to 66 million 
tons a year. Increased exports have intensi
fied the shortage of railroad cars for domes
tic deliveries. To make matters worse, as many 
as 20,000 coal cars were for some time tied up 
at East Coast dock areas, partly because of a 
quirk in coal-car rental rates. Under rates set 
by the Interstate Commerce Commission, it 
was said to be cheaper for an East Coast rail
road to keep cars standing empty in freight 
yards then to return them to Midwest mines. 
Coal cars piled up, moreover, while waiting 
for ships to become available--or while wait
ing for coal prices to go higher. 

THE POLLUTION FACTOR 

New air-pollution-control laws in many 
cities limit the sulfur content of fuels. That 
increases the demand for coal with low sulfur 
content. But adequate supplies of low-sulfur 
coal have yet to be developed because the rel
atively high-sulfur coal in Ohio, Illinois and 
West Virginia is cheaper to deliver to major 
users than low-sulfur coal from Wyoming, 
North Dakota and other Western states. As 
a final touch, coal production of late has been 
slowed by a new and much-needed mine
safety law, which forced a number of mines 
to close, and by a series of wildcat strikes re
lated to mine safety. 

Faced with a shortage of coal, and par
ticularly of low-sulfur coal, many manufac
turers and power companies might have con
verted to clean-burning natural gas, had it, 
too, not have been in short supply. The major 
oil companies, which dominate the natural 
gas industry, claim that the gas shortage 
results from unrealistically low prices set by 
the Federal Power Commission. The industry 
says it just doesn't pay to search for and 
develop new supplies. 

Critics o'f the industry, such as Mr. Swidler 
and Lee White, another former FPC chair
man, accuse the industry of deliberately 
holding back on developing new wells in 
order to create a gas shortage that would 
force the FPC to grant a price increase. Mr. 
Swidler claims the industry "ha.s virtually 
been on strike in an effort to discredit Fed
eral regulation of gas prices." 

Much of the nation's natural gas reserves 
lies beneath the waters of the outer con
tinental shelf. In contrast to offshore oil, 
this gas can be developed with little fear of 
polluting the ocean. The U.S. Department of 
the Interior has sold some 1000 leases for 
oil and gas exploration along the Texas and 
Louisiana coast. According to a recent report 
prepared by a group of state public utllity 
commissioners chaired by Mr. Swidler, the 
incentive for rapid development of many 
leases is minimal, since they were sold for 
amounts so low that the big petroleum com
panies, which bought most of the leases, 
could easily afford to delay production pend
ing a rate increase. Mr. Swidler's group sug
gests, there'fore, that the Interior Depart
ment exercise its authority to require ex
peditious development of offshore gas prop
erties, that it put additional leases up for 
sale, and that it change the bidding pro
cedure to encourage small producers to par
ticipate in the development of the outer con
tinental shelf by permitting lessees to pay 
for their leases over an extended time. 

OUT OF OIL 

Contrived or not, the gas shortage coupled 
with the shortage of coal has created an un
precedented demand !or oil. The kind of oil 
in shortest supply is residual oil, which as 
the name implies is basically the sludgy stuff 
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left over after the refining process has re
moved the lighter, more profitable oils and 
gasolines from crude oil. Twenty years ago 
the output of U.S. oil refineries necessarily 
included 23 per cent residual oil. Since then, 
millions of dollars have been invested in new 
refining processes to produce more specialized 
petroleum products and less residual oil, so 
that now the production of residual oil has 
been reduced, on average, to 7 per cent of 
the refinery output. 

Because of its low price, residual oil makes 
a good 'fuel for heating big buildings and 
for generating electricity. U.S. users are heav
ily dependent on Venezuela for residual oil. 
With coal and gas temporarily in short sup
ply, the natural course would have been to 
increase imports. But it now turns out that 
residual oil, and especially low-sulfur resid
ual, is in short supply throughout the world. 
Until recently the demand for residual had 
been increasing at an annual rate of only 2 
per cent. This winter, however, demand is up 
15 per cent. 

A tanker shortage proved the crowning 
blow to U.S. residual-oil supplies. La.st May 
a Syrian bulldozer "accidentally" cut a key 
oil pipeline carrying 500,000 barrels of oil a 
day to the Mediterranean for shipment by 
tanker to Europe. At the same time, Libya 
put the squeeze on oil prices at its own fields 
by reducing production by 500,000 barrels a 
day. With the Suez Canal already closed, 
European nations are being forced to ship oil 
from the Persian Gulf all nations are being 
forced to ship oil from the Persian Gulf all 
the way around the southern tip of Africa. 
The vastly longer voyage is responsible for the 
current shortage of tankers. 

ALL THIS AND A QUOTA, TOO 

Oil industry spokesmen exploited the tank
er shortage and the uncertainties of Middle 
East and North African politics as object les
sons to those who have been trying to con
vince President Nixon to remove a 12-year
old quota on the import of crude oil and 
most refinery products. The oilmen argued 
that those events proved the wisdom of 
America's not being dependent on foreign 
supplies of oil. The President, if he had not 
been previously persuaded to accept the 
oilmen's point of view, has accepted it now 
by putting aside all consideration of aban
doning the quota system. 

The oil quota in fact intensified the cur
rent fuel shortage by discouraging foreign 
refineries from producing more of the low
sulfur residual oil so badly needed right 
now. Unlike other petroleum products, resi
dual oil may be imported in unlimited quan
tity for use in the eastern U.S. 

Thus, there is a ready and open market in 
this country for desulfurized residual oil 
from overseas. 

The catch is that the desulfurization proc
ess reduces by 30 per cent the residual oil 
produced from a barrel of crude oil, while 
increasing proportionally the amount of gas
oline and other oil products. Because of the 
U.S. import quota, additional foreign gaso
line and other oil products cannot be sold 
here. Tha.t being so, foreign refineries have 
been unwilling to manufacture the desul
furized residual oil, which can be sold here. 

American refineries have run into similar 
problems. In 1967 Gulf Oil Co. asked the In
terior Department's permission to import 
high-sulfur residual oil, desulfurlze it and 
sell both the cleaned-up residual and the 
gasolines and other products that would 
have come out of the process. The proposal 
was rejected. 

A major foreign source of naturally low
sulfur oil is the North African nation of 
Libya. The U.S.-owned Occidental Oil Co., 
controls extremely rich oil fields in Libya and 
wants to import low-sulfur Libyan crude. It 
has offered to guarantee that a relatively high 
percentage would be turned into residual oil. 
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In exchange, Occidental has asked for a free
trade zone to be created at Machiasport, Me., 
permitting Occidental to build facilities there 
for refining Libyan crude oil imported out
side of the existing quota. Thus far, the 
plan has not won approval. Indeed, it raises 
serious environmental questions. But accord
ing to one expert on residual oil, "If the Occi
dental proposal and others like it are re
jected, it is difficult to see from where any 
large amounts of very low-sulfur residual oil 
are to come." 

HIGH COST OF QUOTAS 

Restrictions on imports of low-cost foreign 
oil for over a decade have cost the U.S. con
sumer as much as 5¢ per gallon of gasoline 
and as much as 4¢ per gallon of home-heating 
oil, according to one expert. The total burden 
of oil-import quotas on consumers was esti
mated by a Cabinet-level Presidential task 
force last February at $5.2 billion a year. At 
expected consumption levels 10 years from 
now, the figure is expected to reach $8.4-bil
lion a year. The burden falls unevenly across 
the country, in general getting heavier toward 
the East. The quota is said to cost an average 
of $17 a year per person in California, $22 a 
year in Illinois, and $35 a year in Massachu
setts. For a family of four in Boston, that 
means an extra $140 a year for gasoline, heat
ing oil and other petroleum products. 

The quota was imposed in 1959 by Presi
dent Eisenhower, acting under authority of a 
law permitting the President to restrict im
ports that pose a threat to the national se
curity. Then, as now, supporters of the quota 
argued that foreign competition would de
stroy much of the domestic oil industry, leav
ing the country dangerously dependent on 
foreign oil. President Eisenhower's closest ad
viser, Sherman Adams, later acknowledged, 
however, that the President's decision to limit 
oil imports had more to do with protecting 
the U.S. oil industry than with national 
security. 

A majority of the 1970 oil-import task 
force, including the Secretaries of Defense, 
State and Treasury, reported to President 
Nixon that the oil import program "bears no 
reasonable relation to current requirements 
for protection either of the national economy 
or of essential oil consumption." The quota, 
the majority said, "is no longer acceptable." 

Government oil policy has not only failed 
to guarantee the nation a comfortable fuel 
supply this winter, but has also failed to de
velop adequate long-term reserves of oil. In
deed, U.S. oil reserves are on the decline. It 
is therefore very difficult to understand how 
the national security has been served by a 
system of import quotas that forces the im
mediate consumption of domestic oil at times 
when foreign oil is cheap and plentiful. 

The tanker shortage provides a convenient 
but unsatisfactory explanation. True, if im
port restrictions were lifted at once, there 
would not be enough tankers to carry the 
amount of foreign oil needed here. But the 
Libyan crisis shows signs of abating, an un
precedented number of new tankers are on 
the ways, and increased tanker rates may 
encourage ship owners to delay the retire
ment of old, formerly uneconomical tankers 
and to equip cargo ships, grain and ore car
riers to carry crude oil. Indeed, a director of 
Royal-Dutch Shell predicts a surplus of 
tankers within the year even if the situa
tion in Libya and Syria remains unchanged. 

WINTER OF DISCONTENT 

The energy crisis is traceable largely to 
hydra-headed and uncoordinated govern
ment regulations. 

The Texas Railroad Commission and the 
Louisiana Department of Conservation large
ly determine how much domestic crude oil 
will be pumped from the ground. 

The Interior Department administers coal 
mine safety standards, oil quotas, and the 
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development of off-shore oil wells and vast, 
untapped lodes of shale oil. 

The Atomic Energy Commission lobbies for 
atomic energy. 

The Interstate Commerce Commission af
fects the coal industry through its regula
tion of the railroads. 

The Department of Health, Education and 
Welfare has jurisdiction over air pollution 
standards. 

The Federal Power Commission regulates 
the interstate price of natural gas. 

State public utility commissions regulate 
the local price of natural gas. 

The Justice Department and the Federal 
Trade Commission enforce the antitrust laws 
under which oil companies have been al
lowed to enter the coal and uranium busi
ness. The oil industry now owns 25 per cent 
of the nation's coal production and 45 per 
cent of its known uranium reserves. 

The Treasury Department administers and 
interprets tax laws that have an important 
bearing on domestic oil and gas exploration. 
(A Treasury Department ruling, for example, 
has actually encouraged huge international 
oil companies, such as Jersey Standard, Gulf, 
Texaco and Mobil, to explore for oil overseas 
instead of at home by deduct ing overseas 
royalties from their Federal income taxes.) 

Responsibility for the maintenance of an 
adequate fuel supply clearly cannot be en
trusted to a host of agencies working at cross
purposes. Nor can it be entrusted to the 
forces of the market. Private industry's quest 
for profits does not necessarily coincide with 
public needs--it does not, for example, pro
duce enough emergency supplies of residual 
oil when gasoline is more profitable. 

Existing regulations not only fragments the 
public interest. It is also a one-sided affair, 
shielding the politically powerful oil industry 
from the price competition of an unrestricted 
supply of crude oil and petroleum products 
while leaving the consumer to pay the bill at 
times when shortages force up prices. Ra
tional management of the nation's energy 
needs will demand intelligent and well co
ordinated use of regulation, freed from the 
shackles of petroleum politics. Economist 
Walter Adams summed up the situation at 
a Senate hearing: 
"You cannot make speeches about noninter
ference by Government and cite Jeffersonian 
texts on the Fourth of July and in the coun
try clubs and counting houses and then come 
up to Capitol Hill and lobby for govern
mental interference which will protect spe
cial and vested interests, not of the poor 
and the underprivileged, but of the power
ful, the wealthy, the favored . When Govern
ment is used as a mask for privilege, then it 
beoomes an Elizabethan institution. I do not 
want to be corny but this is what the Ameri
can Revolution was all about." 

PROTECTIONISM, QUOTAS, AND FREE ENTER
PRISE, TEXAS STYLE 

Again this year Congress is under pressure 
to convert the Trade Expansion Act, which 
made possible the Kennedy round of tariff 
reductions, into a protectionist measure the 
likes of which ha..c;n't been seen since the 
Smoot-Hawley Act 40 years ago (Consumer 
Reports, May 1969) . Imports of textiles, cloth
ing and footwear would be controlled by 
means of a quota (at a cost to consumers esti
mated by a member of the Federal Reserve 
Board at $3.7 billion a year in higher prices 
by 1975), and severe constraints would be 
placed on the President's authority to 
abolish oil import quotas. 

The oil-quota provision was patched onto 
the trade bill last year after a Cabinet-level 
task force had advised the President to re
place oil quotas with a tariff that would be 
less restrictive on imports and would there
fore force down the price of gasoline, home
heating oil and other petroleum products. 
To tie the President's hands, the 1970 trade 
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bill would have prohibited him from using 
tariffs in place of quotas. The bill was passed 
by the House, and was killed by the Senate 
only under threat of a filibuster. 

Instead of trying to perpetuate oil quotas, 
Congress should abolish them. Keeping low
priced foreign oil out of the country is an 
essential part of an elaborate Federal-state 
system for propping up the price of oil from 
U.S. wells. Shortly after World War II, the 
oil industry found itself overinvested. Quite 
simply, it could produce more oil than it 
could sell. Excess capacity of anything, be 
it oil or potatoes, should mean lower prices 
as sellers are forced to compete for the avail
able market. To curb excess capacity, the 
leading oil-producing states, Texas and Lou
isiana, began limiting production. Further
more, after the U.S. Supreme Court had 
ruled that offshore oil fields belong not to 
the states but to the Federal government, 
the Interior Department dutifully began en
forcing offshore production limits drawn up 
by the adjacent states. Thus, production 
control was extended to the vast resources 
of the outer continental shelf off Texas and 
Louisiana. Federal and state governinents 
now can shelter most crude oil from the 
forces of supply and demand. 

The Texas Railroad Commission, which 
sets oil production quotas in that state, has 
at times ordered wells shut down all but 
eight days 9. month. Production controls at 
their best are hardly calculated to promote 
industrial efficiency The pro-rationing sys
tem, though. seeins designed to make oil 
production as inefficient as possible. It does 
so by setting production limits on each well, 
instead of on the overall output of an oil 
field. To produce as much oil as the state 
allows, an oil field developer may drill four 
wells where only one well could drain the 
field at IUa.ximum efficiency. Superfluous oil 
wells, according to one oil economist, have 
added an estimated $1 billion to the produc
tion costs of crude oiJ since 1948. In 1960 
it was proposed that more than three quar
ters of some 17,200 East Texas wells be capped 
as superfluous, but the Texas Railroad Com
mission rejected the idea because of the bad 
effect it would have had on the local econ
omy. 

Last November major oil companies in
creased the pricP- of crude 011 by 25¢ a barrel. 
The cost to motorists was expected to be 1¢ 
per gallon of gasoline, or some $600-million 
a year for all car owners. The potential price 
increase for all oil products was put at $1.25-
billion a year. Despite the crude oil price in
crease, the Texas Railroad Commission went 
ahead and cut production quotas for Decem
ber, a decision which the Whit e House noted 
"would have the effect of reducing the supply 
of crude oil and supporting the price in
crease." 

Texas acted, moreover, after Mobil Oil 
Corp. had requested a production cutback 
on the ground that its stocks were too large. 
Thus was Mobil able to increase prices when, 
as the White House observed, excess inven
tories "ought to have been moving [the in
dustry] in the direction of stable, to perhaps 
declining prices." 

President Nixon quickly exerted some of 
the power at his disposal to roll back oil 
prices. He permitted a limited increase in 
imports to bolster immediate petroleum sup
plies. More important for the long run, he 
removed production limits on off-shore oil 
wells. If these measures didn't work, he still 
held the trump card. He could eliminate 
all quotas on oil imports with a stroke of 
his pen. 

FEBRUARY 1, 1971. 
DEAR CoLLEAGUE: For years American con

sumers have suffered from two government 
oil policies which have led to artificially high 
oil prices: severely restrictive import quotas 
and state production controls, or prora-
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tioning. The latter is an interference with 
interstate commerce made possible only by 
a Federal law known as the Connally "Hot 
Oil" Act. 

In May of 1969, I introduced a bill, ulti
mately consponsored by 65 of our colleagues., 
to eliminate the import quota system. Events 
since then have made clear that these quotas 
should be ended and the Connally Act should 
be repealed. I am writing to invite you to 
join me as a cosponsor of two bills to accom
plish these ends. 

Let me briefly indicate the rationale for 
these two bills. In February, 1970, President 
Nixon's own Cabinet Task Force on Oil Im
port Control found that quotas annually 
cost U.S. consumers over $5 billion in arti
ficially high prices, that the present quotas 
are not justified for reasons of national se
curity, and that they should be replaced by 
a tariff which would permit greater imports 
and lower prices. Regrettably, no action was 
taken to implement these recommendations. 

The present tight fuel supply situation 
offers further proof that oil quotas have not 
been able to guarant ee adequate supplies. It 
has also provided dramatic evidence that 
state prorationing should be abolished. De
spite unprecedented demand and declining 
inventories the state regulating commissions 
in Louisiana and Texas have actually cut 
back production. 

This cutback continues despite recent in
flationary oil price hikes so severe that they 
prompted the first federal investigation, still 
underway, to determine whether import 
quotas should be increased or changed to 
assure adequate supplies and reasonable 
prices. 

These developments combined to force the 
President on December 4, 1970 to take two 
steps: He increased allowable imports from 
Canada, and ended the practice of limiting 
Federal off-shore oil production in voluntary 
compliance with these state production con
trols. In taking this latter step President 
Nixon stated that these controls "are not 
necessary for national security; moreover, 
they actually interfere with the freedom of 
our domestic IUa.rket system." A more com
plete discussion of the President's action can 
be found in the Congressional Record for 
December 10, 1969 at H.11523. 

While these were welcome moves, I believe 
it is essential for the Congress to take more 
decisive action. My first bill would abolish all 
oil import controls by January 1, 1972. In 
view of the deep concern about the present 
supply situation in the Middle East, let me 
stress that the President would retain the 
right to impose a tariff as the Task Force rec
ommended. It should be noted that the Task 
Force called for the use of tariffs to restrict 
imports from that region to no more than 10 
percent of U.S. demand, assuring we will not 
become unduly dependent on this source. 

The second bill, repealing the Connally 
Act, would remove federal sanction from 
state prorationing and render it inoperative. 
The combination of these two programs has 
cost at least $40 billion over the past decade. 
Their abolition will not only relieve chronic 
shortage problems of particular concern to 
the Northeast heating oil consumer, but also 
create a strong downward pressure on prices 
across the nation. It is too little appreciated 
that gasoline consumers have been paying 5 
cents more per gallon because of these anti
competitive programs. 

If you wish to join in this bipartisan reform 
effort to provide needed consumer relief, I 
hope you wlll agree to cosponsor these two 
bills. Since I plan to introduce them on 
Thursday, February 25th, please advise Myrna 
Vanden Eykel of my staff (ext. 55335) by 
Wednesday the 24th if you wish to join me. 

With warmest good wishes, I am, 
Cordially yours, 

SILVIO 0. CONTE, 
Member of Congres$. 
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CINCINNATI COLUMNIST LIGHTENS 
SST DEBATE 

HON. ROBERT TAFT, JR. 
OF OHIO 

IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES 

Wednesday, February 3, 1971 

Mr. TAFT. Mr. President, Congress 
has been debating continued support of 
the supersonic transport for many 
months. The Senate, as most of my col
leagues are well aware, was tied up for 
weeks in a prolonged discussion of the 
merits of the SST and debate will un
doubtedly continue. 

At times, I am sure all of us would 
agree, there is a need for levity. Bob 
Brumfield, a very talented columnist for 
the Cincinnati Enquirer, has provided 
some of that in a recent column entitled 
"The Wisconsin SST." I am sure my 
distinguished longtime friend, the Sen
ator from Wisconsin, will enjoy the 
article. 

While I have no plans to join Mr. 
Brumfield's Wisconsin dairy products 
boycott, my wife advises that avoidance 
of butterfat would certainly not hinder 
my waistline and might do as much for 
me as jogging to work. 

I ask unanimous consent that the arti
cle be printed in the RECORD. 

There being no objection, the article 
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD, 
as follows: 
[From the Cincinnati Enquirer, Jan. 25, 1971] 

THE WISCONSIN SST 
(By Bob Brumfield) 

Sen. William Proxmire (D.-Wis.) wants to 
kill the SST. 

Okay, so I think Americans should boycott 
Wisconsin dairy products. 

Now, at first glance, it might look like I'm 
just being vindictive because the Cincinnati 
area has so much to lose if the SST program 
is killed, but this is far from the truth. I 
think there should be a boycott on Wisconsin 
dairy products simply because of the environ
mental dangers they present. 

Wisconsin cows are dirty animals. They're 
always ... well, they make it necessary to 
watch carefully where you walk. And they 
attract flies. Not only that, but they add to 
noise pollution with their mooing. Wisconsin 
cows eat grass, and unless something is done 
soon, they will completely strip the Earth of 
grass. 

The argument has been advanced that 
Wisconsin dairy products are necessary to the 
nation's health. This just isn't true. Wiscon
sin dairy products are simply a jet set food. 
The country can get by fine with the excel
lent margarine now on the market. There 
also is an excellent synthetic cheese on the 
market that is plenty good enoug::.... for 
cheeseburgers. 

You may ask: "But what about milk for 
babies and cats and for putting on breakfast 
food." And to this I reply (rather smugly, 
actually): Did the Indians have Wisconsin 
milk for their babies and cats and for put
ting on their breakfast food? Of course they 
didn't. They ate their shredded wheat dry, 
the way nature intended it to be eaten. They 
nursed their young. And when a cat came 
around meowing for Wisconsin milk, they 
kicked it all the way to Milwaukee. 

As for their health, they were plenty 
healthy enough to beat hell out of General 
Custer. 

Wisconsin dairy products are not only un
necessary for the nation's health, but they 
also might be extremely harmful. Many 
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reputable scientists are of the opinion that 
these dairy products contain high percent
ages of cholesterol, and that this might be 
contributory to heart disease. Although these 
are just unproved theories, there is enough 
scientific evidence against Wisconsin dairy 
products to warrant an extremely cautious 
approach to their use. We just can't take the 
chance. 

Proponents of Wisconsin dairy products say 
that there will be no harm done by just a 
little of their cheese here, and a little of their 
milk and butter there. They advance the 
argument that unless we permit a few Wis
consin dairy products to be sold, we'll never 
be able to prove or disprove their dangers. 

Baloney! If we let them sell a little of these 
products-produced through massive federal 
aid in the form of farm subsidies--the next 
thing you know it will get completely out of 
hand. If we need any dairy products for 
experimental or other purposes, we've got 
plenty of good old Ohio, Indiana and Ken
tucky cows. 

A GRANDMOTHER'S MOVEMENT TO 
RESTORE DECENCY 

HON. JOHN R. RARICK 
OF LOUISIANA 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 

Tuesday, February 2, 1971 

Mr. RARICK. Mr. Speaker, many par
ents, ministers of the Holy Gospel, edu
cators, and other citizens abhor and are 
deeply concerned about the torrent of 
indecent, obscene, and pornographic art, 
plays, literature, periodicals, films, and 
television programs inundating this great 
country. They are rightfully concerned 
since history records that no nation has 
survived a successful assault upon its 
morals. 

There exists today a frightening 
parallel in crime rise and the prolifera
tion of smut material which not only ad
vocates acts in conftict with God's nat
ural law, but debases traditional virtues 
and standards. 

Our runaway Supreme Court Justices, 
who by their unconscionable and unwise 
decisions have promoted this onslaught 
of salacious materials, seem to have for
gotten that America was founded as a 
Christian nation and that the earliest 
schools is America were established to 
teach children to read so that they could 
read the Holy Bible. 

In his Epistle to the Ephesians, St. 
Paul says: 

Let no corrupt communication proceed out 
of your mouth, but that which is good to the 
use of edifying, that it may minister grace 
unto the hearers. 

And in Psalms 127:1, we are reminded: 
Except the Lord build the house; they la

bor in vain that build it: except the Lord 
keep the city, the watchmen waketh but in 
vain. 

It is encouraging and refreshing to 
learn of a grossroots movement by con
cerned citizens individually and collec
tively through organizations to attempt 
to stem the tide of pornography and ob
scenity, to restore decency throughout 
America, and to get America back on the 
right moral track prescribed by Almighty 
God in Holy Scriptures. 

One such individual is Mrs. Billie 
Lasker, a grandmother, of 7815 Pershing 
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Avenue, Clayton, Mo. 63105. Her crusade 
for decency is told in a news release by 
Gerald P. McAtee, of Fitzgerald Enter
prises, 9216 Clayton Road, St. Louis, Mo. 
63124. I insert at this point Mr. McAtee's 
release and a news clipping: 

REMARKS BY GERALD P. MCATEE 
A widowed grandmother in Clayton, Mis

souri, has hurled down the gauntlet to the 
powerful paladins of pornography now rid
ing the crest of a golden wave estimated in 
excess of a billion dollars yearly. 

Mrs. Billie Lasker has sent some 8,000 
signatures to Senator James 0. Eastland, 
Chairman of the Senate Committee on the 
Judiciary, in the past five months. Almost 
3,000 of them were secured within the past 
four weeks as her lone crusade against filth 
gathers momentum. 

But for the intervention of Death, Mrs. 
Lasker's crusade would be far advanced over 
its present development. After fifteen years 
of caring for an invalid husband, she was 
crushed by his aeath only six months after 
she began her campaign. It was almost a 
year later before, rising in indignation from 
the trauma of her grief like the legendary 
phoenix from its ashes, she again took up 
the sword against the forces of filth. 

Gene Lasker was reduced to a nervous 
wreck by financial ruin. Three years and six 
hospitals later, the Laskers• home and sav
ings were gone. For the next fifteen years 
Billie Lasker struggled to support her ailing 
spouse. 

To make ends meet, she began a small 
antique business which she conducted in 
her home. Her husband's illness, housemak
ing and the business left her little time for 
an~hing else. And she felt that she would 
be content with life if she could just keep 
her head above water and meet the everyday 
expense of doing so. Then a reeking piece of 
imported cinematic feculence exploded in 
her consciousness and nothing has been 
quite the same ever since. Outraged at this 
blatant opus, she drew up a petition to the 
late Senator Everett M. Dirksen with the 
help of a friend and sallied forth to counter
attack the powerful forces of the porno ... 
graphic world. Despite the already heavy de
mands on her time, energy and emotions, 
she spent two hours a day, three days a week, 
81Ceosting people in a neighborhood shopping 
center to ask them to sign the petition to de
prive the Supreme Court of the jurisdic
tional authority to overturn decisions of low
er courts in cases involving pornography. 

"And it you don't believe the Supreme 
Court is involved," says she, "just look at 
the record. Thirty-eight lower court deci
sions were reversed by the Court in just three 
years from 1967 through 1969. And those de
cisions have opened wide the floodgates 
through which this tidal wave of filth now 
surges in upon us. And, aside from the fact 
that much of it is vile enough to nauseate 
a vulture, it is corrupting our young people. 
Every parent in the country ought to be up 
in arms about this abominable assault upon 
our children. Every mother should join this 
fight now and put this despicable enemy to 
route once and for all. The time has come 
for all Americans to stand up and be counted 
for decency." 

But even Death allied itself with the evil 
Billie Lasker, undaunted by overwhelining 
odds, had attacked. In May, 1969, Gene Las
ker died. And for the next ten months grief 
robbed the doughty widow-who had already 
mailed more than 1,000 signatures to Senator 
Dirksen-of the strength to continue the 
fight. 

Then a "particularly revolting picture ad
vocating drug usage and perversion" gal
vanized her into action once again. She was 
doubly shocked to observe young teenagers 
serving as ushers and ticket takers and to see 
other youngsters in the audience. She imme-
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diately wired the Prosecuting Attorney of St. 
Louis County and phoned her friends to urge 
them to do likewise. The picture abruptly 
disappeared. She doesn't take credit for the 
change-just says, "Five days later, it was 
gone." 

One must draw one's own conclusions. 
Says this twentieth century Joan of Arc: 

"Some people say there is no legal definition 
of obscenity-but that is not true. In 1957 
in the case of Roth versus the United States, 
the Supreme Court declared that 'obscenity 
is not within the area of constitutionally 
protected speech or press'. The Court further 
stated, clearly and unequivocally, that ma
terial is obscene when •to the average person, 
applying contemporary community stand
ards, the dominant theme of the material, 
taken a.s a whole, appeals to prurient in
terests'." 

Mrs. Lasker can now be seen daily at one 
of the busiest shopping centers in the St. 
Louis area buttonholing people to ask for 
their signatures on this "petition against 
filthy movies and other forms of pornog
raphy". She averages approximately 100 sig
natures a day. On weekends she stands in 
the rear of churches to ask the support of 
churchgoers as they leave services. On three 
Sundays within the past month she obtained 
a total of almost 1,000 signatures in this 
effort . 

"It should have been twice as many and 
I believe it would have been if there had 
been more help," she says. 

Mrs. Lasker expects to obtain 100,000 by 
spring in the St. Louis area. 

"If enough people will join this fight, we 
can make it a million," she says. "And I think 
they will. People are calling or writing me 
every day asking for copies of the petition 
which they work on themselves and return to 
me after they have completed them by se
curing twenty signatures on each copy. A 
retired Catholic priest requested copies and 
returned them with one hundred signatures. 
One woman ordered twenty-five petitions for 
use in local hospitals and other institutions, 
then had one hundred duplicates made up 
herself which she sent to people she knows 
all over the country. I hope this campaign 
will grow into a national crusade for decency 
that will sweep this abomination back into 
the cesspool where it !belongs--for good." 

Who foots the bill for all this? 
"Nobody," answers the fighting lady. "But 

some people are very thoughtful. A few have 
enclosed stamps with requests for petitions. 
One woman sent two dollars. Another sent 
ten. And a well-known and dedicated busi
nessman has printed hundreds of petitions 
for me and also provided stationery and sec
retarial help." 

For many years, when she was younger, 
she visited local nursing homes of the Little 
Sisters of the Poor to sing twice monthly for 
the aged inmates. She also entertained vet
erans in veterans' hospitals in the area. 

"They were so appreciative," says she. 
Mrs. Lasker's life has been characterized 

by service, charity, dedication, and self
sacrifice. 

The world has all too few Billie Laskers. 
Valiant is the name for Billie. 

(From the St. Louis Globe-Democrat, Jan. 
30, 1970] 

WoMAN FILEs PETITIONS IN ANTI-SMUT FIGHT 

A Clayton grandmother who is waging a 
one-woman crusade against pornography has 
added more than just a handful of signa
tures to the collection she has been sending 
regularly to U.S. Sen. James Eastland (Dem.) 
Mississippi. 

The crusader is Mrs. Billie Lasker, 7815 
Pershing ave., who collects about 100 signa
tures a day on petitions which she circulates 
at various shopping centers In the county. 

Her latest batch of petitions, containing 
2,860 signatures, was put in the mail Tues
day addressed to Eastland, who heads the 
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Senate Judiciary Committee and is respon
sible for consideration of any new anti-smut 
legislation. 

In her letter Mrs. Lasker asks, "When is 
Congress going to end the unconscionable 
usurpations of the Supreme Court which has 
opened wide the floodgates of iniquity 
through which this hellish torrent of un
speakable rottenness thunders in upon us 
from all sides?" 

PROPOSED AMERICAN AIRLINES
WESTERN AIRLINES MERGER 

HON. MIKE GRAVEL 
OF ALASKA 

IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES 

Wednesday, February 3, 1971 

Mr. GRAVEL. Mr. President, I believe 
the proposed merger of American Air
lines and Western Air Lines will benefit 
the people of Alaska. If done properly 
and American maintains its positive at
titudes about its advent on the Alaska 
scene, I see the following advantages 
being realized: 

First. It will provide Alaska, for the 
first time, with the services of American 
Airlines, one of the world's leading air
lines. 

Second. Alaska's developing oil indus
try will obtain an important new one
carrier link to Texas. 

Third. The merger will provide a new 
single-carrier service between Alaska and 
a long list of major cities in the South
west, Midwest, and East which American 
serves and which are a great potential 
source of Alaskan vacation travel. It also 
will provide one-carrier service to the 
South Pacific. American will use its pro
motional efforts to stimulate these Alas
kan vacation markets. 

Fourth. American will be able to im
prove Alaska's air services. American has 
10 Boeing 747 aircraft in service, an
other six on order, and has delivery posi
tions for six Boeing SST's. It has also 
ordered 25 Douglas DC-lO's. American 
promises to provide improved service over 
the Alaskan routes now serviced by 
Western. 

Fifth. American has a fteet of 17 all
cargo jet aircraft a vail able to meet the 
needs of the people of Alaska. 

Because of the peculiarities of Alaska's 
cost functions and other factors, it has 
been clear for some time that the State 
will be developed largely by big capital. 
Big capital is generally available in the 
private sector to the big firms, and 
transportation and the airlines are no 
exception to these maxims. For these and 
other reasons I welcome the possibility 
of American Airlines merging with West
ern Airlines which presently serves 
Alaska routes. 

Such a merger seems to me to be a 
logical step in the evolution of air trans
port carriage in Alaska-Pacific North
ern Airlines having earlier merged with 
Western and now Western merging with 
a still larger carrier with still greater 
financial strength and diversity of equip
ment and service. American, with its ex
tensive marketing capability, can be very 
helpful in promoting tourist travel to 
Alaska, an increasingly important factor 
in that State's economy as personal in-
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comes and leisure time increase, air 
travel times diminish, and fewer places 
remain to be visited by the vacationing 
public. Through American's subsidiary 
enterprises, new and selectively located 
hotel accommodations may be added to 
the Alaska tourist industry. 

In the business and commercial fields 
I see the connecting of the traditional 
oil areas of Southwestern United States 
with the emerging oil areas of Alaska to 
be of particular importance both in the 
transport of passengers and cargo. If, as 
I believe is likely, the development 
of Alaska-particularly the northern 
areas-will not involve dramatic in
creases in community size, this implies 
the substitution of a high-speed air 
transportation network for migration 
and settlement itself. 

For the consumer of air transportation 
and the benefits it can bring, the real 
payoff is, of course, in reasonable air 
fares and reliable frequencies of service. 
I am aware that there has sometimes 
been a history of major air carriers be
ing interested in acquiring new routes 
and then moving to "skim the cream" of 
the high density traffic for themselves, 
leaving communities and the traveling 
public on the thinner routes to shift as 
best they can. 

American Airlines has assured me that 
this will not be the case, and I, there
fore, hope the merger with Western will 
be approved when all the requirements 
for the transaction are met. 

VOTING RECORD IN THE SECOND 
SESSION OF THE 91ST CONGRESS 

HON. BURT L. TALCOTT 
OF CALIFORNIA 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 

Tuesday, February 2, 1971 

Mr. TALCOTT. Mr. Speaker, once 
again I take this opportunity to insert 
an account of my voting record for all 
rollcall votes during the second session 
of the 91st Congress. I believe this report 
will be of interest to the residents of the 
12th Congressional District whom I am 
privileged to represent in the Congress. 
My constituents are entitled to this ac
counting. This continues my practice of 
making my record readily and succinct
ly available. 

During the 91st Congress, Members 
cast votes which were not recorded; 
however, only recorded votes are avail
able; they are generally considered rep
resentative of a Member's position on 
issues. I fully realize how difficult it may 
sometimes be to properly interpret a 
Member's position when a calf dozen 
votes are involved. We do not always have 
the opportunity to make clear-cut votes 
on every issue. However, my affirmative 
votes reftect a judgment that a bill in
cludes more good than bad. 
If any constituent desires more detailed 

information concerning any particular 
issue, I will be pleased to furnish it. 

Due to official business a way from 
Washington, it was occasionally neces
sary to miss a rollcall vote. On these 
measures, I have indicated my position. 

My report follows: 
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VOTING RECORD OF BURT L. TALCOTT OF THE 12TH CONGRESSIONAL DISTRICT OF CALIFORNIA 

(Yeo-for; Nay-against; NVA-not voting, against; NVF-not voting, for; NVPA-not voting, paired against; NVPF-not voting, paired for.) 

Roll-
coli Date 
No, 

4 Jan. 27 

s Jan. 27 

7 Jan. 28 

9 Jan. 29 

12 Feb. 16 

14 ~·b. 17 

15 Feb. 17 

16 Feb. 17 

17 Feb. 17 

18 Feb. 17 

22 Feb. 18 

25 Feb. 19 

26 Feb. 19 

27 Feb. 19 
29 Feb. 24 

30 Feb. 24 

31 Feb. 24 

33 Feb. 26 

34 Feb. 26 

36 Mar. 

37 Mar. 3 

39 Mar. 

40 Mar. 4 

42 Mar. s 

43 Mar. s 

44 Mar. 5 
46 Mar. 11 

48 Mar. 16 

Measure, question, ond result 

Ji.~ 1Sl4!11 To aak~ appropriationa of $2.5 !Jillion for 
For6ip .Vdetaace .and relatd proar- for fiscal 
1970. Adoption of conference report. (Pasaed 202 to 

Vote 

162) .•••.•.•. • .•••.•••••••••••••••••••.•.•.•••.•••••••.•••• Yea 
H.ll. 860: To . ... nd 88ctioil 302(c) . of the Labor
Manaae-nt Relationa Act, 1947, to perait, in certain 
instance&, a.ployer contributiona for joint industry 
pro-.otion of product&. On paaaage. (Passed 189 to 
186) ....•• • .•• • ••• • •.•••••.•••••.••....•••..•.••....•....• Nay 
B.R. 13lllz To aalte appropriations of $19,747,153,200 
for the Depart11enta of Labor, and Health, Education, 
and Welfare, and related agencl•• for fiscal 1970. To · 
override veto. (Failed 226 to 191; 2/3 vote required) .... Nay 
B.R. 14864: To ... ad the Internal Security Act of 1950 
to authorize eeaaures to protect defense production and 
elaaeified info~tion releaaed tq defense f.Dduatry 
against acta of aullveraion. On paasap.; (Passed 274 
to 65) •.••••.•••••••••••••.•••••.•••.. ; ...... • . • ••.••.... Yea 
H.R. 1049: To ..end the Anadroaoua Fish Conservation 
Act of 1965, relating to the conservation of Anadro-.oua 
fishing resourcaa. Motion to sua pend rules and peas. 
(Passed 301 to 19; 2/3 vote required) ..................... Yea 
H.R. 15062: For the relief of n~adry clai-nta. Hall 
-.otion to strike title I (H.ll. 3732) to provide for the 
relief of Robert G, S.S.th. (Failed 59 to 288) ..••.• ; , • •.. Yea 
H.R. 15062: Groaa -.otion to strike title II (H.R. · 
5000) for the relief of Pedro Irizarry Guido. (Failed 
56 to 290) ••••••••••...••.•••. • •.•••.••...•••..•.. . ....... Yea 
H.R. 15062: Brovn 110tion to strike title III (H.R. 
6378) for the relief of Noel S. Marston. (Failed 67 to 
288) •..•...••••••..••.•••••••••••.••••.••.•••............ Yea 
H,R, 15062: Duacan 110t1on to .trike title IV (H.R. 
2214) for the relief of the Mutual Benefit Foundation. 
(Failed 51 to 306) ••••.•••••. • ••. • .••••••..•••••....•.... Yea 
H.R. 15062: To provide for the relief of sundry 
elabants. On passage. (Paaaed 318 to 51) • • ••.••...•..•. Nay 
H.R. 15165: To eatabliah a c-iaaion on Population 
Grovth and the ~rican Future. On paaaage. (Paaaed 
371 to 13). • .••..••. ~. • ••.•••.•.•••••••..••.•••.••.......• Yea 
H.ll. 15931: To lllllke appropriations of $19.4 billion 
for the Depart-ate of Laboz;, and Health, Education, 
and Welfare for fiscal 1970. Previous question. 
(Pasaed 238 to 157) ...................................... Yea 

· H.R. 15931: Michel rec:o.Uttal .,tion with 
instructions to provide authority for the President to 
withhold 2 1/2 percent of the funds. (Failed 189 to 
205) ••••..•.••.•••••••.•••..••.•.....••.• •• •••.•. • •••.••. Yea 
H.R. 15931: On paaaage. (Passed 315 to 81) .•........•... !)lay 
H.R. 10937: To authorize a study of the construction 
of an Eiaeahover National Ma110rial Arena. On paasage. 
(Failed 136 to 230) ••••••.••.••..••••.••••••..•.. • ...•.. JNA 
H.ll. 10335: To revise certain lava of the District of 
Columbia relating to offeuau against hotels, aotela 
and 'other colla8rcial lodgings. On passage. (Passed 
246 to 117) • • • • • • • • . • •.••.•••••••..•••••.••••...•. • •.••.. .NVF 
H.R. 14608: To change the procedure for return and 
cancellation of liquor liceuaes in the District of 
Columbia. On passage. (Failed 97 to 262) .•. • •....•.•..• WF 
s. 2523: To amend the eo-ity Mental Health Ceatera 
Construction Act, to extend prograu of assistance to 
co~ty -ntal health canters, for the treat-at of 
alcoholics and narcotic addicts • and for the aental 
hea1tli · of children. .Adoption· of·- conference·:" report• 
(Passed 369 to 0) ••••••••.••••.•••••.•••..•.•..••......•. Yea 
H. Res, 799: To provide for the consideration of H.R. 
12025, · the National Forest Tillber Conservation and 
ManageMnt Act. On paaaage, (Failed 150 to 228) •..••.•.. Yea 
H.R. 15931: To aalr.e appropriationa of $19.4 billion· 
for the Departunta of Labor, and Health, Education, 
and Welfare, aud related agenciea, for fiscal 1970. 
Kotiou to lay ou table the aotion to instruct House 
conferees to agree to· the ... adaenta of the Senate. 
(Failed 164 to 222) ••••••.••.••.••..•...•••.•.••••••••..• Nay 
B,ll, 15931: Motion to inatruct House couferees to 
agree to ••n~uta of the Sell&te. (Passed 231 to 152) .•• Yea 
H,R. 15931: Adoption of conference report. (Passed 
324. to 55) •••.••••••••.•••••••••.•••••.•.•..•••••..••..• Yea 
H. J, Rea. 1112: . To prohibit atrikas or lockout& in 
the railroad dispute Ulltil 12:01 •·•· April ll, 1970. 
On paasage. (Passed 343 to 15) ••.•••••••..••• : . •....... WF 
H. Itaa. 862: To provide for the conaideratiou of S. 
2910, to ... nd Public Law 89-260 to authorize 
additional fuuds for the Library of Cougreas J.-a 
Madison Maaorial Building,\ On paaaaae. (Passed 289 to 
62) ••••••••••.• • •••••••••.••.••••.••••••••••••• • •.•....•• NVF 
s. 2910: Snyder reco.Uttal. 110tion with J.natructiona 
not to report back until plana and desigua are 
coapleted. (Failed 150 to 196, "praaant" 1) •••.•..•.•.. NVF 
s. 2910: On paasage. (Paaaed 209 to 1330 "preaeut" 1) •• NVA 
H.l. 15945: To autbori&e $429,300,000 in fiacal 1971 
to build and operate Aaerican -rcbaat abipa. On 
passage; (Passed 370 to 12) ••••••.••••.•.•••••.•.••.•••• Yea 
H.R. 15143: To provide the grade of Lieutenant General 
for the Clief of the Hational Guard Bureau. Motion . to 
auapand rules and pass. (Passed 269 to 44; 2/3. vote 
required) •••••••••....•..•••••••••• • ••••••••••••.•••••••• Yea 

Roll-
call Dote' 
No. 

49 liar. 16 

54 ·Jiiar. 18 . 

56 Mar. 19 

59 Kar. 23 

61 Mar. 24 

62 Mar. 25 

63 Mar. 25 

66 Apr. 

67 Apr. 

70 Apr. 9 

71 Apr. 9 
7'J Apr. 13 

75 Apr. 14 

77 Apr. 15 

80 Apr. 15 
82 Apr. 16 

83 Apr. 16 
85 Apr • . 20 

i6 Apr. 20. 

89 Apr. 23 

91 Apr. 27 

92 Apr. 27. 
93 Apr. 27. 

95 Apr. 28 

96 Apr. 28 

100 May 

103 Hay 6 

Measure, question, and result 

H.ll. 14896: To proYide for the preservation of 
additional historic propertiea, Motion to ,suspend 

Vote 

rules and pass. (Passed 317 to 9; 2/3 vote required) ... Yea 
s. 952: To proYide for the ltppointaent of additional 
Federal district judgu. On passage. (Passed 366 to 
18) · • · · • • • • • • · •••.. · · •...........••• , ...... • ...... . ...... Yea 
H.ll. 16196: To reorganize the .court&, of the District · 
of Columbia; te revise the procedures for handling 
j11vel1iles in the District of Colullbia; to codify title 
23 of the District of Colullbia Code. On passage. 
(Passed 294 to 47, "preaent" 1) .................. .. ..... Yea 
H,ll. 15728: To authorize the loan of surplus naval 
vessels to foreign countries. On passage. (Passed 281 
to 66) .. • ..•.......•..•••..•...... . .. . .•............ . ..•• Yea 
H.R. 15628: To extend the Foreign Military Sales Act 
through fiscal 1972. On passage. (Paaaed 351 to 26) ... Yea 
H. Rea. 884: To authorize the expenditure of $450,000 
for the expenses of the Houae C-.dttee on Internal 
Security. On passap. (Passed 307 to 52) •.......... . ... Yea 
H,R. 4148: To ••nd the Federal Water Pollution 
Control Act. Adoption of conference report. (Passed 
358 to 0) •..•..••...•...........•... . ••............•... . Yea 
H.R. 514: To extend progr... of assistance for 
el ... ntary and secondary education, aid to iapacted 
areas, and other education legislation, Adoption of 
conference report, (Paaaed 312 to 58) •......... . . . ..• . •. Yea 
H.R. 15733: To ••ad the Railroad Retir..eat- Act to 
provide a ta.porary 15 percent increase in annuitiea. 
On passage. (Passed 379 to 0) ........................... Yea 
H. R. 16844: To increase the pay of Federal eaployeea. 
Corbett rec:oa.ittal aotion with instructions to delete 
sections establishing unrelated allowances or benefits 
for Arwy. COrjla of Engineer · dredge workers and certain 
peraollllel vbo perf ora duty . at reaote worksites. 
(Passed 261 to 124) • • • •.•. , ••••••.•.•.•••....••.•..•.••. Yea 
H.ll. 16844: On pesaage. (Passed 372 to 7) •••••••••••••• Yea 
H.ll. 16900: To aake appropriations of $9,492,702,000 
for the Treasury and Post Office Depart-ate, the 
!:a:acutive Office of the President and certain 
indep-dent agencies for fiscal 1971. On pusage, 
(Passed 333 to 3) •••..•..•......•.•...•.•.•.......•.•... Yea 
H. Ilea. 909: To concur ill the Senate aMn~nta to the 
House ..en~nt to s. 3690 (H,R. 16844) • to increue 
the pay of Federal employees. Previous question. 
(Passed 309 to 65) • · · • • • · · . · .... · · •........•....... • .... Yea 
H. Res, 916: To provide for the conaideration of H.R. 
163ll0 the Faa:ily Msiatance Act. On puaage. (Passed 
205 to 183) • • · · • · · · • • ........•..•.•.........•........... Nay 
Motion to adjourn. On agreement. (Passed 81 to 75) .... NIJA 
H.R. 163ll: To authorize a fudly aasiatance plan 
providing basic banefita to lov-incoM faailiea with 
children; to provide incentivea for e~~ployaent and 
training to iaprove the uniforaity of treat•nt of 
recipients under the Federal-State pulllic uaiatance 
progr ... ; and to otherwise alter such progriiM. 
Collier recoiDittal 110tion with instructions to delete 
the word "suitable" froa the description of the 
e~~ployaent welfare recipients aust accept. (Passed 248 
to 149) •.•••••. ; .••••.....•..•......••••.••••...••...••.•. Yea 
H.ll. 16311: On paasaa•• (Passed 243 to 155) .••••..•...... Yea 
H.R. 10666: To eatabllsb · a . National Co.U.aion on 
Librariaa and Iaforaation Sctance, Motion to auepend 
ru1u and pus. (Passed 261 to ll; 2/3 vote reqnired) ...• Yea 
H.ll. 780i To authorise $21.5 .S.llion for the Merlin 
Division, Rogue River aasin Project, Oregon. Motion to 
auepend rules end pass. (Passed 271 to 15; 2/3. vote 
required) · • • •....• • · • ••••••....•.••.•.••...••••..•....•.. Yea 
B.ll. 16516: To autboriz:e appropriatiou of 
$3,600,875,000 to· the llational Aeronautics and Space 
Aclaiaiatration for fiacal 1971. On pasaap. (Passed 
2Z9 to lOS) • .••.••.•.••..•••.••...•.......••..•......•.. Yea 
H,l.. 14714: To encouraae. throuah the Kational Park 
Service, travel in the United States. Reco.U.ttal 
110tion. (Failed lll to 222) •••.••••..••.•..•....••••...• Yea 
H.R. 14714: On paseaae. (Passed 238 to 94) •••..••.••••. Yea 
H.R. 14385:" To authori&e subsidized tranaitortation for 
Public Health Service eeployeea affected . by .the 
transfer to .the Parklavu Building in Rockville, 
Maryland. On passaae. (Failed 64 to 273r •.•••......•.•. Nay 
H.R. 16200: To extend through fiscal 1971 and 1972 
authorizations for the A~ Control and Disaraa•nt 
Agency. Grose recolaittal 110tion with instruction& to 
reduce funds froa $17.5 aillion to $13.125 aillion, 
(Failed 87 to 280) •••.••••••.•...••..••.••. · ..•.•.•........ Nay 
H.ll. 1S693: 'Io prohibit the -i.ling of obscene 
uteriala . to persona ~.mder 1·7 aad to perait persona .to 
prec1ude cuch -teriala fro• coaing into their hoaea by 
uil, On passage, (Passed 375 to 8) .................... Yea 
s. J. Raa. 193: To provide for appoint•nt of Ja-s E. 
Webb as citizen regent of the Sld.thsonian Institution. 
Hotion to suspend rulea &Dd paaa. (Passed 309 to 16; 
2/3 vote required) ...•••.....•.... · ~ ••.•..•.......•. . • •..• Yea 
H.ll. 17123: To authorize fiscal 1971 appropriations of 
$20,237,489,000 for procure•nt of ailitary equip1118nt 
and weapons, and for other pui-poau. Previous question 
on recoa.ittal aotion, (Passed 248 to 146) •.••.•.••••..• Yea 
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Roll-
call Dote 
No. 

1~4 Kay 6 
107 Kay 7 

108 Hay 7 
110 Kay ll 

111 Kay ll 

112 May 11 
117 Hay l3 

118 Kay 13 

120 May 14 

121 Kay 14 

123 Kay 18 

124 Kay 18 

125 Kay 18 

127 Kay 19 

130 Hay 20 

131 Kay 20 
132 Kay 21 

133 Hay 21 
135 Hay 21 

136 Kay 21 
137 Kay 21. 

139 Kay 25. 

140 Hay 25 

141 Kay 25 

143 Kay 26 

146 Hay 27. 

149. Jl.llle 3 

150 JUDe 3 
152 Juae 4 

154 .JUDe 8 

155 JUDe 8 
156 .JWle 8 
157 .Juae 8 

161 Jwe 10 

VOTING RECORD OF BURT L. TALCOTT OF THE 12TH CONGRESSIONAL DISTRICT OF CALIFORNIA-Continued 

IYea--for; Nay-against; NVA-not voting, against; NVF--not voting, for; NVPA-not voting, paired against; NVPF-not voting, paired for.) 

Measure, question, and result Vote 

H.K. 17123: On passage. (Passed ~26 to '69) .............. Yea 
H. R. 17399: To make supplemental appropriations of 
$5,764 ,115·~ -791 ·. for · ''fiscal 1970-~ 'Previous question on 
recotaittal 1110tion with instructions. (Passed 220 to 
134) · · · · · · · · · · · · ·: · · • · ..........•..•.•••.•.••.••••...••.• Yea 
H.R. 17399: On passage. (Paased 334 to 6) ...•.•.•.....• Yea 
H.R. 17138: To amend the District of ColUIIbia Police 
and Firemen's Salary Act of 1968, and the District of 
Columbia Teacher's Salary Act of 1955 to increase 
salaries. On agreeing to coiDDlittee amendments. 
(Passed 183 to 142) .........••..............•..•...•.... Yea 
H. R. 16595: To authorize fiscal 1971 appropriations of 
$527,630,000 for National Science foundation. 
Roudebush recollllllittal action with instructions to cut 
authorizations from $527,630,000 to $500,000,000. 
(Failed 137 to 188) •. :·:.: ......•..........•........•..... Yea 
H.R. 16595: On passage. (Passed 312 to 6) .....•..•••... Yea 
H.R. 14465: To provide for the expansion and 
iliProvement of the Nation's airport _and airway systea, 
to be financed in major part by user taxes. Adoption 
of conference report. (Passed 362 to 3) •.•.....•...•.•. Yea 
H. Res. 960: To disapprove Reorganization Plan No. 2 
of 1970 creating a Do-stie Council and enlarging the 
Bureau of thiS Budget, to . be called the Office of 
Management and . Budget. On passage. (Failed 164 to 
193) ........•.••.....•••.•••.•.•.•.•...••..•.......•••.•• Nay 
H.R. 17575: To make appropriations of $3,106,956,500 
for the Departments of State, Justice, Co-ree, and 
for the Judiciary, and related agenciea for fiscal 
1971. On passage. . (Passed 321 . to 14) .••.••....••••••.• ·NVF 
H.R. 14685: To amend the International Travel Act of 
1961 in order to pro.Ote foreign travel to the United 
States. On passage. (Passed 173 to 88) •..•....••. : . •• ·NVF 
s. 2624: To alter the judieial aachinery in custo
courta. Motion_ to suspend rules and pass. (Passed 301 
to 0; 2/3 vote required) .............................. ···NVF 
s. 1508: To amend provisions of the law · relating to 
the retirement of Federal · judges. Motion to suspend 
the rules and pass. (Failed 109 to 198; 2/3 .. vote 

~~ri;;~!; .. ·I~. -~~~h~;i~~. ·~~~~ti~~. ·~f .. th~. 'Sc;b.;b~. ·NVA 
Indian reservation to the Metropolitan Water District 
of Southern California to provide for construction of 
a water supply for the reservation. Motion to suspend 
rules and pass. (Passed 287 to 11; ' 213 vote . required) •• ·#Vf 
s. 952: To provide for the appointment . of · additional 
district judges. Adoption of conference .-. report. 
(Passed 331 to 21) ••••...••••.•..•.••••.••..•••.•...•••• mp 
H.B.. 17604: To authorize $1,999,634.000 for lllilitary 
construction. Previous quastion on recomaittal action. 
(Passed 251 to 133) ..••• , ••.••••• .- ....•...•..•.... : ...•... Yea 
H.R. 17604: On passage. (Passed 335_. to 47) .............. PR 
H. litu. 1022: To provide for the consideration of H.R. 
17550, to increase Social Security benefits . by_ five 
percent. Previous question. (Passed 201 to 181) .••••.••. Yea 
H. Res. · 1022: On passage. (Passed 297 to_ 83) .•••••..... Yea 
H.R. 17550: Betts recolmittsl aotion with instructions 
to add amendllent providing for autoJUtic: cost-of-living 
increases. (Passed 233 to 144) ........................... Yea 
H.R. 17550: On passage. (Paaaed 344 to 32) ....•....•.•.. Yea 
H.L 15424: To amend the Marchant Karina Act of . 1934. NVF 
On passage. (Passed 307 to 1) .•.•..•••••.••.••.•......••.. 
ll.L 17601: To exempt FHA and VA acrtgagea at;~d · .loans 
from D.C. usuary lava UDtil April 1972. On passage. 
(Failed 118 to 176) ..•........• : .••...•.••.••..........••. Yea 
H.R. 15073: To amend the Federal Deposit Act to 
require insured banks to aaintain certain records; to 
require that certain transactions in United .States 
currency be ' reported to the Department of the -Treasury. 
On passage. (Passed 302 to 0, "present" 1) ..•...••..•... Yea 
H. J. Res. 1117: To create a Joint Co.U.ttee . on 
Environaent and Technology. On passage. (Passed 285 
to 7) •• • •••• · .• ••••••••••••••• • ••••••••••••••••••••••••••• Yea 
H. Rea. 796: To ... nd Bouae rules relating ... to 
fillanc:ial disclosure. . On passage • . (~assed .3_35:.to 1) ... Yea 
H.R. 177551 To make appropriations . a;f $2,579.579,937 
for Depart.ent of Transportation and related agenciea 
for fiscal 1971. Previous ·queation on recommittal 
110tion. (Passed 176 to 162) •...••••.•••.••....•.....•..• Yea 
H. Bas. 1051: To provide for consideration of H.R. 
17802. to raiae the te.-porary and peraanent debt 
ceilinas. Previous question. (Paaaed 273 to 85) •....•.. Yea 
H.ll. 17802: On passage. (Puaed 236 to 127) •.••......... Nay 
H.ll. 17867: To JUke appropriations · of $2,220,961.000 
for ForeigP Assistance and related progr&IIS for fiscal 
1971. On pusage. (Passed 191 to 153) .••....•..•••..... Nay 
H. llaa. 976: To authorize an Indochina Study 
Co.Uttae. On aareeing to eo..ittee a-ndment to 
u1arge froa 11 to 12 .ellbera • .. (Passed 227 to 95) ••••••• Yea 
B. ias. 976: Previous question. (Passed 246 to SOl ••.• :Yea 
H. Raa. 976: On passage. (Passed 223 to 101) ........... Nay 
H. Ilea. 976: On agreeing to Co.Uttee -ndment to 
strike the prea.ble. (Passed 210 to 84) ~ .••.•.•.•••.••.. Yea 
H.R. 111021. To exteud authorizations for three years 
for Federal aranta for aodernization and construction 
of health faeilities. AcloptioD of conference report. 
(Pasaecl 378 to 0) • • • • • · •••.•... ~ .••• -•••.••....•••••....•• Yea 

Roll-
coli Dote 
No. 

162 June 10 

164 June 10 
167 June 11 

168 June 15 

169 June 15 

171 June 16 

175 June 17 

176 June 17 
179 June 18 

180 JUDe 23 
182 JID\e 22 

184 ·.·-~~e. 23-

18~ June i5 

189 JWle 25 

190 June 25 

191 June 25 

194 JUDe 30 

195 June 30 

196 June 30 

197 June 30 

199 July 6 

' 201 July 1 -

202 July . 7 
203 July 7 

205 July 8 

206 July 

207 .J\Ily 9 

208 .July 

209 July 

Measure, question, and result 

H. llaa. 1069: To provide for the consideration of ii.R. 
17255 to authorize the Secretary of HEW to establish 
nationwide air pollution standards. On passage. 

Vote 

(Passed 336 to 40) -••.......•........•..... : . ...•...•...• Yea 
H.R. 17255: On pusage. (Passed 374 to 1) ............. Yea 
H.R. 17970: To lllllk.e appropriations of $1,997,037,000 
for lllilitary construction and family housing. On 
passage. (Passed 308 to 57) ............................ Nay 
H.R. 17958: To increase the rates of disability 
compensation and to alter criteria for determining the 
eligibility of widows for benefits. Motion to suspend 
rules and pass. (Passed 313 to 0, "present" 1; 2/3 
vote required) · · · · •.. : . •................•••........•.... Yea 
H.R. 15361: To establish the Youth Conservation Corps. 
On passage. (Passed 256 to 54) .......................... Yea 
H. Res. 1077: To provide for the consideration of · H.R. 
17070, to reorganize the postal systea. Previous 
question. (Failed 139 to 219) .....•.....•....•......•.. Nay 
H. Res. 914: To provide for agreeing to Senate 
aMndments (including the lowering of the voting age to 
18 and uniform residency require~~ents for voting in 
presidential elections) to H.R. 4249 • to extend and 
amend the Voting Rights Act of 1965. Previous 
question. (Passed 224 to 183, "present" 2) •..•••••.•..•• Nay 
H. Res. 914: On passage. (Passed 272 to 132) .•••....••. Nay 
H.R. 17070: To reorganize the postal system. Gross 
reco.Uttal aotion with instructions to report the bill 
back. with a recoJmDendation to delete the entire bill 
except an 8-percent pay raise for postal employees and 
a reduction to 8 years required to reach the top pay 
steps within a grade of postal field service. (Failed 
77 to 306) · · · • · · · · · ..•.•.............•.••••.••....• : •.•. Nay 
H.R. · 17070: On passage. (Passed 359 to 24) ....••.•..... Yea 
s. 2315: To restore the golden eagle program for 
annual permits of entry to all national parks and 
fares ts. On passage. (Passed 314 to 1) .......•.•...•..• Yea 
H.R. 11833: . To extend and amend the Solid Waste · 
Disp~sal Aci:. ori passage~ · · (P~ssed _. jj9 · to · o> •.••••••.••• Yea· 
H.R. 11102: To extend progr- of Federal grants for 
construction and modernization of health facilities. 
To override veto. (Puaed 279 to 98, "present" 2; 2/3 
vote required) ••...•...•••...•.•••••.•.•..••......•• · ...• Yea 
H.ll. 17399: To aake aupple-ntal appropriations for 
fiscal 1970. Cahalan aotion to agree to Senate 
... ndment adding $587.5 llillion for . urban renewal 
grants. (Failed 137 to 236) ••.•..••••...•.•.•••.......• Nay 
H.R. 17495: To alter the •vailability of aortgage 
credit for the financing of housing. On agreeing to 
co.Uttee amend.ent to provide for establishment of 
National Development Bank. (Paased 216 to 112) •.....•.•. Yea 
H.R. 17495: On passage. (Passed 324 to 2, "present" 

1). • • • ••• • • • • • • • •• • •• • • • • ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• Yea 
H.R. 16916: To JUke appropriations of $4,420,145,000 
for the Office of Education for fiscal 1971. Flood 
aotion · to table 110tion of Cohelan to instruct House 
confereea to agree to Senate a-nd-nta striking 
provisions prohibiting use of funds for busina _or the 
closing of schools and providing for freedoa of choice 
plana. (Passed 191 to 15 7) ••.•••••••••••••••••••••••••••• Yea 
H.ll. 17825: To authorize $3.15 billion in Federal law 
enforcement assistance funds for fiscal 1971, 1972. and 
1973. On · pasaaae • . (Passed 345 to 2. •present" 1) •...... Yea 
S. J. Res. 88: · To c:reate a co..taaion to study 
bankruptcy lava. On passage. (Passed 334 to 12) ...•.•.• Yea 
H. II.. 16065: To . authorize ·funda through fiscal 1973 for 
the National Foundation on the .+.rta and HWMnitiea. On 
passage. (Passed .262 to 78) •..••.•...•••....••.....••••• Yea 
s. 3592: To a-nd the Federal Meat Inspection Act. to 
perait cuatoa alaughterera to engage ill the retailina 
and wboleaalill& of Mat. Motion to suspend rules and 
pass. (Passed 297 to 2; 2/3 vote required) ............ ·NVF 
H.B.. 16327: To authorize appropriations for the Peace 
Corps. Gross rec:oaaittal aotion with inatruetiona to 
reduce auth.orizatioll8 by $28.8 lllillion~ (Failed 118 to 
245) •..••.•••..•....••.••••....•.•. ~ ..•••.••..•......••• ·NVF 
H. II.. 16327: On passage. (Passed 316 to 46) .....••••••• ·NVF 
H.R. 86~3: . To establish a civil reMdy for 
lliarepresentation of the quality of articles coapoaed 
in whole or ill part of gold or silver. On pasaase. 
(Pasaed . 351 to 9) ••...•...•..•.•..•..... : ..........•..... NVf 
H. Rea. 1031: To . authorize the Bouse Comaittee on 
Standard& of Official Conduct to investisate lobbying 
and caapaign contributions. On paasase. (Passed 382 
to 0) •.•••..•••••..••••.••.••.•.•.••.••••.••.•...••.•.••. Yea 
H.R. 279: To exe11pt froa antitruat lava certain joint 
n-spaper operating arransementa. On' paasage. (Passed 
292 to 87, "preaent" 2) •............•.................... Yea 
H.ll. 1S628: To .._nd tbe Foreign Military Sales Act. 
Previous queation on agreeing to send to conference. 
(Passed 247 to 143) .................................. ..... Yea 
H.R. 15628: Hays aotion to lay on table Jtiegle aotion 
to provide that Houae coofereea be instructed to concur 
in Senate-paased Cooper-Church a-ndaeot Oil Cwabodia. 
(Passed 237 to 153, "present" l) ........................ Yea 
H.R. 17070: To reorJ&Rize the postal system. Dulski 
aution to table Handeraon aotion to instruct House 
CODfereaa to inaiat on rif&bt-t-vork provision in 
Houae-paaaed version of the bill. {Failed ·153 to 230) .. Nay 
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Roll-
call Dote 
No. 

210 July 

211 July 

212 July 
213 July 

216 July 

217 July 

219 July 

220 July 

221 July 

222 July 

228 July 

231 July 

232 July 

233 July 

238 July 

242 July 

243 July 

244 July 

247 July 

248 July 
250 Aus. 

2.51 Aq. 

252 ..... 
2.5.5 Aua. 

256 ""''' 
257 Aug, 
259 Aug, 

260 Aug. 
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(Yea-for; Nay-against; NVA-not voting, against; NVF--not voting, for; NVPA--not voting, paired against; NVPF-not voting, paired for.l 

9 
13 

15 

15 

16 

16 

20 

20 

22 

23 

23 

23 

29 

30 

30 

30 

31 

31 
3 

3 

5 

5 

5 
6 

6 

Measure, question, and result Vote 

H,R. 17070: Henderaon -tion to iutructiooa to 
ioatruct confereea. (Pa88ed 227 to 159) .•.....•......... Yea 
H.R. 16968: To provide for adjus~nt in Goveru.ent 
contribution· vith reapect to the health benefits 
coverage of Federal employ ..a. Groaa . . : reco..:ltUl 
.aotion ·vith instructions to reduce the contribition 
fr011 50 percent to 38 percent. (Failed 146 to 200) ...... Yea 
H.ll. 16968: On puaap. (Pe .. ed 284 to 57) ...........•. Yea 
s. 3215: To authorize appropriation• through fiacal 
1973 for the National Foundation on the Uta and 
Hu.anitiea. Adoption of conference report. (Peaaed 
237 to 69) • · ·· • · · · · • · · · · · · • •. • • .......•..•.............. Yea 
s. 2601: D.C. Court llefona and Crilllioa1 Procedure Act 
of 1970. Adoption of conference report, (Passed 332 
to 64) · · · · · • · · · · · · · · · · · • • · · .............................. Yea 
H.R. 16595: To authorize $537.730.000 for activities 
of the National Science Foundation plus $2.000.000 in 
exceaa foreign currenciea for fiacal 1971. Adoption of 
conference report. (Paased 311 to 76) .....•...........•. Yea 
H,R, 14685: To a.and the International Travel Act of 
1961 to expand U.S. Government efforts to attract 
foreign tourists. Adoption of conference report. 
(Failed 174 to 207) • · · · · · ... · ...•••.•...•...•........... Nay 
K,l. 16'916: To aalte appropriations of $4.420.145.000 
for the Office of Education for fiacal 1971. Adoption 
of conference report. (Passed 357 to 30) ....•........•... Yea 
H.ll. 18253: To increase availability of guaranteed 
hoM loan financing for veterana. Hot ion to a us pend 
rules and paas. (Paased 326 to 0; 2/3 vote required) ... Yea 
H. R. 14114: To improve ad.Unia tration of the national · 
park aystem. Motion to sua pend rules and pass. 
(Pasaed 325 to 0; 2/3 vote required) ...........•.....•... Yea 
H.R. 17619: To make appropriations of $2.028.524.700 
for the Departaent of the Interior and related agencies 
for fiacal 1971, Adoption of conference report. 
(Pasaed 387 to 3) .........••..........................•.. Yea 
H.R. 14705: To extend and alter the Federal-State 
uneJIIPloyment coapensation progr... O'Hara aotion to 
reco..:lt the conference report vith iutructions to 
agree to Senate ... nd.nt extendins coverase to . certain 
asriculture vorkars. (Failed 170 to 219) ..•.•............ Nay 
H.ll. 14705: Adoption of conference report. (Passed 
388 to 3, "present" 1) · · · · ...•....•....•.•.•.•......•...• Yea 
H,ll, 18515: To -ke appropriations of $18.824 0 663,000 
for the Depar~nta of Labor, and HEW, OEO and related 
aaeaciea for fiacal 1971. On paaaaae. (Paaaed 362 to 
14) • · • · •. · · •.•..........•.••......•....•..•....•.•.••••.• Yea 
8,11., 17548: To .. ke appropriatiooa of $18 billion for 
lndepandant Officu and the Depart•nt of Houain& and 
Urban Devalop .. nt for fiacal 1971. Motion to recOIIIIit 
conference report. (Failed 156 to 227) •.•.....•.......•. Yea 
H.R. 15733: To provide a te..,orary 15-percent increue 
in railroad retireMnt annuitiea. Adoption of 
conference report. (Paaaed 344 to 0) ..•..........•...... Yea 
H,B.. 13100: To e:r;tend for three yeara progr._ of 
aaaiatance for training in the allied health 
profuaiou. On paaaaae. (Peaaed 343 to 1) •.•••••••••• Yea 
H,B., 14237: To ... nd the Mental btardation Facility 
and Co-unity Mental Health Cantara Conatruetion Act of 

!~:~· 11:0~a•;:g~jP::ed ~:!0:: o;r~ci~~i~~ • · ~t · · ~f · · NVF 
. 1950. Blackburn · reco..:lttal 1110tion vith instructions 
to report back vith a proviaion requirina the Pruident 
to freeze pricea, rant. vas••• aalariu and interest at 
their Kay 25. 1970 level and authorizin& a ceiling of 
no -r• than $2 billion to carry out proviaiona of the 
freeze. (Failed 11 to 270) .............•.•.........••..• Nay 
H,R., 17880: On pusaga. (Paaaed 257 to 19) .•......•.... Yea 
H.l.. 18260: To authorize $45 lllillion through fiacal 
1973 to eataltllah progr ... on enviro-ntal education, 

."'!~!~~ ~~-~~(!~d _ rul~a_and .P~a, , (~a~t!9q ~Si. to 28; · 
2/l vote required) ..•...••••...•...••.• ; .•.. · .•. ;: ....... Yea 
B,l, 11032: To prohibit the uae of interatate 
facilities • includins the .. ila, for the trauportation 
of aalacioua advertiaing. Motion to a.-pend rulu and 
peaa, (Peaaad 322 to 4; 2/3 vote required) .•.•.....••... Yea 
H, B.. 2076: To provide for the vitbboldiU& froa the 
aalariea of Federal e..,loyeea inco- taxea i..,oaed by 
certain citiea. Motion to auapaDd ru.laa and pea a. 
(Pa11acl 145 to 184; 2/3 vote required) ..•....•......•..•. Nay 
H. .... 1117: ll.e1atiug to coapenaa.tiou of tvo 
pod tiona providing for ataff created by H. B.ea. 543, 
89th Congraaa. providing for a staff Maher for both 
Houae Da1110cratic Coa.ittee and House B.epublican 
Conference, On paasage. (Failed 90 to 284) .••••........ ·.Nay 
H,R. 18546: Agricultural Act of 1970. Teaaua 
reco~ttal action vith inatructiona to delete titles 
dealing with payment liaitatiooa and wheat. feed 
graiu. cotton and 1and-ratir ... nt prograaa, (Failed 
16 7 to 218) .•••••.••...•.•..•..••.........•••••••••.•.•..• Yea 
H.R.. 18546: On pasaage, (Paaaed 212 to 171) .•......•.••. Nay 
H.R. 17070: To reorganize the poatal ayatea. Adoption 
of confereDce report. (Paaaed 338 to 29, "pruent" . 1) .•• Yea 
s. 1933: To eatabliah unifora Federal rail ·aafety 
atandarda and auidelines for tranaporting hazardous 
.. terials. On puaaae • . (Pu~ad 359 ~o. 0) ••..••••••••...• Yea 

Roll
call 
No. 

262 

263 

264 
265 

266 

269 

271 

274 

275 

276 

278 

279 

280 

281 

283 

287 
288 

290 

291 

293 

295 

299 

Dote 

Aug. 10 

Au a • 10 

Aua. 10 
Aug. 10 

Aug. 10 

Aua. 11 

Aua. 11 

Aug •. .12 

Aua. 12 

Aug, 12 

Aua. 13 

Aua. "13 

Au a. 13 

Aug. 13 

Aua. 13 

Sept. 
Sept. 

Sept. 10 

Sept. 10 

Sept. 10 

Sept. 14 

Sept. · 16 

Measure, question, and result 

H. J, lea. 264: To propoae a conatitutional aMndment 
baunina diacrilllination on account of aex. Motion to 
discharge the Colllldttee on the Judiciary fr011 further 

Vote 

conaideration. (Paaaed 332 to 22) ....................... Yea 
H. J. Ilea. 264: McCullocla recoaaittal action vith 
instructiona to bold hearin&• thereon. (Failed 26 to 
344) .•.............•.....•................................ Nay 
H. J. Rea. 264: On paaaage. (Paased 350 to 15) .......... Yea 
H. R. 18619: To eatabliah a nonvotin& delegate froa the 
District of Columbia in both the Houae and Senate, On 
paaaaae. (Paaaad 338 to 23) .............................. Yea 
H.ll. 18725: To eatablish a Co..:laaion on the 
Organization of the Goveru.ent of the District of 
ColUIIbia and to provida for a Donvotiug delegate in the 
Houae froa the Diatrict. On pea••&•• (Paaaed 300 to 
.57) .••.....•..............•.............................. Yea 
H,l, 18110: To e-nd the Pulllic Health Services Act to 
extend aaaiatance prosraaa to atates and localitiea for 
co~~prehenaive health plauniq, Oil ;~aasase. (Puaed 
275 to 1) •..•.......•.................................... Yea 
H,B., 18434: To -Dd the Co-unicationa Act of 1934 
to eu11pt -Jor party candidatea for the Presidency 
froa equal-tiM proviaiona of the Act and to utabliati 
liaitatiou on c...,aip apendin& for political 
broadcaatiug. On paaaaaa. (Puaed 273 to 98) ........••.• Nay 
H.R. 8298: To a-nd the lnteratate eo-rce Act to 
altar certain restrictiona upon the application and 
acope . of the exeaption provided therein. Nelaen 
.... nd-nt iD the fora of a aubatitute for the eo.aittee 
a-ndMnt. (Failed 181 to 194). ......•..•........•....... Yea 
H.B.. 8298: l!lelaen reco..:lttal 1110tion. (Failed 141 to 
230) ..•....•.........••.•....................•.........•. Nay 
H.R. 17570: To a-nd the Public Health Service Act to 
extend and altar the exiatina progr.. relatina to 
education, ruearch and training in the fielda of burt 
diaeaae. cancer, atrolr.e. and other .. jor dieseau.- On 
paaaage. (Paaaed 365 to 0) ..•........................... Yea 
B.a.· 16916: To -ka appropriatio• of $4,420,145,000 
for the Office of Education for fiacal 1971. On 
paaaage to override veto, (Peaaed 289 to 114; 2/3 vote 
required) •...............•.... ._ ..••.....•.•.. , . ·' · ......... Yea 
H.R. 17548: To make appropriations of $18 billion for 
lndependant Officea and the Departaent of Houaing and 
Urban Develop-nt for fiacal 1971. On peaaage to 
override veto, (Failed 204 to 195; 2/l -t• required). .. Nay 
S, 3302: To aaaad the Defenae Production Act of 19.50. 
Adoption of conferenee report. (Peaaed 216 to 153) ...... Nay 
S, 3547: To authorize the Secretary of Interior to 
conatruct. operate, and -intain the Narr-• Unit. 
Miaaouri Uver Baain Project. Colorado. Adoption of 
conference report. (Paaaed 337 to 4} .....•••......••.... Yea 
H. Rea. 1182: To provide for tvo boura debate on H.R. 
17809. to provide an equitable ayatea for fixing and 
adjustin& rates of pay for prevailin& rate ecployees of 
the Govern .. nt. Previoua quution, (Paased 235 to 86} •. Yea 
H,B., 17809: On paaaage. (Paaaed 231 to 90) •••.•.... · .... Yea 
H.R. 16542: To provide for the resulation of the 
.. iling of unaolicited credit carda. On ·paasage. 
(Passed 301 to 0) ....•..•. · .••....•.•.•.•••••.••....••... Yea 
H.R. 17795: To a-nd Title VII of the Housing and 
Urban Develop11ent Act of 1965. On passage. (Paased 
282 to 32) •..................•................•.•...•••.. Yea 
H, R, 11913: To amend the Public Health Service Act to 
provide authorization for granta for co-u:nicable 
diseaae control. On paalage. (Paaaed 312 to 1) ..•.••••. Yea 
H,R. 9306: To provide for the eatabliah-nt of Apoatle 
lslanda Mational LAkeahore iD Wiacouin. ICyl . 
reco..tttal aotion vith iutructiona. J ••••••••••••••• .NVA. 
H.R. 18306: To authorize United Statu participation 
i!ll certain internati<-:0.1 financial inatitutiou." On 
paaaaae. (Puaed 177 to 140) •...••....•.•••.•••...•.•.•. NvF 
H,ll., 16900: To -k• appropriatiooa of $3,004,711,000 
for the Treaaury and Po.t Office DepartMnta 0 the 
Executive Office and certain independent aaenciea for 
fiacal 1971. Adoption of conference report. (Paaaed 
342 to 8) • • • •.•• · •..•.••.••.•.••.•.•.••.•.•.•••.•...•••. Yea 

300 Sept. 16 s; 3637: To aaand the eo-icationa Act of 1934 to · 
exeapt .. jor party candidatea ·for tbe Preaidency froa 
equa1-t18a provisiooa of the .Act and to eatab11ah 
liaitationa on caapaip · 1peudilll · for political 
broadc:aatiD&• Adoption of . eonfarauca report. · (Paaaad 
247 to 112, "pruent" 2) • · · · · · · · · · .... · ·. · .•............. Nay 

304 Sept. 17 H,B.. 17651.: Laa:la1at1ve borpni&a~iO'Il Ac.~ of 1970. 
.Schvengel a-ndMnt .to provide that no vote -y be cut 
by proxy, (Failed ·156 to 187) ••.••••••.•.•••.•••.•••. · ••• Yea 

lOS Sept. 17 H. II., 17654: On peaaaae. (Peaaed 326 to 19) ...••....•... Yea 
307 Sept. 21 S. 2763: To provide fo-e purc:haae of ayat- and 

equip-nt for paaaenaer · 1110tor vebicl• ov.r atatutory 
price liaitatioua • . Motion to auapend rulu · and paaa. 
(Puaed 264 to 42; 2/3 vote required) •••.•••.•..••..•.... Yea 

308 Sept. 21 H.R. 14678: To alter, proviaiona for . penaltiea for 
illegal fiahin& in territorial vatara and contiguoua 
f:lahin& zone of the u.s. Motion to .auspand rul.ea and 
paaa. (Peaaed 315 to 0; 2/3. vote reqllirad) •..••..••.•• . . NVli 

/ 
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!Yea-for; Nay-against; NVA-not voting, against; NVF-not voting, for; NVPA-not voting, paired against; NVPF-not voting, paired for.l 

Roll-
coli Dote 
No. 

. 309 Sept. 21 

310 Sept. 21 

311 Sept. 22 

312 · Sept. 23 · 

315 Sept. 24 

317 Sept. 28 

318 Sept. 28 

320 Sept. 29 

321 Sept. 29 

322 Sept. 29 
324 Sept. 30 

325 Sept. 30 

326 Oct. 5 

327 Oct~ 

329 Oct. 

:330 Oct. 

332 Oct. 

337 Oct. 

338 Oct. 

340 Oct. 13 

341 Oct." 13 

347 Oct. 14 

349 Nov. 16 

350 Nov. 16 

351 Nov. 16 

352 Nov. 16 

355 Nov. 17 

Measure, question, and result Vote 

H.R. 15911: To provide for an increase in rates of 
pension and dependency and indemity corape1111ation. 
Motion to suspend rules and pass. (Passed 316 to 0, 
"present" 1; 2/3 vote required) .................... ~ ••..•• Ye a 
H.R. 16710: To authorize loans for . .obile homes for 
veterans. Motion to suapend rules and paas. (Paased 
297 to 0; 2/3 vote required) ............................. • Yea 
H.R. 18127: To ~~~&ke appropriations for Public: Worka 
and the Atoaic Energy Coraaission for fiscal 1971. 
Evins motion to recede and concur in Senate aaendmsnt 
reported by conferees providing $807,000 in planning 
fWlds for the Dickey-Lincoln power project in Kaine. 

(~ailed 131. to 230) .. ··.~ ····•·••• .u •~ ~·······-··· ;_··-··•·· ··}lay
H. ltes~ 1220: · A resolution citing Arnold s. Johnson 
for contempt of Congreas. On paasage. (Paaaed 337 to 
14)· ...................................................... Yea 
H.R. 18583: · To alter e:datitlg drug abuse education 
prograu, prevention, treat-at and rehabilitation 
progr81118, revising the Federal narcotica lava and 
penalty structure., and providing additional law 
:nforc&-:':nt -thode. On paasage. (Passed 341 to 6, 

present 1) ........•••............•.... . .........•...•... NVF 
s. 2264: To provide authorization for grants for 
coiii!IIWlicable diaeaae Control and vaccination 
aaaiatanca. Adoption of conference report. (Paaaed 
292 to 2) . · •....... · · ...............•.•.......•.......•... NVF 
s. 1933: To alter existing standard& for railroad 
safety and hazardous aaterial control. Adoption of 
conference report. (Paaaed 311 to O). •. ·• ·. · ..•...... ·. • .NVF 
H.R. 17123: To authorize $19,929,089,000 for defe1111e 
procurement research and Safeguard antiballistic 
lllisaile conatruction for fiscal 1971. . Adoption of 
conference report. (Paaaed 341 to 11) ....••.•........•.•. Yea 
H.R. 18185: To provide long-term financing for 
expanded urban maaa tranaportation progr81118. Boland 
amendment to reduce aggregate authority to $3,1 billion -
from $5 billion for grants and loans, (Passed 200 to 
145) ....•..••..•.•..•••......... · .•.•••.. ,. .•.........•...• Yea 
H.R. 18185: . On paaaage. (Paasad 328 to 16) .............. Yea 
H.R. 18679: To aMnd the Atomic Energy Act of 1954 to 
eliainate the requirement for a finding of practical 
value. On passage. (Pused 346 to 0) ...•..•....••.•...• Yea 
H.R. 19444: To provide for guards to accompany 
aircraft operated by u.s. air carriers in order to 
prevent hijacking• and . to raiae revenue for that 
purpose. On paasage, (Paaaed 323 to 17) •••.•...•....... Yea 
H. J. Res. 1388: To provide for continuing 
appropriations of ~600,000,000 for fiscal ~971. Motion 
to. suspend rules and pass. (Passed 284 to 9; 2/3 vote 
required) ••••.•.•......•.••.•••••••••....•••..•.••••.•.••• Yea 
S. 1461: To provide for public defender organizations 
to represent defendants in Federal crimin31 cases who 
are financially unable to obtain adequate counsel. 
Hotion to suspend rules and pass. (Passed 277 to 21; 
2/3 vote requi_red) •.....•••••..••..•••••••••• , ••.•....•.•. Yea 
H. R. 14685: . To amend the International Travel Act to 
alter the balance of payments by further promoting 
travel to the U.S. Staggers motion to recede and 
concur in Senate amendment to reduce funds by $500,000. 
(Passed 25~ to 93) .••..•....•.•.•.•...•....... : . .....•.... Yea 
H.R. 15424: To amend the Merchant Harine Act to create 
a construction subsidy program to build 300 merchant 
ships by 1980. Adoption of conference report. (Passed 
343 to 4) ••••.•.•...•••.....•...•...••••......•.........•• Yea 
S. 30: Organized Crime Control Act of 1970. On 
passage. (Passed 341 to 26) .•.....•...•••.............•.. Yea 
H.R. 19590: To make appropriations of $66,806,561,000 
for the Department of Defense for fiscal 1971. Riegle 
rec01;nmittal motion. (Failed 46 to 264, "present" 1) ••...• 
H.R. 19590: On passage. (Passed 274 to 31, "present" 
2) •••••.•••••............•......•..•...•••••.•........•••• Yea 
H. R. 17604: To authorize appropriations of 
$1,667,154,000 for military construction for fiscal 
1971 and $33,586,000 in prior year authorizations. 
Adoption of conference report. (Passed 316 to 20) ••• , •.•• NVF 
H.R • . 18546: Agriculture Act of 1970. Adoption of 
conference report. (Passed 191 to 145, "present" 1) .•.... NVPA 
H. R. 16408: To authorize $373,000 for fiscal 1971 for 
the American Revolution Bicentennial Commission. On 
passage. (Passed 304 to 1) ..•..••.• , ........••...•...•..• NVF 
S. 2455: To authorize appropriations of $3,400,000 for 
the Civil Rights Commission. Hotion to suspend rules 
and pass. (Passed 2.72 to 59; 2/3 vote required) ••...•.•.. Yea 
S. 3785: To authorize · educational and home loan 
assistance to dependents of armed forces personnel 
missing in action or captured. Motion to suspend rules 
and pass. (Passed 331 to 0; 2/3 vote requir~;!d) .... : .....• Yea 
H. R. 19318: To alter the coordination of family 
planning services and population research activities of 
the Federal government. Mot"ion to suspend rules and 
pass. (Passed 298 to 32; 2/3 vote required) ........•..... Yea 
H. J. Res. 1355: To define the war powers of Congress 
and the President. Motion to suspend rules and pass. 
(Passed 288 to 39, "present" 4; 2/3 vote required). ........ Yea 
H.R. 19519: Manpower Act of 1970. Scherle recommittal 
motion to refer to Committee on Education and Labor. 
(Failed 80 to 275) ........................................ Nay 

Roll-
coli Dote 
No. 

357 Nov. 

358 Nov. 

359 Nov. 
361 Nov. 

362 Nov. 

365 Nov. 

366 Nov. 

367 Nov. 

368 Nov, 

371 Nov, 

373 Dec. 

. 374 Dec. 

376 Dec. 

377 Dec. 

381 Dec. 

383 Dec. 

385 Dec. 

387 Dec. 

389 Dec. 

390 Dec, 

392 Dec. 

393 Dec. 
394 Dec. 

397 Dec. 

. 399 Dec. 

400 Dec. 

401 Dec. 

403• Dec. 

405 Dec." 

18 

18 

18 
19 

19 

24 

24 

24 

24 

30 

1 

1 

10 

10 

10 

ll 

11 

Measure, question, and result 

H. Res. 1225: To provide for the consideration of H.R. 
18970 to amend the tariff and trade laws of the U.S. 
Previous question on closed rule under which the bill 

Vote 

was considered, (Failed 189 to 204) .•.•••.•••.•...•••.•.. Nay 
H. Res. 1225: Gibbons amend:nent to permit amendments 
deleting provisions from the bill. (Failed 192 to 201) ... Yea 
H. Res. 1225: On passage. (Passed 203 to 187) •..••.••••. Nay 
H.R. 18970: · Collier recollllllittal lllOtion. (Failed 172 
to 207, "present" 3} •••••....•.•••.•••.••.•••.• , •.•••••••. Ye~ 
H.R. 18970: On passage. (Passed 215 to 165; "present" 
3)· ••.....•••••••......•.••..•••••••.•.•.•..••••••.•••••.. Nay 
H. R. 16 785: Occupational Health and Safety Act of 
1970. Steiger-Sike8 aaendment in nature of substitute 
authorizing a presidentially-appointed board to set 
standards and an appeals commission to enforce 
standards. (Passed 220 to 173) ........... . .............. Yea 
H.R. 16785: On passage. (Passed 384 to 5, "present" 
1) ••.. .....•.......•....•..••.•.•.••....•.•.•.••.•.••••.•. Yea 
H.R. 19830: To aalte appropriations of' $17,709,525,300 
for Independent Offices and the Department of Housing 
and Urban Development. On passage. (Passed 375 to 10) .•. Yea 
H. Res. 126 7: · To provide for the consideration of H. R. 
19504, Federal-Aid Highway Act of 1970. On passage. · 
(Passed 287 to 60) .••.•.•.••••.•• : • .•••••..•.•••...•••.•.• Yea 
H.R. 18884: To permit projects for paid advertising 
under marketing orders; to provide for potato research; 
and to provide for the extension of restrictions on 
imported commodities. Goodling rec0111trlttal lllOtion. 
(Failed 130 to 187) ..••...••.•••.•..••.•••.••.•••••••••••• Nay 
H.R. 19333: To create a Securities Investor Protection 
Corporation and an insurance fund to protect customers 
against losses due to broker insolvency. On passage. 
(Passed 359 to 3, "present" 1) •••••.•.••....•.•••.••••.•. Yea 
H. R. 19599: To provide for grants to medical schools 
and hospitals to assist in establishing departments and 
programs in the field of family medical practice. On 
passage. (Passed 346 to 2) ·• • · • • •.•••••• · ••••••••••.•••• Yea 
H. Res. 1270: To increase telephone, telegraph, and 
radio-telegraph allowances of Members of the House. On 
passage. (Passed 187 to 164)· ..•.•••...•••.•••..••••.•••• Nay 
H. Res. 1271: To provide for the consideration of H.R. 
19436 to provide for the establishment of a national 
urban growth' policy and to amend laws relating to 
housing and urban development. On passage. (Passed 
344 to 22) • · • · .. • • · . •. • • •....•.•..•••.•.••.•••••.•.•••••• Nay 
H. R. 19436: On passage. (Passed 328 to 30, "present" 
1) • ·· •·• ·•••··• .••.•••.•.•.••••...•••••••.•••••••••..•••• NVF 
H.Res. 1147: To alter medical allowances for former 
Members of the House of Representatives. On passage. 
(Failed 89 to 192, "present" 1) •..••...•••••••••••••..•.• . NVA 
To dispense with further proceedings under the call of 
the House. (Passed 312 to 28) .•.•••••••.••••••.•..••..••. Yea 
H. Res. 1282: To express support for the November 21 
military expedition to rescue American prisoners of war 
incarcerated in North · Vietnam. On passage. (Passed 
347 to 15, "present" 1) .............................. · ..... Yea 
H.R. 17755: To appropriate $2,453,923,60 5 for the 
Department of Transportation and related a~tencies for 
fiscal 1971. Boland !!lOtion to table Yates lllOtion to 
instruct conferees to agree to Senate amendment to 
strike $289.9 million for development of the SST. On 
passage. (Passed 213 to 175, "present" 1) ••....•.....•.• ,NVA 
H. Res. 1290: To provide for the consideration of s. 
3070 to provide for the development of novel varieties 
of sexually reproduced plants. On passage. (Passed 
331 to 27) ...•...•..•...•..•...••..••....•.•...... • •••••. Yea 
H. J. Res. 1413: To provide for a temporary 
prohibition of railway strikes or lockouts. Staggers 
amendment: to increase the pay of all employees subject 
to the resolution's first section by 5 percent 
effective January 1, 1970, and by 32 cents per hour 
effective November 1, 1970, "hich amounts may be 
changed by agreement. (Passed 203 to 184) .....•.•....•••• Nay 
H. J. ·Res. 1413: On passage. (Passed 220 to 167) .•....•. Nay 
H.R. 199ll: To provide for supplemental foreign aid · 
authorizations. On passage, (Passed 249 to 102) .•••.•••• Yea 
H. J. Res. 1413: Adoption of conference report. 
(Passed 198 to 131) ..•••.•.•.•.......•.........•••...•..• Nay 
H. Res. 1303: To waive points of · order against H.R. 
19928, making supplemental appropriations for fiscal 
year 1971. On passage. (Passed 331 to 28) .•.......•.•••. Yea 
H.R. 19928: To provide $1,525,365,538 in supplemental 
appropriations for fiscal year 1971. On passage. 
(Passed 344 to 21, "present" 1) .....••...•.•.•.•.•.••.•••• Yea 
S. 3867: To authorize :;;5 billion for various manpower 
training prog-.:ams; to reorganize those programs; and to 
authorize $4.5 billion for public service jobs. 
Adoption of conference report. (Passed 177 to 159) ......• Nay 
H. Res, 1296: To consider H.R. 19868 to accelerate 
estate and gift tax collection and to continue car and 
communication service excise taxes. On passage. 
(Passed 242 to 22) .....................•....•.••.........• Yea 
H.R. 13956: To authorize additional appropriations to 
the Smithsonian I nstitution. On passage. (Passed 215 
to 53, "present" 3) .•...•.••..•..•.•..•.•..•.•••••.•..••••• Yea 
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Rolf-
call Date 
No. 

407 Dec, 14 

408 Dec. 14 
409 Dec, 14 

4ll Dec, 15 

412 Dec. 15 

413 Dec. 15 

VOTING RECORD OF BURT L. TALCOTT OF THE 12TH CONGRESSIONAL DISTRICT OF CALIFORNIA-Continued 

(Yea-for; Nay.-against; NVA-not voting, against; NVF-not voting, for; NVPA-not voting, paired against; NVPF-not voting, paired for.) 

Measure, question, and result VoJe 

H. Res. 1306 : To assert House privilege to publish an 
Internal Security Committee report on campus speakers. 
Stokes motion to lay on table ordering of the previous 
question. ( Failed 55 to 301) ••••.••...•....•.. • •.••..••. Nay 
H. Res. 1306: On passage, (Passed 302 to 54) .••.••....•• Yea 
H. R, 19885: To provide additional revenue for t he 
Oi strict of Columbia, On passage, (Passed 272 to 58 ) .•. Yea 
H.R. 17755: To appropriate $2 ,60 8,134,605 ~or t he 
Department of Transportation and related agencies for 
fiscal year 1971. On orderin'g previous question on 
motion to recollllllit conference report. ( Passed 205 to 
185) ••••.• .• . • .•.•.....•...••.••• : ••••.•• . •.••••.•...•..• Nay 
II . R. 17755: Adoption of conference report, ( Passed 
319 to 71) .. .•....... . .. . ..•••....•.•...•...••....•..••• Yea 
H. R. 6ll4: To provide relief for Elmer M, Grade. On 
motion to disagree with and ask for conference on 
Senate amendment providing the Mississippi steamboat 
Delta Queen a 3-year exemption from existing s a fety 
standards until a replic~ might be built. ( Passed 29 5 
to 74, "presen t" 1) ••.•..••..•. • .•••••.••...•...••••..•.. Yea 

Roll-
call Date 
No. 

435 Dec, 

436 Dec. 

438 Dec. 

439 Dec. 
441 Dec. 

442 Dec. 

21 

21 

21 

21 
21 

21 

Measure, question, and result 

II.R. 14233: To exempt .22 caliber rimfire ammuni t ion 
from recordkeeping requirements of t he 1968 Gun Con trol 
Act. On motion to suspend rules and pass, ( Pas s e d 246 

Vote 

to 59i 2/3 vote required)- ..... .. ... .. ... r .............. .. Yea 
H. Res. 1308: To provide for consideration of H. J . 
Res, 1146 authorizing $20 million to defray pa rt o f 
the cost of expanding the U. N. he adquarters. On 
passage. (Passed 189 to 10 7) . . .•.....••. . ........•.... . . Yea 
H.J. Res, 1146: Gros s motion to recommit ld t h 
instructions t;llat no funds be appropriated until all 
U. N. members' delinquent dues and assessments have been 
paid in full. (Failed 124 to 168 ) .••. , .•. . . . .. .• ......... Yea 
H.J. Res, ll46: On passage. (Passed 15 2 to 135)· . .... . .. 'ay 
H,R, 19446: To assist school districts to meet special 
desegregation problems, and to provide funds to i mprove 
education in racially i mpacted areas. On Perkins 
motion to 'resolve into Committee of t he Whole Hous e on 
t he State of the Union, (Passed 147 to 84) ...... .. ....... Yea 
H. R, 19446: On strikin~t enacting clause, ( Failed 109 
to 130) . • . • . . ••. . •.....•.•... • , •.. . •... . •.. • .. .. . .. .. . . .. Yea 

414 Dec, 16 H. R. 17867: To appropriate $2,534,310, 000 for foreign 443 Dec, 21 H. R. 19446: On passage. (Pass e d 159 to 77) ......... .... . Yea 
assistance and related programs for fisca l year 1971. 
Adoption of conference report, (Passed 199 to 152) .•...• Nay 

446 Dec, 22 To ~ispense with furt her proceedings under t he call of 

415 Dec, 16 H, R, 19590 : To appropriate $66,595,937,000 for the 447 Dec, 22 
the House. (Passed 278 to 9) ............................. Yea 
1!, Res, 1238: A resolution providing sta ff and of fice 
allowances for the Speaker of t he Hous e in t he Ninety-Department of Defense for fiscal year 1971. Adoption 

of conference report. (Passed 328 to 30, "prese nt" 2) •• . Yea 
416 Dec. 16 H.R. 6778: To amend t he Bank Holding Act of 1956 to 

first Congress after his r e tirement. On p assage . 
(Passed 218 to 69) •.• • ••••... • .•. . •.•...•.•...... . .. . ... . Nay 

extend Federal regulation of multibank holding 
companies to those controlling just one bank . Adoption 
of conference report. (Passed · 366 to 4, "present" 7)· .• Ye a 

448 Dec, 22 

418 Dec, 16 H.R. 18582: To amend the 1964 Food Stamp Act, On 

H. Res. 1315: To provide for the consideratio n of H. P. , 
19953 to authorize the Interstate Commerce Commi ss i on 
to provide funds to certain railroads to pres e r ve 
essential rail services, On passage, (Passed 26 3 to 

Foley of Washington substitute amendment as amended by 
Abbitt of Virginia substitute: To change the committee 

' bill by banning food stamps to strikers, postponing the 
State sharing provision one year, preventing unspent 
funds from being available from one year to the next, 
and making eligible migratory workers who are U.S. 
citizens. (Failed 172 to 183) ................... .. ...... Yea 

449 

450 

30, "present" 1) •••.•.•••••.••....... • . . ••.•...•... . .... . Yea 
l)ec, 22 H.R. 19953: On passage. (Passed l b5 to 121, " p resen t" 

Dec, 29 
2) ••••••••••••••.••••• , ••• , ••••••••••••••••••••.. •. .•.. • .. ~'ay 

419 Dec. 16 II,R. 18582: On passage. (Passed 290 to 68) ••••.•..••••• Nay 451 Dec, 29 

II.R. 14984: To provide for the disposition of funds 
appropriated to pay judgments in favor of t he 
Hississippi Sioux Indians. On concurring i n Senate 
request for the return of 'the bill. (Passed 235 to 20 ) . . . NV F 
S, 1181: To amend the Agricultural Marketing Agreen ent 

420 Dec. 17 S, ll81: To amend the Agricultural Marketing Agreement Act of 1937 to permit projects for paid a dvertis ing 

421 

422 

426 

430 

432 

433 

Dec, 17 

Dec. 17 

Dec. 18 

Dec, 18 

Dec. 19 

Dec. 19 

Act of 1937 to permit projects for paid advertising 
under marketing orders, to provide for a potato 
research and promotion program, and to provide for the 
extension of restrictions on imported raisins, olives, 
and prunes, On motion to ask for a conference, 
(Passed 214 to 145) .•• • ..•..•.....••••••••••••••••••••• · •• Yea 
s. 2193: To authorize the Secretary of Labor to set • 
industrial health and safety standards; to encourage 
State participation; to provide for research, 
information, education and training. Adoption of 
conference report. (Passed 308 to 60) ••••••••••• • ••••••• Yea 
H.R. 17809: To provide a system for fixing and 
adjusting the pay scales of Federal wage board 
employees. Adoption of conference report. (Passed 271 
to 89) , .•.•• • . • ••.••..••..• . .••..••..•••••••••••••••••••. Yea 
To dispense with further proceedings under the call of 
the House, (Passed 307 to 10) ••••••..•••.••••••••.••••••• Yea 
H.R, 19504: Federal-Aid Highway Act Amendments of 1970. · 

.Adoption of conference report. (Passed 319 to ll) •.•..•• • Yea 
H. R. 19436: To provide for a national urban growth 
policy emphasizing new community and inner city 
development; to extend and amend housing and urban 
development laws. Adoption of conference report. 
(Passed 168 to 104) •.•.•.•••••••••••.•••.••••••••• • ·· . ··.Nay 
S. 578: To include firefighters within Code provisions 
on retirement of Government employees engaged in 
certain hazardous professions. On passage, (Passed 

,158 to 104) •.•••••. , •••.•....•......•.••••••.•••.••.••••. Nay 

under marketing ·orders, to provide for a po tato 
research and ?remotion program, and to provide for the 
extension of restrictions on raisins, olives, and 
prunes. Adoption of conference report, (Passed 159 to 
93) •• • • •• •• • ••• • • • •••••• ·, ••.•..••.•.•..••••••..•..•... . .. NVPF 

452 Dec. 29 H.R. 19590: To appropriate $66.6 billion for the 
Department of Defense, Adoption of conference report, 
(Passed 234 to 18) •• • • • •; .••• , ••••••••••• , • • , ••••..•.•.. , . 1\VF 

454 Dec, 30 H. R, 18582: To amend the 1964 Food Stamp Act. On 
ordering previous question on motion to recommit 
conference report. (Passed 148 to 126, "present" 2) •....• NVPF 

455 Dec, 30 S. 4268: To amend the Export-Import Bank Act of 194S 
to allow for greater expansion of the export trade of 
the United States, and to exclude Bank receipts and 
disbursements from the budget of the United States 
Government. On motion to suspend rules and pass. 
(Failed 161 to 102; 2/3 vote required) .•••• • .. • •... • ....•. NVA 

457 Dec, 31 H.R. 13000 : To implement the Federal employee pay 
comparability system, and to establish a Federal 
Employee Salary Commission and a Board of Arbitration. 
On motion to suspend ruies and. a11ree to conference 
report, (Passed 183 to ~4; 2/3 vote required)_ .•....•...•• NVA 

458 Dec. 31 H, Res. 1337: To provide for the consideration of H, 
J. Res. 1421 making continuing Department of 
Transportation and related agencies appropriations f or 
fiscal 1971. On ordering previous question on 
agreement. (Passed 145 to 76, "present" 2) • ·. ·. • .. • ...• NVF 

459 Dec, 31 H. J, Res. 1421: On passage. (Passed 180 to J 7, 
"present" 1) • • • • • • · • • • · · • • • • , • • .• • •..• . •.•. , •....•... • ... NVF 

THE FUTURE OF THE UNION Mr. President, this editorial is titled 
"Nixon's 'Future of the Union'", and I 
ask unanimous consent that it be printed 
in the Extensions of Remarks. 

Few will quarrel with some of the less 
contentious matters: cancer research, en
vironmental protection, improved medical 
care, economic revival and-even-welfare 
reform. HON. STROM THURMOND 

OF SOUTH CAROLINA 

IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES 

Wednesday, February 3, 1971 

There being no objection, the editorial 
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD, 
as follows: 

NIXON'S FuTURE OF '!'HE UNION 

But the two major items projected by 
the President were ( 1) reform of the gar
gantuan Federal bureaucracy that has 
"grown like Topsy," and (2, revenue sharing 
with states and cities. Mr. THURMOND. Mr. President, 

hardly anyone will deny that President 
Nixon's state of the Union address has 
stirred the Congress and the Nation in 
a positive way. 

The feeling of this address has been 
captured in an editorial published in the 
January 26, 1971, issue of the Columbia 
Record newspaper in Columbia, S.C. 

President Nixon's imaginative address to 
the Congress and the American people was 
not so much a. State of the Union report as 
a. Future of the Union panorama.. His in
novative design for the realignment of gov
ernment would make the Federal bureauc
racy more responsible and more responsive 
to the people 's genuine desires and would 
return, through revenue-sharing, govern
ment to the people. 

Both, if accepted in time, would alter 
the course of American government and re
turn it in theory to a form more like that 
sought by the Founding Fathers. It is 
strange to compare what happened here and 
in Canada in growth and development of 
government. 

The United States deliberately conceived 
a document, the Constitution, which was 
designed to keep local government strong 
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and the central government weak. Canada, 
on the other hand, tried to create a strong 
central government in its Articles of Con
federation and weaken provincial govern
ment. The reverse has transpired-the U.S. 
has a strong central government while the 
provinces often dictate to Ottawa. 

Mr. Nixon wants to rearrange all this. And 
Federal bureaucratic reorganization is in
extricably intertwined with revenue-sharing 
in an attempt to constrain government to de
liver those services most desired by the ma
jority at levels most responsive to the people's 
will. It will not be easy. 

"Potomac fever" includes a disposition by 
veteran Washingtonians to distrust both 
state and local governments, believing that 
omniscience rests in the legislative and bu
reaucratic offices. It does not, of course; but 
Congressmen and Senators believe the myth. 

Power is involved. c~ngress will not sur
render easily its jealously, selfishly guarded 
jurisdictions. Men ill-equipped and ill-pre
pared to experiment boldly with faith in the 
people will impede the two major proposals. 
They will pose as guardians of the "public 
trust" even while they display no trust in 
the public. 

Mr. Nixon's proposals are innovative at the 
precise moment when America requires cre
ative change in government to forge a future 
union of mutual trust and courage. The Pres
ident has been imaginative; the Congress 
must now display the will to be adventure
some as the American experiment continues. 

THE "AVAn.ABLE" UNIVERSITY 

HON. RICHARD BOLLING 
OF MISSOURI 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 

Wednesday, February 3, 1971 

Mr. BOLLING. Mr. Speaker, I urge all 
my colleagues who are seriously con
cerned about the future of higher edu
cation in the United States to read the 
article by Thomas Sowell which follows. 
It is a wise analysis of the nature of one 
of our most important institutions. 
Thomas Sowell, Ph. D. 1968, is associate 
professor of economics at the University 
of California at Los Angeles. The copy
righted article appeared in the University 
of Chicago magazine, November /Decem
ber 1970 issue. It follows: 

THE "AVAILABLE" UNIVERSrrY 
(By Thomas Sowell) 

One of the odd characters who appears 
from time to time in "Ll'l Abner" is "Avail
able" Jones, an enterprising Inan whose time 
and talents can be rented for any purpose 
whatsoever. If you want to impress your girl 
friend by outdoing someone in sports or 
repartee, Available Jones can be hired to play 
the fall guy. Full of pent-up anger and frus
tration? Get it out of your system by giving 
Mr. Jones a good, hard kick in the behind, 
for a modest fee. The analogy with the mod
ern university is all too apparent. But while 
Available Jones' occupation is seen as some
thing of an oddity, it is often considered 
reasonable, if not inevitable that universities 
alone of all institutions must serve the pur
poses of others. No one expects a gas station 
to cater to pedestrians, or churches to ac
commodate atheists, or a bar to make tee
totalers feel at home. People go into one of 
these places precisely because they are in 
accord with is known purposes. But the uni
versity is expected to be "open" (to those un
concerned or contemptuous toward its goals), 
"relevant" (to the purposes of other institu
tions and movements), "involved" (in activi
ties for which it has no special fitness), and 
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"responsive" (to any demand whatsoever)
in short, available. 
~he apostles of Relevance argue as if the 

only alternative was a community of clois
tered scholars talking only to each other while 
the suffering of the world goes on outside. 
This argument goes to the heart of the ques
tion whether a university has any intrinsic 
relevance or whether it must launch expedi
tions to go out and find relevance, and im
port it like some rare tropical plant. A look 
at the agony and progress of man over the 
centuries Inight suggest some value in the 
systematic development of the human Inind 
and a continuing relevance of disciplined 
and informed thinking, in contrast to the 
kinds of visceral reactions, heady rhetoric, 
and grandiose visions which have spread so 
much blood and debris across the pages of 
history. The tedious analytical dissection of 
ideas and problems, far from being a 1 uxury 
of a leisure class, is a prime necessity for 
society's survival, much less its technical and 
social progress. Despite this vital function 
which lies at the heart of a university's role, 
it is clear that groups within the university, 
and sometimes whole universities, have lost 
their sense of purpose. Partly this is because 
the university's purpose has been obscured 
by an overgrowth of additional and often 
conflicting activities. The recognized im
portance of the university, which has caused 
it to be maintained for centuries by societies 
far poorer than today's, has made it a "hot 
property" in the hands of modern "oper
ators," and its credentials an iinpressive 
backdrop for romantic posturing by adoles
cents of various ages, including faculty mem
bers and administrators. 

The university, like every other institu
tion of society, has never existed in a pure 
form designed to serve its ideal purpose. But 
it is nevertheless useful to note which of 
the alien features that have been grafted 
onto it have helped produce its current mala
dies. One of these has been the consuining 
desire to gain additional money, power, and 
prestige by serving outside interests-i.e., the 
pursuit of local and transient "relevance" 
rather than the general and permanent rele
vance inherent in the search for knowledge 
and understanding. Vocationalism, corrupt 
athletics, the establishment of "institutes" 
for some vested interest, "centers" for things 
currently making headlines, and "chairs" 
in some donor's pet idea are obvious ex
amples. Another has been the acceptance of 
bigger numbers as an index of success-en
rollments, buildings, faculty, news items, 
etc. The university has sold itself to the 
public as a veritable panacea for personal and 
social prol lems, playing on the credulous 
notion that processing everyone through ivy
covered buildings for four years was "edu
cation" and therefore "a good thing." Its 
pretensions have been greatly helped by the 
fact that even the worst education cannot 
prevent students from growing four years 
older in the course of four years, and that 
it is rare for a young adult not to acquire 
some elements of maturity and Iniscel
laneous information over such a span of 
time. Moreover, the university is necessar
ily a testing ground of sorts-of persev
erance, if nothing else-so that employers 
find college degrees and records to be handy 
screening devices, regardless of what was ac
tually taught. This in turn means that young 
people a.re forced to go to coll~ <in econoinic 
self-defense. In short, the colleges and uni
versities have been in an ideal position to 
gain an ever-increasing captive audience. 
Now they are discovering that the audience 
can also hold them captive. 

While there is justifiable outrage at dis
ruptions and violence on college campuses 
across the country and around the world, this 
feeling is no defense of university adminis
trators, who have been far too clever for 
anyone's good, or of those faculty members 
who have abdicated responsibility for any-
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thing beyond personal ambitions and de
partmental logrolling. The feeling of outrage 
is because underneath all the cheap huck
stering, the petty intrigues and casual be
trayals, there is something vital to the life 
of the mind and the life of society, which 
cannot be allowed to be destroyed. 

The threat of destruction comes not from 
the actual physical assaults, disruptions, and 
turmoil on campus, for there is ultimately 
ample power to stop all of this, but from the 
ambivalence, expediency, guilt, and apathy 
in which it flourishes, and which is willing 
to buy it off at any price, provided only that 
convenient payments be arranged in easy 
(though perpetual) installments. It is symp
tomatic of the underlying values involved 
that the possibility of waking up some morn
ing and finding a university building gutted 
by fire is the great fear; the prospect of wak
ing up some day and finding the whole mean
ing of the university gutted does not arouse 
nearly as much concern. 

The current struggle on college and uni
versity campuses is like some curious story
book battle in which one side has an over
whelming superiority in material resources 
but the other side possesses a few magic 
words that can spread confusion and paral
ysis and its opponents-in this case, "rele
vance," "black," "youth," and "idealism." 
While there is ample reason for the univer
sity's loss of confidence in its moral position, 
which is what makes such words effective, 
the real question is whether the guilty am
bivalence of one side and the dogmatic self
righteousness of the other are the ingredients 
of an intelligent policy for the future. 

RELEVANCE~O WHAT? 
So much of the loose talk about relevance 

assumes that it is something which can be 
determined a priori on the basis of the re
actions of students while still studying a 
subject, rather than an empirical question to 
be settled after having tested its application 
in a variety of situations over a period of 
years. The great rush to be "relevant to the 
ghetto," for example, means in practice put
ting together courses and programs that will 
be favorably received by students from the 
ghetto or students interested in the ghetto. 
It does not mean an attempt to put together 
courses or programs whose actual results 
have proven to be beneficial in solving or 
ameliorating any major ghetto problem. The 
most relevant courses in the latter sense 
might turn out to be dry, tedious studies in 
medicine, accounting, or law-which is cer
tainly not what the relevance people have in 
Inind. They want to talk about the ghetto, 
or do studies that take them into the ghetto, 
satisfying their own emotional needs but do
ing little for the ghetto. If such talk and such 
studies had any significant value, there have 
already been enough of both to make the 
ghetto a paradise on earth. There isn't the 
slightest reason to expect the coincidence 
that those things which actually advance 
black people will simultaneously provide ma
terial for college courses which is any more 
exciting than the study of chemistry, physics, 
finance, and other dry studies which have 
helped advance other people. 

If the world were in fact as direct and 
obvious as the relevance argument seems to 
assume, then of course the whole elaborate 
and dreary paraphernalia of systematic ab
st!'act reasoning would lbe unnecessary. '!'here 
would be no need for all the graphs in eco
nomics and all the elaborate equations of 
probability in statistics. Our social problems 
could be solved by the same kind of direct 
commonsense which told us, in the natural 
sciences, that the earth was fiat and the sun 
moved around it. But the underlying as
sumption of all scholarship is that things 
look very difference after systematic analysis 
than they do on the surface. 

If a university is going to proceed on the 
basis of the spontaneous appeal of its offer
ings, then it is going to move in a non-
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intellectual (and often anti-intellectual) di
rection, much like the television industry 
which academics disdain-including some 
variant of the ratings (and consequent ap
peal to the lowest common denominator) and 
the other obtrusive features of television; 
flamboyant, irresponsible statements by peo
ple having something to sell, glitter rather 
than substance, and in general a presenta
tion of a world of good guys and bad guys 
and showdowns and "action" as ways of ex
plaining and dealing with the complexities 
of life. The search for villians-of whom 
there is never a shortage--<:an replace the 
analysis of causation, if exciting courses with 
instant appeal are the goal. But if being 
interesting and exciting is going to be the 
guiding star of higher education, we must 
face the fact that mass emotions and mass 
actions are always going to be more exciting 
than the lonely process of intellectual devel
opment. If we cannot convince students that 
they must do what is necessary rather than 
what turns them on, we owe it to everyone 
to at least make the effort. There is a sizable 
body of "sophisticated" opinion which oper
ates on the theory that students cannot be 
reasoned with, but can only be "handled," 
meaning some judicious blend of partial 
concessions and fashionable talk. Conceiv
ably they could be right, but to date the 
clever approach has not been notably suc
cessful either. 

No sane person wants education to be 
irrelevant or believes that current educa
tional practices are the ultimate perfection. 
The real question is--relevant to what? To 
what the student wants as he sits in the 
classroom, or to what he will discover he 
needs, years later after he has gone and prob
ably cannot return? Is building a general 
intellectual capability irrelevant because it 
is no'; exclusively relevant to the current 
headlines and slogans? Is a method of asking 
questions and testing answers less relevant 
than a course on how to promote a precon
ceived goal? In the slopy language of today, 
opposition to any particular pattern of 
change is denounced as opposition to change, 
as such, and extravagant statements are made 
about the rigidity of the academic curric
ulum. Actually the opposite charge would 
have more substance: that American educa
tion, down through the years, has spent so 
much time getting on and off bandwagons 
that it ha.s had little time for anything else. 

If universities in their venalit y had not 
tried to appeal to wealthy donors by depict
ing their role as that of turning out pillars 
of the status quo--"well rounded" young 
men in some Y.M.C.A. or Junior Chamber of 
Commerce sense-then perh~ps it would not 
be so easy for others to think of it as a stag
ing area for revolution. Many young people 
actually believe that their teachers are try
ing to fit them into the existing social "sys
tem" o:r "machine," not realizing that most 
teachers find it hard enough to get them to 
understand their subject, and perhaps graps 
something of the nature of intellectual in
quiry in general, without trying to plan their 
lives and the destiny of society as well. 

CAMPUS REVOLUTIONARIES 

The Grand Illusion of campus revolution
aries is that the university is a microcosm of 
society at large, and that their victories there 
foreshadow their corning success in over
throwing the hated Establishment. The uni
versity is in fact unique in a number of 
ways which explain the revolutionaries' suc
cess there, despite their political insignifi
cance nationally (except as a boon to people 
like Reagan, Yorty, George Wallace and Spiro 
Agnew). Universities get most of their wealth 
from outside. College otflcials can buy peace 
with other people's money. Professors can 
buy peace and popularity by eroding stand
ards, at the expense of those conscientious 
students whose degrees will be devalued, but 
at no cost to themselves. Success in gaining 
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concessions under these conditions is no in
dication of what to expect when it comes to 
more direct and fundamental challenges in 
society at large. 

Campus revolutionaries sometimes engage 
in a kind of heads-I-win-tails-you-lose rea
soning by which they argue that the very 
uproar against them shows the fear which 
they inspire in the Establishment and, by 
implication, the realism of their plans for 
revolution. What it really shows is that (1) 
the news media find that they m9.ke a 
colorful story, and (2) John Q. Public finds 
them repulsive, doesn•t mind saying so, and 
votes for politicians who say so (a fact not 
lost on the politicians). The corporations, 
banks, etc., have no reason to lose a mo
ment's sleep over them. The only kind of 
revolution student militants can produce in 
this country is a right-wing revolution, and 
they would have to get a lot stronger than 
they are to provoke that. 

In t he university environment, student, 
revolutionary leaders are far more realistic 
than most faculty members about what is 
really involved in campus struggles. They 
understand that the name of the game is 
power. "Issues" are a means of mobilizing 
support and immobilizing opposition. The 
various sacred "causes'• to which student 
revolutionaries are "committed" are usually 
not too sacred to be ditched at the earliest 
convenient moment after a campaign has 
gotten under way, and completely new de
mands substituted-demands which go for 
the jugular of power. As many times as this 
old melodrama has been played, it might be 
expected that everyone would begin to fol
low the plot by now. But words have a heady 
fascination, especially for those faculty mem
bers who cannot be bothered to analyze or 
who cannot muster the moral courage for 
making choices. 

The usual apology for campus revolution
aries has been that they have "legitimate 
grievances" and that all other methods have 
failed. It must be recognized that ( 1) an 
unhappy situations are not grievances, that 
(2) even legitimate grievances do not exi:use 
all acts, and that (3) to say that a:.:1y institu
tion can be brought to a halt as long as there 
are legitimate grievances--that is, as long as 
they are run by human beings-is to 6ay 
that there can be no institutions. Moreover, 
rational methods have not "failed" becau!:e 
one p ar t y or faction did not get what it 
wanted. Given that there are always numer
ous cont ending groups demanding ::>pposite 
things, every historical or conceivable sys
tem must "fail'' by this standard. 

None of this denies the need for changes, 
or even for sweeping changes, in universiti.e:>. 
I would suggest, as a start, the abolition of 
academic tenure, prohibit ion of consulting 
fees, the destruction of the teaching as
sistant system, elimination of varsity ath
letics, and drastic cutbacks in enrollments. 
Any academic is bound to have his own list. 
What is crucial is to recognize that no re
forms are so desirable as to be achieved "at 
all cost," because beyond some point thP 
methods used may not leave anything worth 
r <lf orming. 

A university is an intangible structure of 
reciprocal commitments and obligations, a 
hierarchy of skills (which no democratic 
rhetoric can change) , and an atmosphere of 
learning. It is very easy to cripple or even 
destroy the intangible reality of education, 
even though the physical plant remains un
scathed and the bureaucratic machine keeps 
earning undisturbed. This process of destruc
tion is already well under way at a number 
of institutions and is likely so become gen
eral unless university faculties are prepared 
to abandon their old parlor game of equally 
deploring this and that, and recognize that 
we live in a world where choices have to be 
made, priorities assigned, and responsibility 
taken. 

February 3, 1971 
One of the popular non sequiturs of the 

day is that universities must be peculiarly 
bad institutions since they are peculiarly be
set with violent protests. The fact that vio
lent protests are peculiarly acceptable on uni
versity campuses is seldom considered as a 
factor. If the average factory worker could 
lock his boss in the office and denounce the 
foreman as a "facist pig" with impunity, we 
might discover that universities have no 
more grievances than many other institu
tions. But of course no one expects to grant 
to ordinary working people the kind of im
munity from legal retribution for their ac
tions which is common for college students. 
It is ironic that this socially and economi
cally privileged group should now be demand
ing legal privileges (amnesty) as well, in the 
name of democracy and the masses! That 
they can put their own boredom with the 
university in the same category with the suf
ferings of the poor is a tribute to their gall, 
but that the rest of us take this seriously is 
no tribute to us at all. 

BLACK EDUCATION 

Race taps the depths of man's irrationality 
as few things can. In this area, intelligent 
and knowledgeable men say and do things 
whose illogic and self-defeating consequences 
would be apparent to them in any other 
aspect of life. There are no experts in this 
field, and those who imagine that they have 
found The Truth are the most untrust
worthy guides of all. 

Whether black students are brought to the 
university as part of the general recruit
ment and admissions procedures or in spe
cial programs, there is almost never a clear
cut definition of priorities beyond a nebu
lous desire to do good, make amends, or im
prove public relations. There are serious and 
lasting consequences to not thinking through 
at the outset whether the goal is to give 
direct benefits to needy individuals or to in
vest in individuals in ways designed to maxi
mize the return to the black community and 
society at large. If the university is trying 
to make the intellectual investment for 
which it is peculiarly qualified, it will select 
the most able black students it can possibly 
find as its vehicles; if it is trying to play 
Lady Bountiful, its bias will be toward those 
who "need help" most, rather t h an those 
who can use it best. The second is the domi
nant approach, not only in universities but 
in social programs supported by the govern
ment and the foundations . They do not try 
to cultivat e the most fertile land, but to 
make the desert bloom. This is oft en hotly 
denied by officials who insist that they are 
looking for the best black people available-
subject, it will usually turn out, to a series 
of constraints or special emphases which 
make the original statement meaningless. 

Most people are unaware of the extent to 
which the severe educational problems of 
black college students are functions of the 
manner in which they are recruited and se
lected, rather than simply being the inevita
ble result of "cultural deprivation." There is 
no question that the overwhelming bulk of 
black youth have been given grossly inade
quate preparation in the public schools. Hou
ever, the overwhelming bulk of black youth 
do not go to college, and while the propor
tion of these youth who are educationally 
well prepared for college is very low, in 
absolute numbers there are literally tens of 
thousands of them who are, by all the usual 
indices-far too m.any for the top universi
ties to be forced to have as many inade
quately prepared black students as they do. 
The fact that standardized examinations 
may be less reliable for ethnic minorities than 
for others has been used as a blanket excuse 
for recruiting and selecting black students 
on all sorts of non-intellectual criteria, from 
the ideological to the whimsical. Programs 
for black people tend to attract more than 
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their fair share of vague humanitarians and 
socio-political doctrines seeking to imple
ment some special vision. Not all are as 
obtuse as the special admissions committee 
for black students at one Ivy League univer
sity who objected to admitting three black 
applicants with College Board scores in the 
700's on grounds that they were prob
ably-God forbid-middle class, and that 
there were other blacks appl:-ing who were 
more "interesting" cases-but this general 
kind of thinking is by no means rare. One 
consequence of this is that, despite the buzz 
of recruiting activity, there are many black 
students who belong in the best colleges in 
the country who have not been reached with 
the information and financial aid offers that 
would bring them there, and are languishing 
at some of the worst colleges in the country. 
At the same time other black students are 
in over their heads at the top colleges, strug
gling--or being maneuvered-toward a 
degree. 

Faculty members are by no means exempt 
from the paternalism found in recruiting 
and admissions policies. Some professors 
grade black students more leniently than 
they would grade other students, and many 
hesitate to fiunk them, either out of human
itarianism or a desire to avoid "trouble." 
One cynic said of his black students, "I give 
'em all A's and B's; to hell with them." At 
least he understood the consequences of what 
he was doing. The double standard of grades 
and degrees is an open secret on many 
campuses, and it is only a matter of time 
before it is an open secret among employers 
as well. The market can be ruthless in 
devaluing degrees that do not mean what 
they say. It should also be apparent to any
one not blinded by his own nobility that it 
also devalues the student in his own eyes. 

The greatest tragedy of the black man in 
America, after slavery itself, has been the 
simple fact that his own ability has always 
been far less important than how he hap
pened to fit in with white people's precon
ceptions and emotional needs. What specific 
kind of black pers:on would be fashionable 
with white people has of course varied con
siderably over the years and between differ
ent groups of white people at a given time. 
But today's crop of white liberal and radical 
patrons of the mystique of "blackness" are 
in no fundamental way different from the 
old-time white Southerner who would accept 
any level of irresponsibility and incompe
tence from a Negro who met his precon
ceptions (who "knew his place"), and who 
had only suspicion or resentment for a black 
man with competence, self-discipline, and 
capacity for hard work. At the height of the 
most blatant racial oppression, white South
erners were full of the same romantic no
tions about the special spiritual qualities 
and insights of black people which are cur
rently in vogue among the more "enlight
ened" intellectuals. Nor has this been an 
exclusively American phenomenon. It was 
the most unabashed apostle of British im
perialism who said, "You're a better man 
than I am, Gunga Din." The more things 
change, the more they remain the same. 

"Black studies" is one of the signs of 
our times. After years of history being writ
ten as if black did not exist, suddenly their 
role was recognized, usually after a univers
ity building was seized. Suddenly, hastily 
constructed black studies programs began 
springing up all over the landscape, like 
intellectual shanty towns. Few things are 
more revealing than seeing white faculty 
members rationalizing and romanticizing 
the black studies program on a campus where 
the black students are staying away from it 
in droves. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The university created a Frankenstein 
when it cast itself in the role of panacea for 
personal and social 1lls. A feeling has devel
oped that anything worth doing at all is 
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worth doing at a university. Even our revolu
tionaries believe that you must go to college 
in order to make revolution. Some people 
want to see the university itself go off like a 
knight on a white horse to slay the dragons 
of social injustice. A more apt analogy would 
be a man charging into hell with a pitcher 
of ice water The university's resources for 
direct social action are grossly inadequate 
to make a dent in the problem. Its greatest 
contribution would be to turn out people 
who are intellectually equipped to deal with 
social problems in ways that produce tangi
ble results rather than symbolic acts. If a 
university is going to make a real contribu
tion, it must make it as a university, not as 
a general fix-it shop. A proliferation of 
Quixotic endeavors may produce more glow
ing feelings and more good publicity, but it 
is a waste of specialized resources that can 
do more in the uses for which they were 
meant than anywhere else. 

Practically every campus has a contingent 
of faculty members who are not above mis
appropriating the money, facilities, and good 
name of their institution for purposes of 
making themselves feel noble. The more ac
tivist and doctrinaire of these faculty mem
bers are absolutely impervious to logic and 
are prepared to explain away any facts. They 
cannot be persuaded; they can only be coun
teracted-and this can happen only if the 
great bulk of the faculty are prepared to 
come out of their laboratories and studies 
and sit on admissions committees, meet 
black students as individuals, and constantly 
monitor the decisions of administrators who 
are preoccupied with getting immediate 
problems off their necks without worrying 
about long-run consequences (the long run 
being any time after next week). It is a 
shame that highly trained people must de
vote precious time to miscellaneous campus 
activities, but the alternatives is to leave 
gut decisions up to the operators and the 
doctrinaires, and we have seen how that has 
turned out. 

THE AMERICAN MERCHANT MARINE 

HON. WILLIAM B. SPONG, JR. 
OF VIRGINIA 

IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES 

Wednesday, February 3, 1971 

Mr. SPONG. Mr. President, there has 
been no wiser investment of Federal 
funds in recent years than the program 
authorized by the 91st Congress to re
store the American merchant marine to 
its former level of greatness. This pro
gram will not only pay rich economic 
dividends but also greatly strengthen the 
national security of this country. 

The case for rebuilding the American 
merchant marine has been persuasively 
set out by James J. Reynolds, president 
of the American Institute of Merchant 
Shipping, in a recent New York Journal 
of Commerce article. I ask unanimous 
consent that that article be printed in 
the Extensions of Remarks. 

There being no objection, the article 
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD, 
as follows: 
SUBSIDY OF MERCHANT MARINE CALLED SoUND 

INVESTMENT 

(By James J . Reynolds) 
In contrast to the 9-to-5, rather humdrum 

existence associated with everyday living on 
land, the American merchant marine 24 
hours a day knifes it sway through turbulent 
seas that cover nearly three-quarters of the 
earth's surface, performing a silent but vital 
economic and military service to the nation. 
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Unfortunately, only a limited few, it seems, 

really understand its critical role or know it 
is a tremendously active and aggressive in
dustry on which the United States is becom
ing increasingly dependent in assuring our 
continued comfort, growth and security. 

The shipping industry of late has been 
under attack from a few, often uninformed, 
news sources whose critical writers, with 
their blinders on, take delight in whipping 
up erroneous, one-sided articles repetitive in 
their spurious conclusion that the U.S.-fiag 
merchant fieet is not competitive, that the 
subsidy program has not worked and that 
the taxpayer gets little return on his dollar. 

Well, it is time to set the record straight, 
to spe~k up. Not with vituperative remarks, 
but With facts, the hard facts about what 
our maritime fieet does for the country, the 
businessman, and the individual American. 

The contributions of the American mer
chant marine, as measured in terms of na
tional growth and well-being, .are most signif
icant and yet little known. The merchant 
fieet has been: (1) our commercial lifeline 
to global trade and developer of hundreds 
of overseas markets for businessmen through 
trained steamship agents abroad; (2) a 
major contributor to our economy through 
significant contributions to the U.S. balance 
of payments and as an important employer, 
taxpayer and customer of American goods; 
(3) a protector of U.S. traders' interests by 
assuring the availability of adequate, de
pendable shipping services at fair and reason
able rates and by preventing foreign shipping 
interests from sending cargo rates sky high; 
(4) a logistical weapon in our national 
arsenal which carries all but a fraction 
of the cargoes to sustain our troops in Viet
nam in an effort that represents the longest 
sealift in our history; (5) a valuable political 
instrument, as vessels flying the American 
fiag into foreign ports become symbols of 
both America's strength and her peaceful in
tentions. 

To say the American merchant marine is 
a vit al national asset might be compared to 
saying we need oxygen to breathe. It has long 
been a fundamental policy of the United 
States to foster the development and en
courage the maintenance of a merchant ma
rine. This policy was clearly defined in the 
1936 Merchant Marine Act, after a century 
of trial and error in shipping policy. 

Of the many facets of the 1936 Act, none 
have been so widely criticized-and so greatly 
misunderstood-as its two subsidy provisions. 
The first of these allows qualified cargo
liner companies to receive operating differ
ential subsidy payments which are designed 
to offset the higher costs of using American 
labor aboard our ships. This is no mere hand
out, however. since in return the shipowner 
must commit himself in a contract to engage 
in a ship construction program in U.S. ship
yards; provide a regular scheduled service 
between the United States and designated 
foreign ports; buy supplies and equipment 
domestically, and employ only citizen seamen. 

The second provision, the construction 
differential subsidy is designed to enable 
American shipyards to compete with the 
foreign yards whose labor costs are so much 
lower than ours. Here again, however, this is 
not a handout program-it is one that as
sures the availability of American shipbuild
ing and repair facilities in the event of a 
national emergency. 

What have these two programs accom
plished in the light of today's American mer
chant marine? The 180 modern ocean-going 
cargoliners built in American shipyards by 
the subsidized lines in the past decade or so 
represent more than a $1.2 billion investment 
in private capital. They ply the world trade 
routes on regular schedules, making well over 
a thousand voyages annually to all parts of 
the globe. 

The U.S.-fiag cargoliner fleet in a word is 
second to none. Its operators have been in 
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the forefront in maritime research and de
velopment programs. They are the world's 
maritime leaders in mechanization, in all 
types of quick acting, pushbutton cargo 
handling techniques, in safety features, in 
navigational aids and in developing revolu
tionary types of ships. 

The 1936 Act, as a liner act, was enacted to 
revitalize American-flag common carrier op
erations and to build ships to carry liner-type 
general ~argoes approximating 75 per cent of 
the value of all U.S. ocean-borne trade. The 
Act has succeeded remarkably well in help
ing to develop a highly competitive cargo
liner fleet. 

Rather than a drain on the taxpayer's 
pocket, the operating subsidy program shows 
a return in benefits in billions of dollars. A 
recently completed two-year study, "The 
United States Merchant Marine in National 
Perspective," covering 1958-1967, reveals the 
American merchant marine during that pe
riod contributed $11.5 billion in quantifiable 
benefits to the nation at a government cost 
of $2.7 billion in vessel operating costs. 

These accomplishment s, based on balance 
of payments and national security contribu
tions, represented a net national benefit of 
$8.8 billion, or over $4 in benefits for each 
dollar of subsidy cost. 

The study concludes: "The benefits to the 
nation of a strong U.S. merchant marine pro
gram ($300 million per annum to build 30 
ships with construction differential subsidy) 
could total almost $2 billion a year over 
cost." This represents the kind of savings, 
or benefits, that our nation undoubtedly 
could not receive from any other strategic 
U.S. industry. 

Thousands of U.S. employees either di
rectly or indirectly depend on all facets of 
the maritime industry for a livelihood in 
terms of shipboard and shoreside employ
ment, shipyard workers and ship construc
tion suppliers from every state. 

Since the 1936 Act went into effect, the 
subsidized lines have paid nearly $450 mlllion 
in federal taxes. Without an American mer
chant marine these revenues would have 
been substantially reduced and most of the 
profits on which these taxes were paid would 
have gone to foreign-flag lines exempt from 
U.S. taxes. Over a 10-year period the U.S.-flag 
companies also infused into the national 
economy over $1.1 billion in payments for do
mestic goods and services. 

Certain critics have incorrectly pictured 
a non-competl'::ive American shipping indus
try and stated that even if 300 high-tech
nology vessels are to be built in a decade 
under President Nixon's proposed maritime 
program, the industry probably would be 
unable to capture a larger percentage of 
r.s. foreign trade. 

Completely ignored is the fact that Amer
ican ship operators have led the world in 
possibly the biggest maritime venture of all 
time-intermodalism. The American mer
chant marine is playing the dominant role in 
developing this total transportation con
ceptr-a link-up of the various modes-with 
development of containership and cargo car
ril' r systems to provide the most efficient and 
least expensive ways for the freight shipper 
to move his goods from inland points to for
eign markets in record time. 

Does such advancement portray a lack of 
competitiveness on shipping's part? Of 
course not! The businessman and the coun
try will be getting a sizable return en the 
tax dollar from a 300-ship building program 
geared to intermodal transportation. 

And, I predict, the American Merchant 
Marine will be carrying between 30 and 50 
percent of U.S. foreign trade. 

Much has been made of the fact that the 
entire American merchant marine now car
ries only between 5 and 6 per cent of U.S. 
foreign trade. Actually, the lines in the 
regularly scheduled commercial cargo trades, 
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carry about 24 per cent of the liner cargo 
by volume and nearly 30 per cent by value. 

But the merchant marine's carriage of U.S. 
foreign commerce will increase markedly as 
intermodalism develops and "shipper con
fidence" results. The increased capacity of 
high technology ships to be built in the 
Nixon program, plus a nearly 50 per cent in
crease in volume of U.S. general cargo avail
able in the next few years, will assure this 
nation of again becoming a major com
mercial seapower, to the direct benefit of 
the freight shipper. 

The effectiveness of such a fine fleet will 
call for the combined effort of American 
shipping management, labor and manage
ment. Already this has been evidenced in 
the joint support and cooperation to increase 
exporter utilization of American ships. Of 
course, other nations are not lying back. 
They, t o, are helping their respective mari
time industries build modern merchant 
fleets; in fact, a recent Maritime Admin
istrat ion study shows that 47 out of 49 
major maritime nations are giving govern
ment a .. .::istance to their shipping and ship
building industries. 

Critics tend to forget that U.S.-flag ship
ping has played a major role from the time 
of the American Revolution to World War 
!!-when American industry built 5,600 
cargo vessels that were lifelines to victory. 
And our fleet was vitally important iv. the 
crises of Korea, Suez, Lebanon, Cuba and 
now Vietnam. 

Certain misinformed writers have said 
that military requirements could be met by 
building 10 rather than 30 ships a year, as 
outlined in President Nixon's Maritime Pro
gram. Such thinking has been quickly dis
carded by the President, the White House 
staff and other knowledgeable government 
officials as unrealistic and inadequate to 
cover defense needs. 

In recent months, for example, key De
fense Department officials have voiced strong 
support for rebuilding an American-f!.ag 
merchant marine of at least 30 ships a year 
or more. Before Admiral Thomas H. Moorer 
was promoted from Chief of Naval Opera
tions to become Chairman of the Joint Chiefs 
of Staff he made this clear: 

If the Merchant Marine is not completely 
revitalized to a "position of strength and 
modernity" the nation will be eliminating 
a defense arm, a move that would be "tanta
mount to abandoning seapower as an essen
tial element of our total national power." He 
did not have in mind building only 10 mer
chant ships a year to handle the job. 

But let's go farther up the defense ladder 
than even the Chief of Naval Operations. As 
soon as the President's maritime program 
went to Congress, Secretary Melvin R. Laird 
publicly conveyed the Defense Department's 
"complete support" of Mr. Nixon's 30-ship
a-year program. Mr. Laird immediately let 
it be known through letters to House and 
Senate leaders charged with maritime mat
ters "of my pledge that the Department of 
Defense fully supports the building and 
maintaining of a strong and viable U.S. mer
chant marine." 

In retrospect, we must consider: Where 
would this country have been without the 
hundreds of U.S.-flag merchant ships deliv
ering cargoes to sustain our troops in Viet
nam in the past five years? I could cite case 
after case of foreign-flag ships refusing to 
carry American combat equipment and sup
plies to Vietnam. One million tons of cargo 
were moving monthly to Vietnam, not by 
air, but by the sea in American ships, ad
mittedly many of them World War II Reserve 
Fleet rustbuckets that have answered a last 
call to arms. 

But let us not forget that the American
flag lines operating under subsidy contracts, 
with modern ships built under their replace
ment programs, had 125 cargoliners actively 
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engaged in the Vietnam effort, according to 
the Military Sealift Command. At the same 
time, they carried on their peacetime func
tion plying the trade routes of the world 
with the additional vessels in their fleet. 

Speaking of the Vietnam War, as the U.S. 
merchant marine, from 1963-1967, increased 
carriage of military cargoes by 100 per cent 
(9.1 million to 18.2 milUon measurement 
tons), U.S.-flag shipping capacity was avail
able to the government and rates did not 
escalate. Without that capacity the govern
ment would have been required to pay ~or
eign flag carriers, if available, an additional 
$4 billion to ship its military cargo in the 
past decade. That adds up to a government 
saving of over $400 million per year. 

Some American merchant marine oppo
nents have minimized the Russian merchant 
marine build-up, classifying it as "scare talk 
about Russia outstripping the U.S. at sea." 

To set the record straight: Russia's sea
power build-up has taken priority over its 
space program. Their ships visit nearly 900 
ports in about 100 countries. Admiral Moorer, 
in testimony before the House Appropriations 
Subcommittee this year, revealed that "an
other three-quarters of a million deadweight 
tons of new merchant shipping has been 
placed in the hands of the Soviet economic 
and political planners." He added that the 
Russians will double their merchant fleet in 
10 years and that, by 1980, will have "twenty 
million tons of merchant shipping." 

But, more important, the Russians have 
had the worldly wisdom to realize that with
out a many-purposed, modern merchant ma
rine their total seapower complex would be 
a fizzle. Again in the words of Admiral 
Moorer: "In addition to an expanding Navy, 
the Soviets' fishing fleetr-the world's largest 
and most modern-their advanced oceano
graphic program and a growing merchant 
marine are integrated into a seapower pack
age of expanding influence and importance." 

Critics also tend to ignore the fact that 
the Russians introduced missiles into Cuba 
by their merchant marine and that between 
400 and 450 modern Soviet cargo vessels an
nually transport war material to Hanoi. 

The maritime subsidy program has re
sulted in a first class cargoliner fleet with a 
payoff of inestimable benefits to the nation. 
Other fleet segments, however, must be mod
ernized. The Administration's proposed 300-
ship program to rebuild all segments will 
represent a much needed beginning toward 
the restoration of our nation as a world 
shipping leader. 

AFDC REFORM PROPOSAL 

HON. CHARLES J. CARNEY 
OF OHIO 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 

Wednesday, February 3, 1971 

Mr. CARNEY. Mr. Speaker, one of the 
first orders of business of the Congress is 
to be the social security amendments 
proposal. In conjunction with this legis
lation, I received a proposed ADC reform 
bill from William L. Toth, Poland, Ohio, 
which I commend to my colleagues: 

PROPOSED ADC REFORM BILL 

I hereby propose a bill be submitted to the 
Congress, to pass into federal law, the fol
lowing changes in regard to enforcement of 
court ordered payments of child support 
funds, incompassing, divorce, separation, 
court ruled fathers of children born to unwed 
mothers, common law fathers. 

That these funds no longer be doled out on 
a haphazard voluntary basis, which allows 
for a 90% or more rate of nonpayment. Due 

( 
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to this laxity of the cases, an unusual burden 
is being imposed on the tax payers of any 
given community. Rather than the right
fu1, legal, shou1ders of the persons pro
claimed by the courts. Because of the finan
cial burden placed on a recipient to recall on 
adjudged before the court for redress. 

SECTION I 

All funds so awarded, be withheld from 
pay checks, and to be deposited in the sur
vivors benefit fund (Soc. Sec.) and in turn 
forwarded, quarterly or semiannually to the 
welfare office in the state, and county of the 
recipent, who will in turn, forward a month
ly check to the rightful recipient, thus 
preventing costly court sessions, legal fees, 
laxity of payments, regardless of the move
ments, of the payee. By using the office of 
Soc. Sec. a small administrative increase 
would be required to implement the law, 
and put it into immediate effect. A code 
letter added to a Soc. Sec. number will desig
nate a payee and the amount to be deducted. 

SECTION ll 

Unemployment benefits paid to a payee; 
to pass into law, that it be a State or Federal 
offense for a payee to claim such dependents, 
unless that portion of the benefits be di
verted directly to the welfare board for dis
pursion to the recipient. 

SECTION ill 

Refusal to work clause--to avoid payment. 
Any person who willfully refuses to gain
fully earn a living to avoid payment of such 
funds, shall be summoned up to the courts, 
and if found quilty shall be put in jail for 
6 months for each offense. 

SECTION IV 

Self-employed Persons-Persons who are 
self-employed shall set aside such sum as re
quired by the court along with that persons 
Soc. Sec. fund to be reported and paid at the 
same required time as the Soc. Sec. fund. 

THE HEALTH CARE CRISIS 

HON. WILLIAM R. COTTER 
OF CONNECTICUT 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 

Wednesday, February 3, 1971 

Mr. COTTER. Mr. Speaker, the prob
lems involved in the health delivery sys
tem are receiving increased attention. 
This development is long overdue. I have 
resolved to make this one of my para
mount legislative priorities. 

As insurance commissioner for the 
State of Connecticut, I strove to lessen 
medical costs. I attempted to combine 
the efforts of Blue Cross and Connecti
cut Medical Service-Blue Shield-into 
one administrative group. It was esti
mated that the merger of these two 
groups would save $1 million in opera
tions and other costs and would serve 
to streamline this aspect of the health 
delivery system. I am now preparing leg
islation that will further reduce the un
acceptable high costs of health care so 
that all our citizens can receive the high
est quality medical care. 

Recently in the Hartford Times, two 
perceptive reporters, James Mason and 
Jeffrey Daniels, wrote a series of articles 
on what has come to be called the health 
care crisis. Their analysis of the situa
tion is perceptive and hard hitting. These 
articles deserve wide circulation and I am 
hopeful that my colleagues and the read
ers of this RECORD will profit from them: 
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[From the Hartford Times, Jan. 24, 1971] 

CAN You AFFORD To BE SICK? 

(By James Mason and Jeffrey Daniels) 
The cost of medical care here, in the state 

and across the nation is in an astronomical 
spiral. 

Insurance and medical experts told The 
Times that the spiral is twisting upward 
too fast, too far and too furiously. 

Fed by a demand for greater service and 
financed mostly by medical insurance pro
grams that have become an American obses
sion, the cost of hospital treatment, medi
cine and doctors is outstripping the economy 
and emptying the pocketbook. 

It costs $80 a day for a hospital bed in 
Connecticut. State projections say it will cost 
$219 in nine years. In 1964, that same bed 
cost $32 a day. 

Medical costs soared 14.4 per cent last year, 
while an inflation-fueled state income level 
rose a mere 6.2 per cent. The percentage cost 
per bed last year is nearly double the state's 
10-year average. 

In raw dollars it costs taxpayers $81.9 mil
lion to pay hospital, clinic and nursing home 
bills for state patients. Hospitals get $22.9 
million, a 27 per cent hike in a single year. 

Connecticut Medical Service ( CMS) re
cently won a 19 per cent increase to con
sumers. Over the past two years, the major 
corporations in the state have sustained 30 
to 50 cent increases in their employe benefit 
programs. 

Local hospitals, in staccato fashion, are 
announcing rate hikes. Mt. Sinai last week 
raised the bed rate $5 a day to a high of $85. 
St. Francis Hospital foUJr months ago raised 
its charges $7 for a high of $77 a day. 

Nowhere in the state is there a bed for less 
than $55 a day. 

The average family last year spent $324 for 
health care, including insurance premiums 
and out-of-pocket medical bills. It was an 11 
per cent rise. 

Nationally, hospital care rose about 15 per 
cent. Doctors fees, according to Washington 
Report on Medicine and Health, rose 9.5 per 
cent. Connecticut's average increase, says 
the Hartford County Medical Society, was 
about 7 per cent. 

But even as prices skyrocket, the pinch 
isn't readily apparent to the consumer. His 
premiums rose about 7 per cent last year, but 
the real increases are hidden. 

It looks like the old Blue Cross policy picks 
up the tab. Or the Medicare, the Medicaid, or 
the state. Maybe even the average man's em
ployer. But that $85 a day for a hospital bed 
seems too remote in the insurance-ordered 
society. 

But someone is paying. The operation may 
appear like a chain letter where no one gets 
caught, but it is not so. 

Taxpayers pay up to 35 per cent of a hos
pital's bills in federal and state payment 
programs. Some family plans, moreover, may 
lose coverage as rising prices undermine the 
policy protection. 

The effects, mostly brought on by extreme 
price increases, are being felt. Connecticut 
will feel the CMS pinch when the fee for state 
employe benefits (just increased) will mean 
nearly $1 million in extra insurance costs. 

The state now pays out an average of $88 
a day per bed to the state's 35 non-profit hos
pitals that take state patients. 

The medical establishment, termed an in
dustry in its own right, is under pressure for 
reform that could mean a British-like na
tional medical system or similar private-run 
programs. 

Liberals in the Congress are now backing 
a national health insurance program spon
sored by Massachusetts Sen. Edward M. 
Kennedy. The plan would provide complete 
medical care for all Americans and fix stand
ards for doctors and hospitals. 

President Nixon, in his State of the Union 
address Friday night, underlined his admin-
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istration's commitment that every American 
even if he cannot afford medical care, re
ceive treatment. 

Details of his program were scanty, and 
will presumably be explained in a later mes
sage to Congress. The President called for a 
$100 million program to find a cancer cure 
and for major outlays to help medical schools. 

Still, as Congress and the President make 
pronouncements and envision programs to 
lighten the burden, costs continue to es
calate. 

Where is the blame for the increased costs, 
the astronomical price now placed on becom
ing 111. 

The roots of the problem are entwined 
and intermeshed in the medical establish
ment--that complex of hospitals, insurance 
firms, doctors and medical suppliers. 

"It's a jury rig system," said Dr. Max Gold
stein, new president of the Hartford County 
Medical Society. Reform is required in the 
entire system, he suggests, as blame touches 
all parts. 

State overseers of the hospitals, like the 
Hospital Cost Commission, see the nonprofit 
institutions in Connecticut as massive, poor
ly run operations, overstaffed and badly 
managed. 

Edward Karnasiewicz, the commission's ex
ecutive director, believes the hospitals do 
duplicate services, are all encumbered with 
paperwork and do not review their own op
erations because a combination of tax reg
ulations and insurance companies that do not 
check on hospital administration. 

"There is no incentive to keep costs down," 
he said. "If costs rise, just raise the an
nounced (bed) charge." What happens, he 
said, is the system-state, federal and pri
vate insurance--merely increases the pay
ments. 

The insurance system, say the doctors and 
the state officials, force people to enter the 
hospital even if treatment can be performed 
in a doctor's office. 

Example: A head cut requiring stitches 
may cost $10 at the doctor's office. But many 
insurance plans don't cover it. So the patient 
would have to pay. 

But if he goes to the emergency room at 
the hospital, Blue Cross picks up the tab
a b111 that may mean $20 to the hospital and 
$10 for a doctor. Money is wasted, said Dr. 
Andrew J. Canzonetti, outgoing president of 
the Hartford Medical Society. Time, and the 
hospital's efficiency, is also compromised. 

To the hospital, major cost factors include 
equipment and personnel. Years ago each pa
tient required 1~ staff members. Now, says 
the Connecticut Hospital Association, the av
erage is three staff members for each patient. 

Wages in hospitals have been the major 
factor in the increased cost of medical care. 
Local hospitals estimated the annual budget 
has a 70 per cent cost for labor. At St. Fran
cis Hospital, the figure is 68 per cent. 

In 1956, St. Francis paid workers $1 an 
hour, a salary hospital administrator Sister 
Mary Madeline called generous compared to 
what some hospitals were paying at that time. 

Up to four years ago, many hospitals had 
48-hour work weeks and no overtime. Federal 
legislation, however, forced changes, reducing 
the work week, mandating overtime. All these 
changes compounded, the administrators say, 
the simultaneous increases in wages. 

Two local hospitals, now pay lower-echelon 
employes $2.30 to $2.50 an hour. As little as 
four years ago, the average was $1.60. 

"Until very recently," said Mt. Sinai Hospi
tal Administrator Dr. Donald Bernstein, "the 
hospital industry functioned at the expense 
of the people who worked there. Employes 
subsidized the (low) cost of care." 

Unionization, a factor peculiar for its ab
sence in the hospital industry, is now on 
the increase. St. Francis still has no union, 
but years-long struggles over unionization 
have rubbed off, leaving wage increases. 

Doctors in the state report overhead in 
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their practices has climbed faster than their 
fee schedules. One Connecticut physician 
said his premium for malpractice insurance 
jumped from $200 to $1,200 in two years. 

Every hospital in the state, the hospital 
association says, has a major building pro
gram. And according to a spokesman for the 
New Haven-based association, it costs about 
$65,000 per hospital bed to expand a hospital. 

Other costs, particularly supplies and 
equipment, are also at the root of price hikes 
for the hospitals. Some hospitals are pooling, 
but even so, the hospital association, reported 
that the bill for sutures for several hospitals 
came to $1.5 million. At St. Francis, supply 
costs rose 27 per cent in 14 years. 

At Mt. Sinai, as other hospitals, the cost 
of security forces is a factor. Particularly a 
problem for the urban hospital, some ad
ministrators estimate security costs at $2 of 
the price of a bed per day. Some physicians, 
however, say there is too much security. 

As various built-in, and unavoidable fac
tors have pushed hospital care costs upward, 
long established habits, traditions some call 
them, have come under scrutiny as the 
money wasters. 

The state believes that if nursing schools 
were separated from the non-profit hospi
tals, a clean $6 million a year could be saved, 
while allowing the state--with broader popu
lation base--to finance the nurse training. 

Dr. Goldstein, of the medical society, esti
mates that education costs range from 5 to 
20 per cent of a hospital's per bed cost. 

The physical plant of the state's 34 hospi
tals is also questioned by some. Would it be 
better-more efficient in the long run-to go 
into completely new buildings, rather than 
duplicate vital services while adding to ar
chaic basic hospitals. Most of the state hospi
tals, officials agree, are more than 50 years 
old. 

Might not physicians' overhead be lowered, 
and pat ient service strengthened, by start
ing more group practices, team doctoring and 
the like? Some physicians are suggesting 
mass use of para-professionals to aid doctors 
in their office work. 

Should Connecticut move in the direction 
of pre-paid medical plans like the New Haven 
Community Medical Plan Inc., which pro
vides virtually unlimited patient and outpa
tient services, including physical examina
tions? 

Are the boards and staffs of the leading 
Connecticut insurance companies-Blue 
Cross and CM&-as aggressive as they might 
be about pressing for cost-saving reform of 
the hospital system? 

Former State Insurance Commissioner 
William R. Cotter, now First District Con
gressman, said in 1969, "I ... think that in 
(Blue Cross' ) capacity as probably the single 
most important factor in the support of the 
hospitals in the state they could exact a little 
more influence and pressure on the hospitals 
to keep expenses down." 

Major portions of the boards of both CMS 
and Blue Cross are also the same people who 
are intimately involved in the medical estab
lishment. 

[From the Hartford Times, Jan. 24, 19711 
THE HOSPITAL-SAVER OF LIVES, CENTER OF 

SOARING COST 

(By J a mes N. Mason, Jr. and Jeffrey Daniels) 
The hospital is the key element in curing 

our ills; it is also the basic cause of the 
high cost of getting well. 

Last year some 361,572 Connecticut resi
dents were admitted to the state's 34 high
ly specialized centers of healing, with an 
average stay of eight days each. 

The sick, with a great deal of financial 
help from insurance companies and public 
health programs, spent more than $300 mil
lion for that hospital care. 

Nationally, the Department of Health, Edu
cation and Welfare says the hospital, by it
self, accounted for 43 percent of the medical 
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bill in 1969. It is, in the main, responsible 
for the doubling of the cost of medical care 
in 10 years. 

The cost of the hospital bed in Connecticut 
has increased twofold in the last six years. 
In some cases, hospitals in the state are 
charging more than three times the average 
of $32 a day in 1964. 

In the last 13 months alone, three major 
Hartford area hospitals announced bed per 
day increases. One hospital, Mt. Sinai, has 
had two increases, raising the price of a bed 
$12 a day. 

The increased costs, for the most part, have 
overshadowed the hospitals' treatment of 
record numbers of patients, their efforts to 
meeting expanding demands for health care 
and the equally expensive demands of mod
ern treatment. 

The hospitals do have staggering labor bills, 
some as much as 70 percent of the budget, 
with annual salary increases reaching 20 per
cent. 

Hospital administrators are quick to re
mind the public, with some justification, that 
their facilit ies are open 24 hours a day and 
must be called on to supply quality service. 

Still, the doctors, patients and public ser
vants who deal most closely with the hos
pitals are the most vociferous critics. They 
point accusing fingers at the state's volun
tary, non-profit institutions as the money
wasters that drive up the cost of medical care. 

Some charges are the same, some are new, 
but all are more cogent as costs go higher. 
The key criticisms are: 

Duplication of services by hospitals that 
have become self-serving "empires" of med
ical care. 

Inefficient operation, often caused by tra
dition-bound procedures that do not relate to 
modern care. 

The hospital as a powerful institution of 
the community, with considerable influence 
to resist reform. 

The charges, made by professionals and 
laymen alike, are strong. Moreover, some of 
the very problems attacked have been caused 
by the same people who are blaming the 
hospitals. 

The doctor-critics, like leaders of the 
Hartford County Medical Socie .. y, blame 
specific operations like the educatio:r:.al pro
grams, the emergency rooms, the routine 
hospital procedures. 

The state, through its Hospital Cost Com
mission, has published reports ad infinitum 
demonstrating that hospitals are poorly-run 
businesses. 

A specific example: Hospitals are resisting, 
say the state and medical societies, efforts to 
introduce a new type of procedure called 
"progressive medical care." 

In brief, it is a program where after the 
"crisis" period in an illness is over, the 
patient is shifted to less intense, and less 
costly, types of treatment. 

"The hospital," said Dr. Andrew J. Can
zonetti, "should have a back door leading to a 
motel." What Canzonetti, a surgeon and out
going president of the county medical so
ciety, described was that after surgery, many 
patients should be moved because they can 
almost care for themselves. 

Edward Karnarsiewicz, executive director 
of the state's Hospital Cost Commission, was 
more specific. 

"A patient comes into the hospital," said 
Karnarsiewicz. "He gets a room at $85 a day; 
that's where he stays until discharged." 

(The cost commission, by law, is respon
sible for setting rates the state will pay the 
34 non-profit hospitals when they treat state 
patients. The rate procedure carries with it 
some scrutiny of general hospital operations.) 

Two years ago, U.S. Sen. Abraham A. Ribi
coff told convalescent home officials in Con
necticut the same thing. The senator said too 
often hospitals beds costing $40 to $100 a day 
are occupied by persons requiring care cost
ing half as much. 
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There are arguments against the progres

sive medical care, which is not being com
pletely tried, according to hospital association 
spokesmen, in any hospital in the state. 
(Hartford and Manchester hospitals re
portedly have programs they call progres
sive care, but which are greatly modified). 

Dr. Donald Bernstein of Mt. Sinai was one 
of several administrators who doubted that 
moving the patient saved money-what with 
transportation, changes in nurses, altered 
schedules and other hidden costs. 

Sister Mary Madeline of St. Francis 
Hospital, Hartford, talked about the so-called 
progressive or intermediary care. 

"We don't have extended care facilities," 
she said of her 625-bed hospital, "(but) I 
don't know if intermediary care would affect 
costs." 

A two-sided argument over hospital care is 
the familiar emergency room, a 24-hour 
crisis-oriented service that has changed over 
the years. 

Use of the emergency room has grown. At 
Hartford Hospital, the state's second largest 
facility, calls have doubled since 1960, from 
27,000 to 55,000 last year. 

Basic to the problem here, is the in
creased use of the emergency room as an 
extension of the doctor's office. It is the 
expensive way doctors have relieved them
selves of those famous house calls our grand
mother used to tell us about. 

"We've created that monster called the 
emergency room," conceded the outgoing 
head of the Hartford County Medical So
ciety, Dr. Oanzonetti. 

But the medical insurance programs, he 
added, have not helped. Often, because of 
limited insurance coverage, it is the only 
type of care that can be covered under a 
contract. 

Some hospitals, like St. Francis and New 
Britain, have full-time emergency room doc
tors-not staff physicians "forced" to do 
service. Some facilities now have "auxiliary 
emergency units" for people '" :th not-so 
urgent emergencies. But it all costs money. 

The hospitals have also been hit hard for 
waste by duplication. "They are little em
pires built in terms of Parkinson's law (for 
every person employed, there is a job to fill 
the time)," one doctor said of the hospitals. 

Because of hospital trustee attitudes, hos
pitals that have explored combined services, 
have in many cases kept doing things alone. 

Dr. Max Goldstein, incoming president of 
the Hartford County Medical Society, blames 
what he terms "empire building" by non
medical trustees for much overlap in services. 

Several area hospitals each have kidney 
teams, with what Goldstein describes as "ex
pensive people and expensive equipment." 

Part of the duplication is caused by a time
honored system where doctors "belong" to 
particular hospitals, with privileges only at 
the institutions where they are accepted. 

It has produced, conceded Goldstein, hos
pitals that must have those duplicated serv
ices because each doctor wants them avail
able. But the system that virtually prohibits 
a doctor from using any hospital, says Gold
stein, is one engineered by the hospital 
boards. 

Why isn't the system broken? Joseph Gor
don, executive director of the Hartford 
County Medical Society, a local arm of the 
state medical society, put it bluntly. 

"The doctors won't use tactics generally 
used by the public," he said. Job actions have 
been hinted, said one doctor, but the physi
cians just never get tough. 

A tradition-and an expensive one-is the 
tying of the nurse--doctor-and continuing 
education facilities to the hospital. 

At some hospitals, experts estimate, 5 per 
cent or more of the per bed charges are for 
education. 

Hospitals, or at least some administrators, 
say the best nurses are those trained at hos
pital-nursing schools that are joined. 
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But one administrator said the state could 

take over the nurse education, if it "assured 
us" of quality tralnlng. Part of this changed 
attitude is more than costs. Recently it has 
been tougher for some schools to recruit and 
keep students. 

The Hospital Cost Commission has put ed
ucational costs for nurses alone at $6 mil
lion annually. Dr. Goldstein, speaking as 
president of the County Medical Society, be
ileves the sick population in the state should 
not have to bear the major costs of educating 
nurses, doctors and other professionals. 

In its last report to the commission, the 
staff of the Hospital Cost Commission out
lined the same philosophy. They would like 
to see the education programs transferred to 
state financing and control, a move that could 
lower hospital costs. 

"Educational programs for nursing person
nel and other technical sk11ls," said the re
port, " (should) be removed from the hospital 
setting and be provided in the state school 
system . .. as a means of reducing direct cost 
to the sick patient." 

[From the Hartford Times, Jan. 26, 1971] 
MEDICAL "BLUES" SHELTERED 

(By James N. Mason, Jr., and Jeffrey Daniels) 
Can Connecticut Medical Service (Blue 

Shield) work aggressively for cost-saving 
medical reforms when 50 per cent of its 
board are doctors? 

Can Connecticut Blue Cross, whose board's 
15-members include seven hospital trustees, 
work aggressively against higher hospital 
costs? 

Could these two nonprofit institutions, 
which claim the lion's share of health in
surance protection in Connecticut, operate 
more effectively as a merged, single organi
zation? 

These are among questions raised inside 
and outside the state's sprawling m€dieal in
dustry as leaders of government, business, 
and consumers grope for answers to the steep 
rise of health costs. 

CMS, with 1.3 million members, and Blue 
Cross, With 1.5 million, bridle at the sug
gestion that they aren't doing all that their 
limited swat will permit in the effort to re
duce costs. As hospital administrators and 
physicians are quick to point out, "the 
Blues" have no right to meddle in the affairs 
of private institutions. 

But former State Senator and Majority 
Leader Edward Marcus is among critics who 
feel greater state government influence is 
in order for these two tax-sheltered insurers 
which have such heavy impact on Connecti
cut citizens. 

He sponsored an unsuccessful bill in 1969 
which would have given the Governor partial 
appointive powers on the CMS and Blue 
Cross boards. 

"Even though all the members of these 
boards are public-spirited citizens, I felt it 
was important for the Governor to have some 
.appointive privileges," said Marcus. "The 
boards of any institution run the danger of 
becoming inbred. New members are usually 
suggested by management and reflect man
agement's point of view." 

Except for the 1969 two per cent tax on 
premiums, Blue Cross and CMS operate tax
free a.s nonprofit companies. The exemptions 
include tax-free status for buildings housing 
their offices in New Haven. 

Besides the eight physicians on the CMS 
board, most of whom are medical staff officers 
in hospitals of their communities, the CMS 
board includes eight lay representatives: The 
CMS legal counsel, two utility company ex
executives, chief executives of two small in
dustrial firms, a retired executive of Pitney
Howes, Inc., a savings bank executive, and a 
labor union official. 

A Blue Cross spokesman stressed that there 
are no paid hospital administrators on its 
board. But seven of the 15 lay representatives 
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hold trusteeships or higher posts on hospital 
boards. 

The board includes the Blue Cross legal 
counsel, a physician, two utility company 
employees, two labor leaders, two department 
store executives, an executive of New Depar
ture Hyatt Division of General Motors, a 
Yale University ofll.cial, a newspaper publish
er, stock broker, an executive of Scovil Manu
facturing Co., and a state ofll.cer Gerald 
Lamb, appointed when he was state treasurer. 

When CMS sets new rates, it consults its 
medical advisory committee, composed en
tirely of physicians. The final rate schedule, 
prepared for state Insurance Department 
consideration, is approved by CMS board
loaded with physicians. 

Similarly, any use of the considerable 
financial leverage which Blue Cross might 
use to induce cost-saving reforms must first 
be approved by a board whose members in
clude many hospital trustees. 

Nevertheless, CMS and Blue Cross, insist 
that their records point to many efforts and 
achievements toward medical cost control. 

On the question of merger, Blue Cross has 
favored it, but CMS balked, supported by 
physicians who claimed merger would lead 
to meddling in their profession. 

Some doctors warned a legislative commit
tee in 1969 that they would withdraw from 
CMS participation if the merger succeeded. 

Former State Insurance Commissioner 
William R. Cotter (now a U.S. Representa
tive) tried unsuccessfully that year to get 
legislative approval of a merger plan for the 
two groups. He said it would permit savings 
of at least $1 million in operations and other 
factors, and would permit greater coordina
tion of efforts to control costs. 

Blue Cross favored the idea but CMS, bol
stered by the physicians, opposed it and suc
ceeded in burying it. A similar merger pro
posal was killed in 19{)7. 

Blue Cross and CMS split the bill on an 
$80,000 consultant's evaluation of merger 
possib111ties in 1968. When the report was 
published in 1969, it shied away from specific 
recommendations. Blue Cross continued to 
favor merger and Cotter said the report 
merely strengthened his conviction that 
merger made good sense. 

Despite the charges of hospital-doctor 
domination, "the Blues" contend they are 
doing all that is legally possible or politically 
realistic to induce cost control Without 
courting rebellion of the largely automonous 
private hospitals and physicians. 

"We feel we're doing more than any·body 
else to influence lower costs," said John 
Kennedy, vice president for marketing at 
Blue Cross. 

He cited these developments of recent years 
which were either initiated or actively sup
ported by Blue Cross. 

Elimination of duplicated benefits. It is 
no longer possible for a Blue Cross subscriber, 
who is also a member of another health bene
fit plan, to receive benefits from both for the 
same service. Blue Cross saved about $2 mil
lion in 1970 from this new policy, which was 
sanctioned by the 1969 General Assembly. 

A cost saving incentive program. Hospitals 
have been accused of operating too loosely 
under open-ended financial practices. Blue 
Cross now offers a two per cent incentive 
bonus to hospitals which set a realistic budg
et and then stick to it. 

Merit rating of Blue Cross groups. This 
helped spread medical costs more equitably 
among the state's employer groups. By legis
lative authority, Blue Cross now rates larger 
groups according to each one's "experience." 

Data collection to evaluate hospital bed 
use. Blue Cross compiles data to determine 
if too much use is given to hospitals by 
some doctors, or possibly by staff practice. 

Pilot projects in home care. In New Britain, 
Blue Cross is supporting a program aimed 
at getting patients out of high cost inten
sive care hospital beds and back to their 
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homes as quickly as possible. But this can 
happen only if visiting nurses or other 
medical personnel can give proper attention 
-to convalescents after they get home. 
. Encouraging "preadmission testing,'' Blue 
Cross is urging physicians to send ambulatory 
patients to hospitals for lab tests in advance 
of actual bed confinement. This frequently 
cuts one or two days off of total hospital con
finement. 

Consulting and other aid to community 
groups interested in health programs. Blue 
Cross, recognizing groWing interest in pre
pay outpatient health plans, is working with 
a nei-ghborhood clinic in New Haven toward 
possible dovetailing of hospital services with 
out-patient prepay services. 

Support of the Connecticut Hospital Plan
ning Commission. Blue Cross will impose a 
5 per cent penalty on its reimbursements to 
any hospital which undertakes a building 
project of more than $250,000 without prior 
approval of the Connecticut Hospital Plan
ning Commission. 

Support of Public Act 693 which gave 
muscle to the Planning Commission. Hospi
tals Will now be denied accreditation needed 
for any state and federal funds if they un
dertake expansion projects without commis
sion approval. 

Eugene Whittaker, director of communi
cations for CMS, says the company's stand
ard fee schedule for doctors under its full
payment Century Plan of benefits is a major 
factor in holding down physicians' fees. 

Of the state's 3,700 physicians, about 1,800 
are members of the Century Plan, meaning 
that they charge no more than the CMS 
maximum for various medical services. For 
instance, the CMS Century Plan rate for an 
appendectomy is $250. (It was $200 before 
the rate boost this year.) 

Member physicians agree to charge only 
this amount. Nonmember physicians may 
charge their patients what they choose, but 
CMS will pay only the $250 and the patient 
must pay any difference out of his own 
pocket. 

[From the Hartford Times, Jan. 27, 1971] 
HosPITAL "WATCHDOG" HAs No BARK 

(By James N. Mason, Jr. and Jeffrey Daniels) 
The state's Council on Hospitals was cre

ated as a watchdog over rising hospital costs, 
but in the 15-month existence of the unit it 
has "passed" some 45 rate increases Without 
a murmur. 

Left with no funds to hire a staff, and 
stacked with a five-member board dominated 
by hospital industry representatives, the 
council is a good example of Connecticut's 
weak control over the 34 non-profit, volun
teer hospitals in the state. 

It was not without truth, then, when a 
Connecticut Hospital Association spokesman 
said recently, "We haven't seen much activity 
in the Council on Hospitals." 

It was the way the hospital lobbies planned 
it when they created the council in 1969 by 
act of the legislature. According to medical 
sources, it was the way the hospitals blunted 
efforts to control the industry, while provid
ing some kind of facade of regulation. 

Even as the hospitals say they are fighting 
a rough battle against inoreasing costs, they 
are winning a tougher struggle: Keeping the 
hospitals out of state control. 

It has been a seesaw struggle with both 
side-state vs. industry-battling to move 
the regulation question off dead center. 

Even now, two legislative committees are 
due to report on fact-finding searches in 
high medical costs. At least three bills have 
been filed to strengthen state control over 
the hospitals. 

But with hospital per bed charges running 
about $80 a day in the state, the two state 
agencies that regulate hospitals say they have 
little control over rising costs. 
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The state's Hospital Cost Commission, a 

section under the budget division, sets rates 
every 21 months for hospitals which treat 
state welfare and mental patients. But, de
spite control over some $22.9 million in an
nual funds to the hospitals, the commission's 
executive director says his control over costs 
is limited. 

"Indirectly," said Edward S. Karnasiewicz, 
"we can do something to help cut (hospital) 
costs, but it is a spin-off to private patients. 

The Hospital Association believes the best 
agent for making hospitals more efficient are 
those "knowledgeable" in the field; those 
who run the hospitals. 

Allen Herkimer, whose Connecticut Hos
pital Research and Education Foundation is 
a federally-funded arm of the Hospital As
sociation, is working on ways to cut hospital 
costs by budgeting method changes. 

But efforts by the hospitals to keep out 
state government scrutiny and control of 
hospital budgets and affairs has been 
effective. 

It is no secret, both within thP. hospital 
industry and in the closely aligned doctors' 
groups, that The Hospital Cost Commission, 
particularly Karnasiewicz, has been a thorn 
in the hospital's side. 

In 1969, legislation was introduced that 
would have eliminated his job and rede
signed and enlarged the Cost Oommission, 
now made up of four key state commis
sioners. 

Failing at this, the Council on Hospitals 
put under the State Health Department, was 
created. A $50,000 budget request was denied 
by the Legislature and the commission's 
make-up was ordered to provide ample in
industry representation. 

The council's purpose, according to the 
law, was to review all rate increases by the 
34 hospitals and issue investigative reports, 
and recommendations on the proposed rate 
hike. 

The Council has been busy, according to 
its chairman, Health Commissioner Franklin 
M. Foote, but most of its work has not been 
in cOtSt analysis or review of rising costs. 

It has never scheduled a hearing on the 
more than 45 rate hikes. The Council has 
never, says the Hospital Cost Commission, 
asked for technical assistance on rate cases. 

"We've been handicapped beoause of lack 
of money," said Foote. "We don't even have 
a stenographer. We don't have a cent." 

Doctors who were asked about the Council 
said they had not expected too much from 
it, particularly because the legislation pro
vided for two direct representatives from the 
hospital industry. 

Some state officials privately say they 
would like to see more "consumer" or lay 
representation on the Council. 

Members of the Council include Dr. 
Christie McCloud, chief pathologist at Mid
dletown Hoopital; Dr. Isidore S. Geetter, for
mer director of Mt. Sinai Hospital and the 
Connecticut Hospital Association repre
sentative; Francis P. Dellafera, president of 
the Connecticut Extended Care Facilities 
Association (nursing homes); Mrs. Annarie P. 
Cazel, a layman, and George Pipkin, layman 
and executive director of Hill Neighborhood 
House, Bridgeport. 

The Oouncil, according to Foote, has been 
investigating over-all hospital planning and 
has streamlined reporting procedures for 
hospitals seeking approval of rate increases. 

While the track record in the Council has 
not evidenced vigorous review of the hospi
tal cost spiral, actions taken by the hospitals 
in the state concerning expansion and state
established rates has been even less encour
aging. 

Despite the scheduling of two days of hear
ings in Bridgeport and carrying out what Dr. 
Foote termed intensive investigation, the 
Council has been unable to stop expansion 
of the Park City Hospital's maternity wing. 

EXTENSIONS OF REMARKS 
According to law, the Council is to review 

all expansion or renovation projects by hos
pitals where the cost exceeds $250,000. At 
stake here is state accreditation for handling 
Medicare, Medicaid and welfare cases (this 
amounts to about 30 per cent of a hospital's 
annual revenue). 

Park City, however decided to build a 
100-unit maternity wing. The plans were 
carried out despite surveys by the Council 
in Bridgeport demonstrating that occupancy 
rates at the three volunteer hospitals was 
only 50 or 60 per cent. 

While the need for the maternity wing was 
severely questioned . the wing is under con
struction and the attorney general has ruled, 
said Foote, that Park City Hospital had be
gun work before the Council's power took 
effect. 

In a second, more recent, incident, a $300,-
000 renovation of the surgical wing of Univer
sity-McCook Hospital has been approved and 
bonded, bids let and construction started 
without Council approval. The vote is sched
uled for Feb. 18 on the now under construc
tion project. Officials say it was an oversight. 

If the Council has had trouble in control
ling hospital activity, the Hospital Cost Com
mission has its own troubles. 

The Commission staff complains it is over
worked, while the Hospital Association ac
cuses the Commission employes of being cost 
analysts who know figures but little about 
how a hospital works 

"It's an easy thing to criticize hospital 
costs," said Robert Waterson. public relations 
man for the Hospital Association. "(But) we 
have the responsibility for dealing with peo
ple's lives." 

The Commission, in its annual report, con
sistently chastises the hospitals for meffi
ciency (though the Commission has no con
trol here) and last year it made an attempt 
to impose its will on the hospitals. 

The law says the Hospital Cost Commis
sion must establish rates for all hospitals 
that treat state-sponsored patients. The com
Inission must choose the "lower cos.t" be
tween what the hospitals list as their "pub
lic charge" and what they claim as actual 
costs for service. 

The commission, instead, chose to estab
lish what it termed a "reasonable rate" far 
certain clinical and emergency room services 
in the hospitals. The commission did not ac
cept, on face value, the hospital data. 

The hospitals went to court in two cases. 
Superior Court judges ruled that the state, 
under present law, could not say what a rea
sonable cost should be, but could only pick 
the lower cost from those provided by the 
hospitals. 

In the two cases the rates were increased, 
sending rates up in many of the 34 hospitals. 
It cost the state taxpayers an additional 
$256,370 in a 21-month period. This was in 
addition to the approximately $80 million 
already budgeted to pay for state patients. 

The struggle goes on. One of three hills 
now before the Legislature would give the 
State Cost Commission power to determine 
its rates on "reasonable rate." This would 
give the commission power to review hospi
tal procedures to establish efficiency. 

Another evidence of the push-pull rela
tionship is in a bill introduced by Rep. Mor
ris N. Cohen (D-Bloomfield). 

Cohen's bill would strengthen the Hos
pital Cost Commission, giving it authority 
to investigate and evaluate patient charges 
for all hospitals. 

The bill also would empower the Com
mission staff to investiga.te the financial re
sources of the hospitals and review their 
stated needs for special equipment. 

The legislation, in short, would attempt 
to put back most of the power taken away 
from the Commission by the 1969 Legisla
ture and add to it. 

February 3, 1971 
The chance of passage? Sources close to 

the industry, including people within the 
state government, are not too optimistic. 

[From the Hartford Times, Jan. 28, 1971] 
MDs DRAFT PAY-BY-MONTH PLAN 

(By James N. Mason, Jr., and 
Jeffrey Daniels) 

A new health insurance plan, good for 
virtually all medical services in a doctor's 
office, is under study by the Hartford County 
Medical Association and could become a 
demonstration program for other commu
nities. 

Association officials are quick to stress that 
this idea is still very young and its outcome 
uncertain, but if it reaches fruition, they say 
it could be another answer to the medical 
cost spiral and could remove the financial 
uncertainties of thousands of Hartford area 
families. 

The proposal is essentially a pre-pay out
patient plan, but the doctors shy away from 
this term, which has usually been identified 
with group clinics staffed by salaried physi
cian.s-es in the Kaiser Plan on the west 
Coast of the New Haven Community Medical 
Plan in this state. 

The plan, if one can be formulated which 
will satisfy a majority of the association's 
1,200 member physicians, would saieguard 
the medical profession's much-cherished fee
for-service system, which has come under at
tack from medical reform advocates. 

The fee system, say critics, offers little 
incentive for physicians to control cost of 
treatment. The longer the treatment, the 
greater the physicians income. 

But, this liability would probably be elimi
nated under a pre-pay plan covering Hartford 
physicians. Fees would tend to be standard
ized for all outpatient services, much as they 
are now in services covered by Connecticut 
Medical Service and other private health 
plans whose benefits mainly extend to treat
ment in hospitals. 

Subscribers to an association plan would 
continue to select their family doctors from 
hundreds of member-physicians. They would 
continue to be treated in doctors' offices lo
cated throughout the area (as opposed to 
traveling some distances if pre-paid health 
services were offered in clinics) . They would 
pay a standard monthly premium in ex
change for guaranteed out-patient medical 
services as needed. 

As tentatively conceived today, a non
profit corporation would be established to 
handle premium collections and reimburse
ments to physicians for services to their pa
tien t-su bscri bers. 

The resulting centralization o'f billing and 
operating costs would presumably help hold 
down the rising overhead costs reported by 
physicians. 

"Peer review"--scrutiny of medical charges 
by medical professionals--would guard 
against unnecessary costs that could other
wise push premiums up. And the physicians 
would have strong incentive to keep the pre
miums as low as possible, especially in light 
of growing consumer consciousness and pub
lic complaints toward rising costs. 

Dr. Andrew J. Canzonetti, association pres
ident, said the association has the blessing 
of the Connecticut Medical Society in its 
study of a possible outpatient plan. 

The state medical society vigorously op
posed legislation in 1967 which led to the 
outpatient program sponsored by Yale Medi
cal School and the New Haven Labor Coun
cil in that city. 

But the plan was seen by the medical so
ciety as creating a government-subsidized 
competition with private practitioners in 
New Haven. 

Dr. Canzonetti said one factor which may 
make a local pre-pay plan palatable to pri
vate physicians is the fact that fees for fed-
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erally-financed Medicare have already been 
standardized and subjected to peer review. 

Also, physicians enrolled in Connecticut 
Medical Service consent to charge standard 
fees established by the state medical society. 

Fees used to be fairly secret. Doctors fre
quently had little idea of what their col
leagues charged for the same types of treat
ment, says Joseph Gordon, executive director 
of the County Medical Associatic..n; but Medi
care has changed that. 

The physicians' program would be designed 
to dovetail with hospital insurance plans and 
could also accommodate existing medical in
surance plans and federal-state welfare cov
erage, Dr. Canzonetti said. 

Built into the plan could be options for 
regular physioal examinations and other pre
ventive medicine in order to detect physical 
ailments for early treatment before they be
came far more expensive, and debi11tating, 
for the patient, say the doctors. 

The medical association has no time table 
for creating their proposal, but fast-moving 
events nationally and possibly in the state 
could be a spur for action. 

The idea of a local outpatient insurance 
plan comes at a time when many proposals 
are being presented to Congress for over
hauling the present, flabby, medical industry. 

From the doctors' point of view, the most 
frightening of these is Sen. Kennedy's Health 
Security Bill, which has the backing of the 
AFL-CIO labor unions and the United Auto
mobile Workers among other liberal forces. 

This measure would make the federal gov
ernment the overseer of all health services. 
Physicians and hospitals fear it would cut 
deeply into their historic autonomy. 

But, they also realize that unless they 
take initiative now to deal with high costs 
and deficiencies in the health system, advo
cates of government control will have a. 
stronger case. 

[From the Hartford Times, Jan. 29, 1971] 
CONGRESS MAY WRITE THE RX 

(By James N. Mason, Jr. and Jeffrey Daniels) 
The crisis over the high cost of medical 

care-indeed, the experts now label it an 
emergency-has achieved star billing in a 
rapid spiral that is only matched by the es
calating costs. 

There have been, for years, various pro
posals seeking to modify the nation's frac
tionalized health care system. 

But health care, and its cost, was a problem 
much like pollution. It was there but it could 
never quite be termed a "crisis." 

Suddenly, however, there are now no less 
than 20 proposals to reform health. There 
are at least eight major programs now facing 
Congressional scrutiny. The President has 
set aside a separate message to Congress to 
deal with health. 

The problem of high health costs is simply 
an issue whose time has come. Five years ago, 
the problem of health care was a nagging 
headache. Now, like its environmental coun
terpart, health care cost is a full-scale crisis 
demanding immediate attention. 

Where is that attention coming from? Who 
is focusing on the necessary changes in a. 
health system that has been described as 
"jury-rigged?" 

A glance at the proposals making the 
Washington circuit shows the plans have 
several common themes: 

Most plans emphasize significant changes 
in the present health care system; major re
form is forecast. 

Most of the proposals have come · from 
organizations With a direct interest in the 
$60 blllion a year medical industry. 

Virtually every proposal before Congress 
comes from persons or organizations that 
must share the blame for the present cost 
crisis. 

EXTENSIONS OF REMARKS 
Some proposals want to enlarge the Medi

care-Medicaid system, others want to en
compass it in far-reaching national programs. 
Still a third segment wants to eliminate the 
existing federal programs altogether. 

The labor-initiatec: programs are suggest
ing a totally nationalized health system. 
These plans, still far from winning accept
ance, have already had their effects on the 
others. 

Generally, the hospital industry wants one 
that will leave their sector intact. The doc
tors' proposal would retain the basic free
dom of the doctor. The insurance firms' pro
gram would guarantee the continued need 
for private insurers. 

All the programs attempt to deal, in some 
way, with the vast numbers of Americans the 
U.S. Department of Health, Education and 
Welfare says are not being adequately 
treated. 

As the lobbyists for the programs attempt 
to win support in the Congress, the plans 
may be modified. The final solution, if one 
comes this year, may be an amalgam of 
several plans. 

The major proposals, for the present, look 
like this: 

HUMAN SECURITY BILL 

Sponsored by Sen. Edward M. Kennedy 
and Rep. Martha Griffiths, this bill is the 
creation of the Committee of 100, spear
headed in 1969-70 by the late Walter Reu
ther, president of the United Auto Workers. 
The Reuther-Kennedy package was merged 
this year with the very similar Griffiths bill, 
which was developed by the AFL-CIO. 

Federal government would take over all fi
nancing of health care, establishing regional 
offices which would negotiate rates with doc
tors and hospitals. 

It would wipe out the private health in
surance industry and the present structure 
of group health plans used by most Ameri
cans to cover their health bills. 

Group practice plans (in which several 
physicians of varying specialties practice 
together and coordinate care of patients) 
would be encouraged. 

All Americans would be entitled to total 
medical care which would be financed by a 
3.5 per cent tax on employers' payrolls and 
one per cent levied on individual income 
up to $15,000. Federal funds raised through 
existing sources would pay the rest. 

Estimates range from $53 billion to $77 
billion on what the cost of full implemen
tation of this plan would be. In the Ken
nedy-Griffiths bill reintroduced this week, a 
gradual phase-in is proposed which would 
require less initially. 

Consumers would be in the majority on 
local health-care-policy boards which might 
sharply contrast with most of today's hos
pital boards. These tend to limit representa
tion to prominent business and civic leaders. 

AMERIPLAN 

Proposed by the American Hospital As
sociation, it would link hospital care with 
new health-care corporations in which eli
gible individuals could receive all outpatient 
services, which would be financed by the 
federal government. 

Eligible persons also would be protected 
for catastrophic illness-payment for hos
pitalization and other needs when personal 
hospital insurance benefits had expired. 

To be eligible for services of the health
care corporation and the catastrophic serv
ices, however, individuals would have to 
purchase "basic benefits" from a private 
insurer. 

These basic benefits would be prescribed 
by the federal government. AHA has sug
gested up to 90 days of hospital care, 30 days 
in less intensive care beds, and 90 days 1n a 
nursing home. 

A spokesman for the insurance industry 
fears that private insurers would gradually 
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be squeezed out of this system as the health 
care corporations, which would contract 
with hospitals for s-ervices, became stronger 
entities. 

Under the AHA plan, poor people unable 
to afford private health insurance, would be 
covered by the federal government. Conse
quently, they would have full rights with 
other citizens to use the health care cor
porations. 

Physicians under this system could con
tinue under a fee for service system or par
ticipate as salaried members of clinics. AHA 
proposes a variety of compensation options 
for physicians but fees would be standard
ized under contracts with the health care 
corporations. 

MEDICREDIT 

Proposed by the American Medical Asso
ciation, this plan would let individuals 
choose their own health coverage and receive 
tax credits in proportion to income. Credits 
would range from 10 per cent of hospital 
costs to 100 per cent, the latter being for 
poor people unable to afi'ord any part of 
their medical payments. 

The physicians would depend on peer re
view for cost and quality control, but the 
basic system for delivering health services 
would not change. 

Estimated federal cost: $16 billion. 
HEALTH CARE 

Proposed by the Health Insurance Associa
tion of America which includes the major 
insurance companies of Hartford where thou
sands work in health insurance jobs. 

This system would basically preserve the 
present delivery system but would strengthen 
controls on physicians' fees as part of an 
extension of insurance benefits for outpa
tient services. Most insurance benefits today 
are tied to hospitalization. 

Companies complain that inability to con
trol outpatient costs under the fee system 
have discouraged liberal coverage of outpa
tient services including preventive medicine. 

But this position would change under the 
HIAA plan where preventive medicine and 
pre-payment for virtually all health services 
would be proposed. 

Insurers would insist on stronger profes
sional guidelines and peer review to control 
outpatient costs. They also would want leg
islative support to assure sound budget 
policies by hospitals and authority to appeal 
when hospital budgets became excessive. 

Heavy stress would be placed on switching 
from hospital emphasis to ambulatory care 
to avoid wasteful use of hospital beds. 

The HIAA plan also proposes financial in
centives for medical school graduates to serve 
in areas lacking adequate medical services. 
Older physicians might be offered financial 
incentives to move to these areas. 

Group insurance, which is a major share 
of the private health insurance business, 
would be safeguarded with tax incentives for 
employers to meet voluntary minimum stand
ards prescribed by the federal government. 
Full compliance would mean 100 per cent 
tax deduction. Lesser plans would qualify 
for only 50 per cent deduction. 

Individuals also would continue to buy 
private insurance. Poor people would be in
sured through a pool of insurance companies 
in each state, subsidized by up to 90 per cent 
by the federal government. 

Estimated cost of this program would be 
about $650 million. 

NIXON PLAN 

Still only generally spelled out, President 
Nixon's proposal would provide family health 
insurance for the poor and near-poor to re
place Medicaid and otfer preventive medicine 
as well as hospital and surgical care. 

It also would provide government-financed 
catastrophic insurance for all Americans cov
ering 80 per cent of medical bills over $2,000. 
Estimated cost of the Nixon plan: $2.3 b1llion. 
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[From the Hartford Times, Jan. 30, 19711 

HOSPITALS FIGHT BACK AGAINST COST SPIRAL 
(By James N. Mason, Jr., and Jeffrey Daniels) 

Hospitals--the main butt of criticism over 
rising medical expenses--are beginning to 
fight back, against both the costs and the 
critics. 

In Connecticut, where the 34 non-profit, 
volunteer hospitals provide all acute medical 
care the administrators, planners and hos
pitai partisans say they are taking action
not just watching the cost spiral eat into 
the medical dollar. 

The hospitals, clearly, are on the defensive 
as public agencies, state and Federal, begin 
to take a jaundiced eye at hospital costs that 
keep rising. 

The Connecticut Hospital Association con
cedes that the battle against rising costs 
isn't being won easily, but the battle is being 
waged. 

Hospitals have hired systems engineers to 
study operational efficiency. There are 13 
hospitals in the state under direct contract 
with one such firm now. Savings of $1.2 mil
lion already have been documented. 

Blue Cross and the federal government-
which bot h share major costs of paying for 
medical care-have sponsored a $677,000 
four-year study program to reform hospital 
budgets and get hospitals to live within those 
budgets. 

Twenty-three hospitals are now voluntar
ily participating in joint purchasing agree
ments, contracts that put the hospitals in 
the higher-discount bracket when they buy 
supplies. 

Comprehensive planning is going on, with 
a Hospital Planning Commission, Inc. , fi
nanced by the member hospitals. The com
mission, based in New Haven, has already 
crea ted some waves, say the hospital spokes
men, with recommendations that are some
times not popular. 

Administrators continually point at the 
ominous labor portion of the budget--a 70 
percent item that no hospital seems able to 
cut. 

Last year the industry spent $270 million 
on salaries, while $180 million went for all 
the rest. Turnover in personnel , moreover, 
reaches as high as 50 per cent in some hos
pitals. 

The problem, say the hospital spokesmen, 
has meant extensive retraining and now, 
because of a new state law in effect since 
Jan. 1, the hospitals will have to pay un
employment insurance for those leaving hos
pital employ. 

The hospital association, the primary 
group that stands up for the hospitals, says 
the employment insurance alone will cost 
another $3 .5 million annually across the 
state. 

Hospitals say they have redistributed per
sonnel and improved efficiency, but basically 
labour costs continue to be the primary cause 
of high cos-:.s. So the industry seems to be 
concentrating cost cutting in the other parts 
of the hospital budget. 

In another sidelight, hospital people be
come incensed at critics who blame hospitals 
for rising emergency room and clinical costs. 

These ;>roblems, the hospitals say with 
legitimacy, were created as doctors made the 
emergency room the "secon . office" and as 
public programs sent people who couldn't 
pay to the clinics. 

Some hospitals across the state, particu
larly the big five , have sizable uncollectable 
bills. The details are not discussed in mixed 
company, but uncollectables are a significant 
problem for the large facillties. 

In specific areas, cost cutting has been 
successful, reports the Hospital Association. 

Twenty-three hospitals, working with Er
nest Bauer, a !JUrchasing agent attached to 
the hospital association, have joined in pur
chasing the necessary supplies of sutures and 
liquid oxygen-two high quantity items in 
the supp:y budget. 
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The hospitals, Bauer reports, achieved an 

11 per cent discount on a $1.2 million order. 
Savings annually are projected at $33,565 
for the hospitals. In liquid o:;cygen purchases, 
Bauer estimates the facUlties will save about 
$340,000 over five years. 

The experiment in budgeting has, thus 
far, had 18 state hospitals trading informa
tion in an effort to increase efficiency. They 
have also been working with a systems en
gineering firm, Community Systems Founda
tion, Ann Arbor, Mich. This firm has also 
contracted with 13 hospitals to do individual 
studies. 

The bonus for efficient budgeting has been 
provided by Blue Cross. According to Allen 
Herkimer, head of the budget project, if a 
hospital can keep its cost 2 per ceni; below its 
budget, it can keep that profit to pump back 
into the hospital. Blue eros . has agreed not 
to deduct it from its payments to the hos
pitals for services under its policies. 

The second phase of the budgeting project 
will be to cut personnel costs by reviewing 
hospital procedures. 

According to Clyde McCollum, project di
rector of the systems foundation, the hos
pitals so far have only asked for studies on 
particular operations in the hospitals (lab
oratory, transport systems, etc.). 

The hospitals , he said, have not asked 
for studies on the hospital with a view to
ward overall care procedure in the total 
renovation of the present health delivery 
syst em. 

While hospital association representatives 
quickly admit that cost increases must slow 
down and that hospitals want to keep costs 
down, the comparison with neighboring 
states, they say, shows Connecticut is doing 
a fairly good job. 

Dennis May, finance director for the hos
pital association (he checks the hospitals' 
books annually) believes a key factor in 
keeping Connecticut's cost below other states 
in the northeast (especially New York, Mas
sachusetts and Rhode Island) has been due 
to a declining length of stay in hospitals 
here. 

The average stay last year was 8.1 days, 
compared with a high of 10.9 in New York. 
Connecticut was 24th highest, nationally May 
said, but Massachusetts and Rhode Island 
had 8.9 day averages. 

What length of stay means, economically, 
is that more people can be treated in a year 
if they stay for a shorter time. Also, the 
shortening of stay reduces the cost to the 
patient. 

May estimated that if the length of the 
hospital stay in Connecticut matched neigh
boring Massachusetts and Rhode Island, hos
pital expenses last year would have been 
$22 million higher than the $450 mlllion 
they were. 

Occupancy rate in Connecticut hospitals 
is also high: An average of 82.6 per cent 
last year. May says it means the use of space 
is efficient, that bed shortages, a crisis a 
number of years ago, is less than before. 
(Some hospitals, like St. Francis in Hart
ford, are still reporting a five-month wait 
for some surgery, however.) 

The high per day cost of a hospital bed 
in Connecticut, 5th in the nation, is blamed 
partly to high incomes here and the rising 
per capita income in the state (it is the 
nation's highest). 

But May said the cost of a bed per day 
is higher in Rhode Island, New York and 
Massachusetts. The northerly neighbor, in 
fact , has the highest bed rate per day in 
the nation. 

(From the Hartford Times, Jan. 31, 1971] 
How To HALT RUNAWAY COSTS 

(By James N. Mason, Jr. and Jeffrey Daniels) 
Connecticut's spiraling medical-hospital 

costs can be braked, experts in the field be
lieve. Here are several key recommendations 
most agree could do the job: 
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Better hospital planning. 
Improved services for treating and pre

venting illnesses before people need expensive 
hospital care. 

A bigger and louder consumer voice in 
medical agencies now domina ted by medical 
forces. 

Less dependence on high cost hospital beds 
by building "progressive care" units where 
patients not needing intensive care can oc
cupy beds with lower staff requirements. 

Better distribution of medical personnel 
including training of more "para-profession
al" assistants to relieve physicians of time-
consuming routine talks. . 

In most areas, the medical establishment 
has begun in recent years to take action. 
Opinions differ sharply whether physicians. 
hospitals , insurers and government have 
moved fast enough, and with the kind of 
vigor needed to put t ight reins on medical 
costs. 

Planning, for instance, has been initiated 
by private groups, financed mostly by the 
medical establishment and dependent not 
on what the public believes it needs, but 
what hospitals and doctors want to provide
and how. 

Dr. Max R . Goldstein, incoming president 
of the Hartford County Medical Association 
(HCMA) , believes the present rate of hospital 
construction could lead to a huge oversupply 
of costly hospital beds within five years. 

The reason: The pattern of growth is based 
on existing hospital operation, on current 
methods of dealing with sick, treating them 
and keeping them in hospitals. 

If the system changes dramatically-by 
reforming hospital operation as some critics 
desire-there will be surplus beds. 

Two imminent health developments could 
throw present hospital expansion programs 
into serious question, suggests Dr. Goldstein. 
One is the pressure for improved programs 
to treat people outside hospitals, catching 
their maladies before they become serious 
enough for hospital care. Most of the reform 
proposals before Congress stress this empha
sis on outpatient care. 

The other is called "progressive care" hos
pital service. Instead of putting all patients 
in the beds requiring the most intensive
and expensive--staffing, they are placed in 
progressively less expensive units. Some 
might be in an intermediate care wing or 
floor requiring fewer nurses. Others might be 
in motel-like accommodations where patients 
are ambulatory but not yet well enough to 
go home. So far hospitals have been slow to 
embrace this approach. 

But if outpatient service is strengthened 
and more "progressive care" facilities are 
built, the hundreds of intensive care beds 
being built or planned for today will cause 
an over-supply, suggests Dr. Goldstein. 

The design requirements for hospitals 
make it impractical, or at least very expen
sive, to later convert intensive care beds to 
progressive care beds, he says. 

In the area of hospital planning, the pub
lic is confronted with a tangled picture. How 
do the taxpayers sort out the conglomeration 
of agencies that includes the State Compre
hensive Health Planning Council, the State 
Advisory Council for Hospital Survey and 
Construction, the Connecticut Hospital 
Planning Commission, Inc., the State Coun
cil on Hospitals, the Greater Hartford Health 
Planning Council, Inc., and others? 

All these agencies have some voice, direct 
or indirect, in planning for hospitals and 
other health facilities. Some are heavlly 
dominated or actually the creations of the 
medical interests they are supposed to be 
regulating. 

The hospitals fear too much government 
control. What seems apparent, some ob
servers say, is not so much the need for 
more control but rather a clear-cut control 
from agencies properly staffed and properly 
represented by the taxpayers instead of be
ing controlled by medical industry interests. 
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Another avenue to more reasonable medi

cal costs, the experts say, is clearly in the 
improvement of outpatient services and pre
ventive medicine. 

Far-thinking physicians among the mem
bers of the Hartford County Medical Associa
tion appear to be nudging their colleagues 
toward a. pre-pay program for services in 
doctors' offices. 

Everybody seems to agree that the most 
promising route to medical cost control is 
to keep people well. The HCMA idea (if the 
doctors really come through with it) and 
other pre-pay plans would make it a lot 
easier for people to take periodic physical 
examinations. 

The prospects of paying $30 or more for a 
routine physical even once a. year tends to 
make many people of moderate means post
pone it. Sometimes, while they delay it for 
months or years-until the car is paid off 
or the kitchen is done over-the seeds of 
destructive disease germinate. 

Under pre-pay plans, the patient can take 
his periodic physical, his flu shots, and other 
preventive medicine without feeling it in the 
pocketbook. 

The Community Health Center Plan in New 
Haven, sponsored by the Greater New Haven 
Labor Council, is this state's first pre-pay 
medical program and may pave the way for 
others. 

Connecticut General Insurance Corp., 
anxious to carve out a position in the brave 
new medical world of tomorrow, has been 
a. partner in the pre-pay medical program 
serving the new city of Columbia, Md. 

Another avenue of cost control is more 
diligence by taxpayers and consumers. 

The voice of the consumer seems rarely to 
be heard in the state's medical establish
ment. 

This was clearly evident in December when 
the State Insurance Department held a pub
lic hearing on Connecticut Medical Service's 
( CMS) ) request for a boost on rates for its 
Century Plan. 

The CMS witnesses presented their case. 
Several independent physicians spoke in 
favor of boosts. 

No witness questioned or contested the 
CMS application. 

A representative of the state personnel de .. 
partment (whose 36,000 members make up 
CMS' biggest group plan) testified that the 
proposed rate boost would cost the state 
about $1 million, but he did not speak for 
or against it. (Ultimately, the Insurance De
partment reduced several of the requested 
increases.) 

The medical consumer appears to be in
sulated from the medical cost spiral by his 
health insurance. Only when lingering illness 
eats up benefits does he get hit with the 
impact. 

But the state's employers do feel it. The 
rate boosts on group health plans bite di
rectly into company profits. 

Yet there is no business-oriented monitor 
on health costs similar to the highly re
spected Connecticut Public Expenditure 
Council which is a business-financed research 
bureau on state and local financial matters. 

Former State Sen. Edward Marcus sug
gest s that the governor should have appoin
tive powers on CMS and Blue Cross boards 
which presently have heavy representation 
from the medical establishment. 

Another avenue of cost-saving would be to 
reform some federal and state admlnistered 
programs that doctors and hospitals say are 
pushing up costs. 

Two in particular stand out. 
Hospitals have criticized the state's Hos

pital Cost Commission because it bases its 
rate for treating state patients by taking the 
hospital's public charge for the lowest price 
room in the hospital. Officials complain that 
if a bed costs $40, while most in the hospital 
are ranging from $55 to $85 a day, the com-
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mission uses the lowest bed rate, then cuts 
from that to get the state rate. 

The federal government, moreover, is forc
ing doctors to send patients lnto hospitals 
lnstea.d of nursing homes. 

One physician tells a story of a woman who 
after leaving the hospital was sent home to 
be cared for by relatives. The care proved too 
much for the family. 

In order to get the woman into a nursing 
home, with the Medicare money she deserved, 
the doctor had to lie, and put the woman 
back in the hospital. 

The law, says this physician, mandates 
that federal aid only be provided for patients 
who go from hospitals to nursing home di
rectly. The patient, moreover, must spend 
three days in a hospital. The cost: About 
$200 to $250 of federal money, plus the waste 
of a hospital bed for three days. 

One problem which complicates hospital 
finances is the dependency on high bed oc
cupancy to remain solvent, says Dr. Gold
stein. Studies show that empty intensive care 
beds cost as much as $8,000 a year to main
tain. 

Staffing and other fixed costs persist even 
when many beds are empty. 

Consequently, hospitals sabotage their 
financial well-being by any measures which 
shorten occupancy of intensive care beds, he 
says. 

Only by developing progressive care facil
ities on high occupancy to balance the 
budget, he says. 

The present supply and use of medical 
manpower is frequently criticized. Doctors 
say that if they had more "assistant doctors" 
or para-professionals and legal authority to 
use them, they could treat more patients at 
lower cost. 

Highly trained nurses are often used as 
clerks processing the myriad of forms forced 
on hospitals for public and private reim
bursement agencies. 

It has been suggested that the community 
hospitals should encourage careers in vari
ous medical technical specialties which would 
permit better use of the most highly trained 
medical manpower. 

The medical industry cites progress in all 
these problem areas. Possibly this year with 
at least a half-dozen serious proposals for 
medical reform facing Congress, the chances 
for voluntary overhaul inside the industry is 
greater than ever before. 

OF DREAMS AND THINGS 

HON. RICHARD T. HANNA 
OF CALIFORNIA 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 

Wednesday, February 3, 1971 

Mr. HANNA. Mr. Speaker, in the state 
of the Union address, President Nixon in 
his opening lines said: 

Now we are ready for the lift of the driving 
dream. 

Although I find even in reviewing the 
written presentation a studied avoidance 
of either description or direction for 
such drive and little inspiration for the 
said dream, the rhetorical phrase did 
bring to mind some thoughts we trust 
will be found relevant. 

Speaking of dreams the Irish poet, Ar
thur O'Shaughnessy wrote: 
For each age is a dream that is dying 
Or one that is coming to birth. 

Our view is that, given the accelerated 
pace of this period which compresses 
time, we are the uncomfortable occu-
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pants of an age when concurrently the 
old dream is dying and the new dream's 
aborning. The old dream of America is 
dying hard. Its death throes are trau
matic and the fact of demise is neither 
gracefully accepted nor willingly enter
tained. The new dream is agonizingly 
aborning. Like a breech delivery, its ap
pearance is slow and painful with its dis
tinct attending trauma. 

The passing of the old and the issuance 
of the new assail us alike with separate 
storms of pain and violence. With the 
wailing at the wake mixing with an
guished screams from the delivery room, 
the emotionally charged twin events as
sault us in a manner which transcends 
at time our tolerance; they challenge the 
thresholds of bearable suffering; they 
threaten the society which seeks to sur
vive the turmoil. 

The events of death and birth are usu
ally calculated to bring those mutually 
affected together. In most societies this 
would be predictable; however, in the 
context of American society today and 
its dying old dream and its arriving new 
and "driving dream", we wonder if the 
situation described by Alexis de Tocque
ville is not more accurately the case. He, 
in describing the condition most likely to 
erode natioillal unity, wrote that when 
members of a nation "each of them liv
ing apart, is a stranger to the fate ~fall 
the rest; when his children and his pri
vate friends constitute to him the whole 
of mankind; when, as for the rest of his 
fellow citizens, he is close to them but 
sees them not, he touches them, but feels 
them not" such a citizen, he concludes, 
has already "lost his country." 

Just such aggravating circumstances 
compound the troubles of our times. In
stead of the unity which assuages grief 
at time of death, we feel apart and mourn 
alone. Instead of the oneness which re
duces fear and enhances the joy of new 
birth, we are alienated and the burden 
of fear and pain is unshared. The sense 
of loss over the passing old dream is in
ordinately increased, and troubled doubt 
over the birth of the new dream is para
mount. 

Why fear acknowledging the passing 
of an old dream? An old coat, comfort
able and familiar, but no longer able to 
protect its wearer from the elements is 
discarded and replaced by a new one. The 
old coat served its purpose and had its 
time and is fondly remembered. But it is 
no longer useful. Old dreams, too, can be 
fondly remembered, for they, too have 
had their t.ime. But like old coats, dreams 
must be discarded when they are worn 
and no longer useful. 

A mature person accepts change. He 
remembers the past but is not subservient 
to it. A mature nation honors its past 
but does not allow it to dictate its future 
I've been told that what one dreams i~ 
often a clue to his maturity. What does 
our collective dream suggest? If a 
socieo/'s dr~am is amenable to analysis, 
our diagnosis perhaps might be one of a 
national immaturity characterized by an 
excessive distrust of the future while 
desperately clinging to a past which long 
ago died but remains unburied. 

For those who would be helpful leaders 
for our America, the message is clear. 
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We must as a nation, as we must as 
individuals, approach the death bed 
with some sense of willing grace. It is 
neither useful nor healthy to resurrect 
dreams whose age has passed. However 
much we have been committed to the old 
dream of America, the evidence of its 
passing is too strong to be safely ignored. 
Let us get on with the burial, so that, 
like the mature people we should be, we 
can appropriately honor our past without 
being unduly burdened by it. 

The pace of modem times has made 
some dreams obsolete upon birth. Al
though this is particularly painful, even 
the newest ideals must be in context with 
their immediate times if they are to be 
useful and survive. 

Mr. President, if you offer us the lifting 
spirit of a "driving dream", please make 
it part of today. And please do not com
mit us too firmly, for what is important 
today may be unimportant tomorrow. 

Tell us you understand that the dream 
you have is one that recognizes an Amer
ica changing daily. Tell us we have a 
leadership comfortable and rational in 
an environment of change, and unafraid 
to admit that even old dreams die and 
new ones must be born. 

Today, Mr. President, we need a vision 
we can clearly see and whose value we 
can understand. We need an ideal firmly 
grounded in the realities of the present, 
an ideal that generates our participation, 
so that we are not "strangers to the fate 
of all the rest" but partners in the weav
ing of that fat.P.. 

Today, America is in the middle of 
burying an old dream and gaining a new 
one. Only a President can lift us from 
our solitary grief and articulate those 
new ideals which fuse a nation's pur
pose. You have alluded to the "driving 
dream", Mr. President, and the Nation 
needs to know what it is that we may be 
brought together again. 

BLACK PROGRESS IS HAPPENING, 
TOO 

HON. ROMAN C. PUCINSKI 
OF ILLINOIS 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 

Wednesday, February 3, 1971 

Mr. PUCINSKI. Mr. Speaker, Mr. Ed
win Harwood, an assistant professor in 
the department of anthropology and 
sociology at Rice University, Houston, 
Tex., and the Wall Street Journal, have 
performed a notable public service by 
calling our attention to the significant 
progress being made in this country by 
black Americans. 

In a penetrating article called, "Black 
Progress Is Happening, Too," which 
appeared in the Wall Street Journal 
yesterday, Mr. Harwood very carefully 
documented the fact that while serious 
needs continue to plague our minority 
groups, it is a mistake to fail to realize 
that our vast numbers of black Ameri
cans have made enormous progress in all 
of their social endeavors. 

I welcome Mr. Harwood's study be
cause it confirms what I have said on 
many occasions--that too often, when 
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discussing problems of America, we fail 
to see the forest for the trees. 

There are the sociologists who spend 
so much time lamenting our weaknesses 
as a nation that they fail to see our 
strengths. 

We are the first nation to develop a 
middle-income black society. While I 
agree that progress to date may not be 
moving as fast as some wish, the fact 
remains that it is moving, and that 
we are progressing in opening up new 
opportunities for minority groups in 
America. 

I am willing to support programs to ac
celerate this progress, but I believe that 
Dr. Harwood offers an excellent "way 
station" to measure the degree of prog
ress already made by black Americans. 

Mr. Harwood's article follows: 
BLACK PROGRESS Is HAPPENING, Too 

(By Edwin Harwood) 
Considering what many radical social sci

entists have been writing about black Ameri
cans, and how the American public is consist
ently overexposed to pitifully small cadres 
of black extremists by the news media, one 
could hardly expect even educated Americans 
to know the most elementary fact about 
Black America: Its rapidly growing working 
and lower-middle classes. This black silent 
majority shares with its white counterpart 
many of the same jobs and the life-style 
accompanying those jobs. It also shares the 
same anxieties over good schools and homes 
in neighborhoods free of crime. 

Last November I took my family to view 
the Thanksgiving Parade in downtown Hous
ton because the parade's celebrated guests 
were the Sesame Street actors my young 
daughter adores. What caught my interest 
was not just the easy intermingling of white 
and Negro families, the similarity in their 
dress, comportment and enthusiasm for the 
event, but the fact that not a few Negro 
families arrived in late-model cars bearing 
American fiag decals. 

Read what my young radical colleagues in 
sociology have been writing over the past 
decade and you would not see this. Through 
a fiood of angry books and articles on "black 
rage," "ghetto revolts" and "internal colo
nialism" (by white police in black neighbor
hoods), they have fashioned an image of the 
Negro that is about as much to be believed 
as the early 19th century accounts of pre
literate peoples that white missionaries 
brought back to Europe's reading public. 
Naturally the radicals would have anyone 
who will only listen take seriously their claim 
to be "telling it like it is." Fortunately for 
race relations most of what they write cir
culates only amongst thexnselves. It certainly 
has no impact on the masses, white or black. 
Unfortunately, there is a newer breed of 
journalist and "with it" cleric who, follow
ing the chic in activist fashion, have helped 
propagate the intellectuals' fantasies of ra
cial Armageddon among their educated audi
ences. 

What is happening? In terms of jobs, it is 
the Negro gal Friday, the medical technician, 
receptionist, telephone operator, registered 
nurse and welfare and recreational worker; 
the cement finisher, pipe fitter, welder, truck 
driver, architect and draftsman-not the 
Mississippi sharecropper whose wagon and 
mules go out on loan to a civil rights' ex
pedition up North, or the bootblack who is 
fast vanishing from the barbershops across 
the nation. 

EMPLOYMENT SHIFTS AND INCOME 

Between 1957 and 1969, Negro farm work
ers declined by more than half a million. 
During the same 12-year span, private house
hold workers fell by almost 300,000 and non
farm laborers, the least sklUed blue-collar 
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workers, by about 100,000. These are the 
lowest-paying jobs according to the Census 
Bureau. But these shifts did not mean mas
sive unemployment, because Negro unem
ployment followed the national trend down
ward throughout the 1960s at the same rate 
as the white trend in unemployment. 

Proof of the growth of a sizable Negro low
er-middle class can be gauged by income 
statistics published by the Bureau of Labor 
Statistics. In 1957, only 10% of aU Negro 
famllles earned $8,000 or more (in 1968 dol
lars), but by 1968, Negroes earning $8,000 or 
more had inc.reased to 32%. (In the North 
and West, fahlilies in this bracket were 43% 
of the total Negro population.) 

The rhetoric of racial polarization sug
gests a gulf between whites and blacks in 
economic terms that the facts fall to sup
port. Throughout the 1960s, Negroes were 
closing the income gap. In 1960, their me
dian income was slightly more than half the 
white median income. By the end of the 
decade it had increased to almost two-thirds 
the white median income. 

Negroes had, relative to white, made dis
proportionately greater gains in all the top 
job categories, from skilled blue-collar jobs 
to professional occupations. Between 1957 
and 1969, Negro clerical workers more than 
doubled from 400,000 to over 1 million; Ne
gro craftsmen and foremen increased from 
380,000 to 700,000; managers, officials and 
proprietors from 140,000 to 250,000 and pro
fessionals from 250,000 to 700,000. 

Though much has been written about the 
barriers to Negro entry into the skilled crafts, 
the facts tell a different story. In 1957, Ne
groes were only about 4.3% of the nation's 
craftsmen and foremen. By 1969, they were 
nearly 7%. To reach parity with the white 
labor force Negroes would have to reach 
roughly 11 % in all job categories. That they 
will achieve parity in the skilled blue-collar 
jobs in the near future seems certain at their 
present rate of increase. 

We should have expected Negroes to gain 
on whites for two reasons: They had so far 
to go in catching up to begin with, and much 
larger numbers of younger better-educated 
Negroes were entering the labor force for the 
first time during the '60s. 

ATTITUDES AND FACTS 

As early as 1964, Negroes interviewed in a 
survey directed by sociologist Gary T. Marx 
were asked: "Do you think things are get
ting better or worse for Negroes in this 
country?" In his book, "Protest and Prej
udice," Marx reports that 8 out of every 10 
respondents said "better" and gave econoxnlc 
improvement or more dignity as the reason. 
Thus Negro attitudes were in line with the 
objective fact of swift gains in jobs and a 
closing of the income gap between whites and 
blacks. And though no civil rights leader 
could admit it, heavy xnllitary spending dur
ing the '60s was a major cause of the sharp 
decline in Negro unemployment throughout 
that decade. 

The facts were there for the irate and the 
aggrieved to look at. But too many social 
scientists had no interest in facts gathered 
from surveys--certainly not in any findings 
at odds with their rhetoric of stagnation and 
irremedial poverty, of expanding pockets of 
ghetto despair and a widening gulf between 
blacks and whites. 

The irony of what some social researchers 
have been reporting about Black America ls 
not just the evident fact of bias in whom 
they choose to study and listen to but its 
effect in reinforcing popular stereotypes and 
white resistance to integration. Time maga
zine can be glib and tell us that the Black 
Panthers' belligerency "has enabled all blacks 
to walk a little taller" (Jan. 11, 1971) and yet 
fail to see the mischief of this. Because, if 
black revolution is just around the corner, 
then what white family is going to want 
blacks, in whose every face they are condi
tioned to see hate, just around their corner? 

I 
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One reason the ears of educated Ameri

cans have been turned by social critics to 
complaints of police brutality, for example, 
is that the available "spokesmen" in a slum 
tend to be the younger unattached males and 
the newer cadres of radical community or
ganizers. The latter have taken a natural an
tagonism that exists between "the fuzz" and 
action-prone adolescents and auctioned it 
off to the more serious bidders of the New 
Politics. 

In his book, "The Airtight Cage," Joseph 
Lyford remarks at how surprised he was to 
learn that residents in the low-income neigh
borhood he studied in New York City were 
upset by the public disorder and crime, and 
had little enthusiasm to spare for the issue 
of police brutality or a civilian review board. 
Lyford came to this finding simply, by hav
ing John Kraft Inc. conduct a survey to in
sure that all categories of residents would be 
heard from, those working and raising fam
ilies and not just those who, free of this regi
men of the adult working-class, were avail
able for the kinds of activities that provoke 
the police. 

"STREET CORNER" RESEARCH 
Distorted accounts of what slum residents 

think and feel arose partly because social re
searchers have chosen to study the slum by 
means of direct observation-which we some
times call "street corner" research. It is true 
that the researcher using this approach sees 
more action at ciose range. Yet "street cor
ner•' studies have bias built into them. 
They fail precisely at getting that which the 
sample survey does best: A representative 
sampling of a community's population and 
therewith a representative picture of the 
sentiments and characteristics of all its 
members. Street corner observers can get to 
know only a limited number of people; more
over, only those people who will make them
selves available for the heavy exchange of 
conversation vital to the researcher's task 
will be studied. The sad fact is that today 
the most accessible members of low-income 
neighborhoods tend to be the least well con
trolled and least respectable members, or 
the youths who have been freed for life on 
the streets by our greater atlluence. (A half
century .ago, many would have gone to work 
in their early teens to support a. widowed 
mother and younger brothers and sisters.) 

The continued emphasis scholars give to 
the Negro maJ.e's economic handicaps, often 
joined tby a corollru-y belief that Negro women 
enjoyed a superior position in the UJrba.n. 'la
bor market, tis perhaps the cruelest and most 
damaging stereotype of all. It persists even 
as other prejudices have fallen because scll.ol
ars who are thought to know the facts con
tinue to pay lip service to it. In an article 
we are preparing for "The Public Interest," 
Claire Hodge, a government labor economist, 
and I have examined the historical record 
from the decennia.l censuses and other stud
ies of black communities and find nothing 
to support the notion that somehow eco
nomic roles were reversed in the case of 
Negroes, giving the woman special advan
tages relative to the Negro man during good 
times or bad. If, as some sociologists have put 
it crudely, the Negro male was "emasculated," 
it was not by anything happening in the la
bor market but only by the long lease of 
life given this particular stereotype by lib
eral white scholars. 

Looking at the caricatured portraits of 
Black America that scholars and social crit
ics outside the academy have dr·awn, we may 
wonder if good judgment and sagacity neces
sarily follow from intellectual accomplish
ments. For the picture of Black America 
that has emerged is not only one in which 
most Negroes would have difficulty recogniz
ing themselves, but one that Is more likely 
to hinder than help the difficult work still 
remaining to be done in achieving a fully in
tegrated society. 
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SPEAKER CARL ALBERT: A GIANT 
IN ABILITY AND LEADERSHIP 

HON. JOE L. EVINS 
OF TENNESSEE 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 

Wednesday, February 3, 1971 

Mr. EVINS of Tennessee. Mr. Speaker, 
Parade magazine recently published an 
excellent article about our distinguished 
Speaker. 

This article portrays his warmth and 
dedication and because of the interest 
of my colleagues and the American peo
ple in our recently elected Speaker, I in
sert the article in the RECORD as follows: 
SPEAKER CARL ALBERT: THE LrrrLE GIANT 

EVERYBODY LOVES 
(By Jack Anderson) 

WASHINGTON, D.C.-The first time Carl 
Albert set foot on the House floor-five feet, 
four inches and 120 pounds of freshman 
Congressman in a blue serge suit--he was 
mistaken for a Capitol page. A veteran Re
publican member handed him a batch of pa
pers and told him to take them to his office, 
which Albert obediently did. 

That was 24 years ago. Certainly few who 
saw the shy little redhead from the Okla
homa hills, as he was sworn in alongside the 
likes of congressmen John F. Kennedy and 
Richard Nixon, would have suspected he 
would someday be the most powerful man 
in the House. But this month Carl Albert, 
son of a poor coal miner, was made Speaker 
of the House by his Democratic colleagues. 

The key to Albert's success is his extraor
dinary popularity. It is nearly impossible to 
find anyone with an unkind word for him. 
Why is Albert so well liked?" When I first 
came to Congress," the friendly, still freckled
faced Oklahoman told Parade, "I made it a 
point to be on the floor all the time I could. 
I learned the rules of the House, who the 
members were, how they voted, what they 
talked about, their problems. I try to know all 
the members." 

Such is Albert's knowledge of the House 
and its members that the late President Ken
nedy once said: '•No matter who tells me what 
will happen to a piece of legislation, if it 
differs from what carl Albert says, I believe 
Carl. I've never known him to be more than 
six votes off on any bill." 

As Majority Leader under John McCor
mack, Albert went along loyally with the 
aging Speaker's passive leadership, but those 
close to Albert are convinced he will be an 
aggressive leader. They believe he will stand 
up to the autocratic House committee chair
men who have been defying the will of the 
majority. Even the sanctified seniority sys
tem itself may be in for some revamping. 
As Rep. Tom steed, Albert's close friend 
and fellow Oklahoman, puts it: "If people 
make the mistake of thinking because Carl's 
such an innately nice guy, he hasn't got any 
steel in him, they're in for the surprise of 
their lives." 

AN EARLY RISER 
Carl Albert's day begins about 6:30 a.m. 

when he rises in the uptown apartment where 
he and his wife Mary and 16-year-old son 
David live. Their daugter Mary Frances, 21, 
attends Rice Institute in Texas. 

Albert is usually the first one in his office. 
He sorts the mail and picks out anything 
requiring his immediate attention. Most of 
the morning is consumed handling the affairs 
of his constituents, responding to corre
spondence and conferring with members. By 
noon, he is on the House floor where he re
mains most of the day. He seldom can get 
away from the Capitol before 7 p.m. Then 
he and Mrs. Albert often must attend as 
many as five receptions in an evening. 
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Among House members of both parties, 

Albert is considerably impeccably honest, 
enormously bright, capable, and thoughtful to 
the point of being a worrywart. 

THINGS TO WORRY ABOUT 
Recalls Tom Steed: "Many years ago, it was 

in the spring and Carl had just heard that 
he'd have no opposition in the next election. 
I was sitting on the floor with Bill Stigler, 
who represented another part of Oklahoma. 
We were saying how nice it was for Carl that 
he had won elections without opposition. 
Just then we saw him and I said to Bill that, 
despite the goods news, I'd bet a cup of 
coffee that Carl would be worrying about 
something. He took me up on it and we 
beckoned Carl over and said how wonderful 
we thought the news was. 'I know it looks 
that way,' he said. 'But my name won't be 
on the ballot this time and did you ever think 
what that might do to me two years from 
now.' Well, Bill and I went off the floor laugh
ing and Carl followed us into the cloakroom 
and he got mad when he heard about our bet 
and wouldn't drink coffee with us." 

If Albert's worrying is legendary, his sense 
of rectitude is another trademark. His 
scrupulous honesty has sometimes made it 
necessary for him to borrow money when 
campaign expenses left him short. He re
fuses to accept large political donations, 
even from such respectable sources as orga
nized labor. 

Albert's friendship with Tom Steed goes 
back to the day when he took part in a high 
school speech contest which Steed covered for 
the school paper. The place was McAlester, 
Okla.; the time the early 1920's. "It was dur
ing an assembly," Steed recalls. "In those 
days oratory was called 'declaiming' and Carl 
was supposed to declaim extemporaneously. 
There was no loudspeaker on the assembly 
stage and he came out there, just a damned 
midget. He started giving this oration and 
damned near knocked the plaster off the 
walls." 

Albert attended the University of Okla
homa, where he won a number of prizes for 
his speaking. One award enabled him to 
travel to England. He saw Oxford University 
and decided he wanted to go there. His grades 
were excellent and earned him a Phi Beta 
Kappa key. But he needed to excel in some 
sport to win the coveted Rhodes Scholarship 
to Oxford. Too small for most sports, Albert 
went out for wrestling, in which he would be 
matched with a man his size. "He became a 
pretty darned good wrestler. I understand," 
says Steed. "I never saw him but the guys 
told me that he was just a tiger-a ferocious 
wrestler." 

"TmS ONE IS MINE" 
Albert won the scholarship and spent three 

years at Oxford. He studied law and earned 
two law degrees, which got him a spot in 
the Judge Advocate General's office in Wash
ington when he enlisted in the Army shortly 
after Pearl Harbor. One of the office clerks 
was a tiny, 20-year-old girl from Columbia, 
S.C., named Mary Harmon. "So help me," 
she recalls, "there was not another single man 
in that department. When Carl walked in I 
told the other girls, 'Now, you can just stand 
back and stop drooling because this one is 
mine. He's just my size.' " 

They were married in August, 1942, and a 
few months later, Captain Albert left for the 
Pacific. He served 2¥2 years and was awarded 
a Bronze Star. After the war, the couple 
moved to McAlester, and Albert shortly an
nounced for Congress. He won the race by a 
few hundred votes. Thereafter he won all of 
his races by as much as 90 percent of the 
vote. "If it falls below 90 percent," says Steed, 
"Carl starts worrying." 

Whatever changes Carl Albert seeks in the 
House seem certain to be evolutionary, not 
revolutionary. For he has deep respect for 
the House and its traditions. "I think the 
House is the greatest institution in the coun-
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try," he says. "But I don 't think it's fully 
understood. I think there are things that 
could be done to improve the image of the 
House. Its problems are more intense than 
they were before. We must keep our mecha
nisms up to date. The seniority system is as 
good a method as anyone has come up with, 
but it must not be able to thwart the will of 
the House." 

THE PERSONAL TOUCH 
Whatever kind of Speaker the 62-year-old 

Albert turns out to be, it is doubtful he 
will abandon the political style that has made 
him so popular. It is an intensely personal 
style, relying on friendship, mutual respect 
and persuasion, not political pressure to con
vince other members to see things his way. 
"Carl assumes that if you get elected to 
the Congress, you're bound to have some 
sense," says Steed. "So he's always nice to 
a member when the member has to go against 
him. The next time the member will think, 
'Well, here 's a vote I can help old Carl out 
on.'" The guessing in Washington is that 
Carl Albert will never lack members to help 
him out in the legislative pinches. 

LET US END THE DRAFT AND GET 
OUR SERVICEMEN OFF THE WEL
FARE ROLLS 

HON. WILLIAM A. STEIGER 
OF WISCONSIN 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 

Wednesday, February 3, 1971 

Mr. STEIGER of Wisconsin. Mr. Speak
er, the distinguished ranking member of 
the Senate Armed Services Committee, 
Mrs. Smith, recently criticized the De
partment of Health, Education, and Wel
fare, ''for permitting 25 States to refuse 
AFDC to children where the father is 
serving his country and being paid such 
a low wage for it that his family has be
come impoverished." In a related develop
ment, the Army Times reported that De
fense officials have made a rough es
timate that 50,000 servicemen qualify for 
food stamps. 

What is the logic of a system which 
takes productive young men out of the 
civilian economy and pays them wages 
that are so low they are forced to choose 
between welfare and poverty? 

The President's Commission on an All
Volunteer Force has recommended pay 
increases averaging 50 percent for first
term enlisted men and 28 percent for 
first-term officers. The Commission de
clared that these pay raises were justi
fied not only in terms of ending the 
draft, but also on the grounds of equity. 
It is imperative that we enact the recom
mendations of the Commission to estab
lish a volunteer force, and to lift our men 
in uniform out of poverty. I commend 
these items from the Navy Times and 
the Army Times to the attention of my 
colleagues: 
SEN. SMITH RAPS 21 STATES FOR MILITARY KIN 

NEGLECT 
WASHINGTON .-Ben. Margaret Chase Smith 

(R., Maine) is demanding to know why 21 
states give no welfare payments to Inilitary 
fa.milles under the government's chief re
lief program. Aid For Dependent ChUdren. 

In a letter to Health, Education and Wel
fare Secretary Elliot Richardson, Sen. Smith 
also points out that AFDC payments in two 
states (Maine and Idaho) go only to families 
of servicemen who have been drafted and in 
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two others (Iowa and Vermont) limit the aid 
to draftees or men who enlisted to avoid the 
draft. 

Mrs. Sinith points out that the purpose of 
the AFDC program is to aid families whose 
fathers are absent from home and asks 
"Aren't these men absent from home?" 

"What good reason is there,'' she asks 
Richardson, "for perinitting 25 states to re
fuse AFDC to children where the father is 
serving his country and being paid such a 
low wage for it that his family has become 
impoverished.'' 

AFDC payments in August averaged $185.05. 
They vary by state. The states pay some and 
the federal government adds to it, based on 
a sliding scale. Mississippi paid the lowest 
amount in August, $46.85, and Hawaii paid 
the most $277.85. 

The states giving no aid to fainilies with 
dependent children because of the "contin
ued absence of the serviceinan" are: Alabama, 
Arkansas, California, Florida, Georgia, Louisi
ana, Maryland, Michigan, Minnesota, Missis
sippi, Missouri, Montana, New Hampshire, 
New Mexico, Puerto Rico, South Carolina, 
South Dakota, Texas, West Virgina, Wiscon
sin, and Wyoming. 

COMMISSARY REPORT: FOOD STAMP UsE NEARS 
$250,000 

WASHINGTON .-Army commissaries ac
cepted nearly $250,000 in food stamps in the 
first three months in which the stores were 
permitted to redeem them. 

Army stores in the U.S. started accepting 
the Department of Agriculture food stamps 
July 1, 1970. 

In a report submitted to a House Armed 
Services Exchange and Commissary Subcom
mittee, the Army said that in the first quar
ter of FY 1971 (July, August and September 
1970) "the value Of food stamps redeemed 
in Army commissary stores was $238,000, 
which amounts to .2 of one percent of total 
sales for the quarter." 

Officia ls estimated that more than 14,600 
food stamp transactions were conducted in 
the three month period. 

"This initial response appears relatively 
slight but increased activity is expected as 
the program progresses,'' the report said. 

Department of. Agriculture records are said 
to be "too unwieldy" to furnish figures on 
the number of military families participat
ing in the food stamp plan. Officials said that 
as a "rough estimate,'' 50,000 men in uni
form are eligible for food stamps. That's 
three to four times some earlier estimates. 

In addition, the Army said that "only an 
estimate of the number of military partici
pants in the program is available because 
issuance of the identification cards and 
maintenance of records are controlled by 
supervisory field offices o! the USDA." 

BEST VOICE FOR AGRICULTURE 

HON. CHARLES THONE 
OF NEBRASKA 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 

Wednesday, February 3, 1971 

Mr. THONE. Mr. Speaker, in his re
cent innovative state of the Union ad
dress, President Nixon, in a most posi
tive and affirmative tone, suggested 
that--

A sweeping reorganization of the Executive 
Branch is needed if the Government is to 
keep up with the times and with the needs 
of the people. . . . The time has come to 
match our structure to our purposes-to look 
with a fresh eye, to organize the governmeLt 
by conscious, comprehensive design to meet 
the new needs of a new era. 

As pointed out in a recent editorial in 
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the Lincoln, Nebr., Evening Journal, the 
President's suggested change is aimed at 
realining the Federal bureaucracy to 
broad functions of government. Without 
a question of a doubt the President's re
organization plan so far as it a1Iects ag
riculture will be carefully and thought
fully scrutinized by rural interests. And 
this is as it should be. 

In this editorial, it is concluded that it 
might very well be more effective to con
sider agricultural and rural matters ~s 
part of the whole structure of govern
ment rather than to expect agriculture 
to be faithfully served through the nar
row attention it now receives. I insert 
this editorial in the RECORD: 

BEST VOICE FOR AGRICULTURE 
It is natural that spokesmen for farm in

terests woUld immediately bristle at the idea 
of eliminating the U.S. department of agri
culture and distributing its operations 
among four new departments, as proposed 
by President Nixon in his State of the Union 
message. 

These farm leaders are sincere in their de
termination not to dilute further the intlu
ence of agriculture on the federal govern
ment and not to permit additional deteriora
tion of the farm economy. 

At this point, though, it might be con
tended ;that th'e reshaping of rthe cabinet 
coUld expand the federal concern for rural 
America and give agriculture more clout in 
national councils than presently is the case. 

This contention begins with the premise 
that agriculture is a pretty lonely voice in 
Washington right now; farmers have not 
gained their rightful share of the national 
affluence under the existing setup. In short, 
the system being defended by the farm 
spokesmen has been no great shakes for the 
farmer. 

It is possible that one reason for this is 
that federal concern for agriculture pres
ently is concentrated in a single bureau
the department of agriculture. And the de
partment of agriculture is so clearly intended 
to be an advocate of farm interests that it 
lacks some credibility, as well as contact 
into other elements of the government. 

The President's suggested change is aimed 
at realigning the federal bureaucracy accord
ing to broad functions of government. As it 
is now, the departments seem to be divided 
more by vested interests--one for agricul
ture, one for labor, one for business (com
merce) and so on. 

In such a breakdown, agriculture is at a 
natural disadvantage by having such a small 
constituency across the nation. 

Under Mr. Nixon's reorganization plan, 
agriculture concerns logically would be dis
tributed among all four new departments: 
price support and crop control prograins in 
the department of economic development; 
rural development in the department of com
munity development; conservation and ecol
ogy matters in the department of natural 
resources; rural poverty and social problems 
in the department of human resources. 

Insofar as the problems of rural America 
are legitimate-and we are confident that 
for the most part they are entirely legiti
Inate-they might be expressed with a 
broader and more believable voice through 
these several departments. 

It is widely claimed, by agricultural 
spokesmen as well as others, that the prob
lems of rural America are interwoven With 
the problems of urban America; that the 
remedy for both lies in a redistribution of 
the populat ion away from big city congestion 
and back to rural expanses. 

If this is t!"ue, it might b e more effective 
to c:::ns:der such m atter3 as oart of t h e 
wn o:e ctructure of government -than to ex
pect agriculture to b e served. t hrough the 
narrow att ention it now re~eives . 
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THE JEWEL OF SECRECY 

HON. H. R. GROSS 
OF IOWA 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 

Wednesday, February 3, 1971 

Mr. GROSS. Mr. Speaker, the citizens 
of this country have every reason to ask 
why a cloak of secrecy has been thrown 
over the testimony which Albert B. Par
vin gave the Securities and Exchange 
Commission concerning his dealings with 
Supreme Court Justice William 0. Doug
las. 

In an article in the Chicago Sun-Times 
of January 31, 1971, Mr. Clark Mollen
hoff, one of the Nation's outstanding 
newsmen, pulls together information con
cerning Parvin, the Parvin Foundation, 
and its dealings with Douglas-dealings 
that ought to be the subject of an im
mediate and thorough investigation by 
an appropriate committee of Congress. 
It should no longer be possible to sweep 
the Parvin-Douglas dealings under the 
nearest rug and then throw a cloak of 
secrecy over them. 

The article follows: 
PARVIN'S DoUGLAS TESTIMONY KEPT SECRET 

(By Clark Mollenho:tf) 
WASHINGTON.-Albert B. Parvin has in

sisted that secrecy cloak 97 pages of the testi
mony he gave before the Securities and Ex
change Commission on his dealings with Su
preme Court Justice William 0. Douglas. 

The testimony deals with operations of the 
Parvin Foundation, which he established in 
1961 and and which paid Douglas $12,000 a 
year as president until his resignation a year 
ago. SEC lawyers have permitted the testi
mony to remain secret rather than become 
involved in delays that they say would only 
stall the fraud action brought in connection 
with the manipulation of Parvin Dohrmann 
stock. 

But the secrecy Parvin has succeeded in 
having imposed only deepens the mystery 
arouncl the whole Parvin-Douglas relation
ship, for there is already enough information 
on the public record of the SEC to demon
strate that Parvin was not "just another busi
nessman." 

The defenders of Dougla.s have contended 
that Parvin was "just a businessman" or "an 
interior deoorator" and have discounted the 
general allegations in Congress that Parvin 
was a front man for a group of Mafia figures 
in Las Vegas (Nev.) gambling casinos. 

Over the last nine years, Douglas has been 
paid more than $100,000 from the Parvin 
Foundation. The foundation was started in 
1960 after Parvin sold the Flamingo Hotel 
and Casino to Morris Lansburg for $10 mil
lion. A "finder's fee" of $200,000 was paid to 
Meyer Lansky, a Florida gambling figure who 
has been identified in many hearings as the 
Mafia's money man. The agreement for Lan
sky to receive the $200,000 "fee" in the sale 
was -signed by Parvin and Lansky on May 12, 
1960. 

AGREEMENT WITH LANSKY DESCRmED 
The agreement called for Lansky to collect 

$25,000 a year from the Flamingo for eight 
years, and the $2 million received by Parvin 
above his original investment went into the 
Parvin Foundation. 

The sale of the Flamingo didn't mean Par
vin was getting out of Las Vegas gambling 
activities. IDs Parvin Dohrma.nn firm, bought 
the Fremont Hotel and Casino in 1965 and 
has broadened its base in Las Vegas gambling 
since then with the purchase of the Stardust 
and the Aladdin hotels. He has done some 
negotiating on the possibillty of buying the 
Riviera. 

EXTENSIONS OF REMARKS 
In testimony, Parvin has admitted he 

wasn;t a corporate officer who kept at arm's 
length from the gambling operations. He re
lated that two of his employees, Edward 
Levinson and Edward Torres, gave him 
nightly reports on operations at the casinos 
and hotel. Levinson was a business partner 
of Robert G. (Bobby) Baker, former secre
tary to the Senate Democrats, in the Serv-U 
Vending Co. and in other enterprises involv
ing Fred B. Black Jr., a Washington repre
sentative for North American Aviation. Baker 
has began a ·jail term of one to three years 
for conviction on charges of income tax eva
sion, conspiracy and larceny. 

Parvin has stated under oath that he per
sonally told Levinson that Levinson could 
no longer work at the Fremont after being 
indicted on federal income tax charges in
volving skimming of money from the top of 
the gambling winnings. A story in Life maga
zine has identified Levinson as one who de
livered cash to Lansky in Florida for trans
mission to Swiss bank accounts. This action 
reportedly made Levinson vulnerable in the 
eyes of the Nevada Gaming Commission, 
which regulates gambling in that state. 

Parvin admitted under oath that Torres 
was also under indictment on the same Inter
nal Revenue charge involving the skimming 
at the night club. However, Parvin said he 
did not take action to separate Torres from 
the Fremont operations. 

Parvin said Torres was such an efficient 
manager of ,the F1remont that Parvin reluc
tantly agreed to modify an employment con
tract to let Torres buy a piece of the Riviera. 
Parvin said he made the deal with Torres be
cause negotiations for the purchase of the 
Aladdin were then on and Parvin was eager 
to have Torres available to manage that busi
ness also. 

Torres, who was also a partner with Baker 
in Serv-U Vending, testified that he never 
had met Baker but bought his interest in 
the vending company through Levinson and 
knew nothing of the details of the other 
principals. Levinson took the 5th Amend
ment before the Senate Rules Committee on 
his dealings with Baker and Serv-U and 
other contracts. 

Torres and Levinson have contended that 
their casino interests have been purchased 
with straight bank loans, but there never has 
been any deep inquiry into how these loans 
were arranged. Nor has there been any more 
than superficial inquiry into the source of 
the funds that Parvin used to buy the Fla
mingo in the period after it was opened by 
Bugsy Siegel. Siegel died in a hail of bullets 
in his Hollywood home, and his successor 
also was shot to death a short time after bow
ing out of the Flamingo in the mid-1950s. 

SUCH INTERESTING PEOPLE 
Certainly, the record shows at this stage 

the.t Parvin was in an interesting business 
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and had known many interesting Las Vegas 
types in the 25 years since he went west from 
Chicago to sell his interior decorating serv
ices in Las Vegas. 

Hls link with Douglas started in 1960 after 
he read Douglas' book, "America Chal
lenged." Parvin said the book inspired him 
to start the Albert Parvin Foundation as a 
vehicle to promote the thinking and writing 
of Douglas. Within a few months, the ar
rang~ment had the two on an "Al" and 
"Bill" relationship. 

More of the life and relationship of "Bill" 
Douglas and "Al" Parvin is certain to be 
pulled into the open in the months ahead 
as the House of Representatives heats up 
the second round of its attempt to impeach 
Douglas. 

The thrust this year by the Douglas critics 
will be to get access to the secret SEC testi
mony by Parvin or get Parvin himself to 
testify in an open hearing. They complain 
that, in clearing Douglas of any wrongdoing 
during the last session, the committee headed 
by Sen. Emanuel Celler (D-N.Y.) didn't call 
either Douglas or Parvin to testify. The 
critics want to change that this time. 

SOCIAL SECURITY BENEFIT 
INCREASE NEEDED NOW 

HON. FRED SCHWENGEL 
OF IOWA 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 

Wednesday, February 3, 1971 

Mr. SCHWENGEL. Mr. Speaker, today 
I insert in the RECORD, part li of the 
article entitled "Private and Public Re
tirement Pensions: Findings From the 
1968 Survey of the Aged," by Walter W. 
Kolodrubetz. 

The article follows: 
PRIVATE AND PuBLIC RETIREMENT PENSIONS: 

FINDINGS FROM THE 1968 SURVEY OF THE 
AGED-PART II 

PENSIONS OF THE RETIRED 
In 1967, retirement benefits were being re

ceived by 90 percent of the aged units. Al
most 12.3 million aged units were drawing 
"regular" OASDm benefits--that is, bene
fits to which they were entitled under the 
regular insured-status provisions of the So
cial Security Act. In the aggregate, 2.5 mil
lion aged beneficiary units, or about 20 per
cent of the regular OASDHI beneficiary units, 
received another retirement benefit and two
thirds of these were paid from private plans 
(table 2). One half-million aged units who 
were not receiving OASDHI benefits did re
ceive other public pensions. 

TABLE 2.-SOURCE OF RETIREMENT BENEFITS FOR OASDHI BENEFICIARIES I AND NON BENEFICIARIES 2· AGED UNITS WITH 

MONEY INCOME FROM SPECIFIED SOURCES, 1967 

Married 
Nonmarried persons 

Source of retirement benefit All units couples Total Men Women 

Number of units (in thousands) __________________ 
Number with-

14,332 5, 531 8, 801 2, 173 6,628 

OASDHI and-
No other pension ___ ____________________ 9, 791 3, 438 6, 353 1, 476 4,876 Private group pension a _________________ 1, 614 1, 009 605 287 317 Other public pension ___________________ 868 392 476 128 348 Railroad retirement__ __ _____________ 206 101 105 32 73 

Government or military retirement_ __ 654 296 358 92 266 
Public pension other than OASDHI ___________ 509 166 343 109 234 Railroad retirement__ _______ ____________ 319 115 204 72 132 

Government or military retirement_ ______ 193 55 138 36 10~ No retirement benefit_ ________ ______________ I, 550 525 1, 025 172 853 

1 Exc!udes beneficiaries who received their 1st ~enefit in _Febru!lry 1967 or later, the transitionally insured, and special "age 7~" 
beneficiaries; also excludes a small number of umts reportmg pnvate pens1ons but no OASDHI benefits, as well as some who d1d 
not report on private pension receipt. 

2 Excludes a small number of umts who did not report on private pension receipt. 
a 1 ncludes a small number of units reporting both a private and another public pension. 
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One m illion beneficiary couples and 600,000 In t he aggregate, 10 percent of t he couples 

nonmarried beneficar:ies were also receiving and about 10 percent of nonmarried persons 
privat e pension payment s.' The proportion received public pension payments other than 
was lower for the nonmarried-15 percent OASDHI in 1967. About three-fourths of these 
for nonmarried men and 6 percent for non- couples and three-fifths of the nonma.rried 
married women, compared with 21 percent were also receiving OASDHI benefits and 
for the couples. This lower proportion for therefore getting two public pensions. The 
the nonmarried reflect s , in part, the fact that remainder received only another public pen
married couples potentially have two per- sion other than OASDHI. 
sons reporting a specified income source. The When the social security program was first 
much lower proportion of women receiving established, many types of employment were 
such private pension pay:ments is a function not covered. Among the excluded groups were 
of, among other factors, the relative lack o'f government employees. Since that time many 
survivor protection in private-pension plans, State and local government employees and 
the low incidence of private pension plans military personnel, who already had their 
in industries where women are t ypically em- own staff retirement systems, have had 
ployed, and the irregular pattern of their OASDHI coverage extended to their work. 
labor-force attachment. ..a As a result , most of the other public pension 

TABLE 3.- SIZE OF OASDHI BENEFITS FOR OASDHI BENEFICIARIES t: PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION OF AGED UNITS BY 
SIZE OF OASDHI INCOME, 1967 

Nonmarried persons 

OASDHI income All units couples Total Men Women 

4, 913 7, 534 1, 028 5, 606 
4, 866 7,494 1, 915 5, 579 

Number (in thousands) : 
Total with OASDHI income___________ _______ 12,447 
Reporting on OASDHI income__________ __ ____ 12, 360 

----------------------------------------------Percent of units_________________________ _ 100 100 100 100 100 

$1 to $499------------------------------- - ----- 5 3 6 3 7 
$500 to $749----- - ----------------------- - ----- 21 8 29 22 32 
$750 to $999----------------------------------- 18 10 2Z 17 24 
$1,000 to $1,24L----------------------- - ------ 20 11 25 22 26 
$1,250 to $1,499------------------------------- - 13 14 13 26 9 
$1,500 to $1,749- ------------------------------- 8 13 4 10 2 
$1,750 to $1,999 _____ -------- __ ----------------- 5 12 ___ ---- -- -- ____________________ - - -- - --- - --
$2,000 to $2,249-- ------------------------------ 7 17 (2) (2) ----- - -- - -----
$2,250 to $2,449-------------------------------- 3 9 - - - -- -------------------------------- -- ---
$2,500 or more-------------------------- -------=====1=====3=-=-=--=-=--=-=--=-=--=-=--=-=--=--=-=--=-=--=-=--=-=--=-=--=-=- -=-=--

Median OASDHI income____________________ _____ $1, 091 $1, 557 $906 $1, 080 $859 

t Excludes beneficiaries who received their 1st benefit in February 1967 or later, the transitionally insured, end special " age 72". 
2 0.5 percent or I ess. 

programs--like private pensions-are viewed 
as supplementary to t he OASDHI program.6 

Other public pension programs--the Fed
eral Government civilian systems and those 
State and local plans not covered by 
OASDHI, for example--are intended to pro
vide comprehensive retirement protection 
outside the OASDHI system. Nevertheless, 
persons covered under t hese programs fre
quently obtain OASDHI coverage through 
other jobs and receive two public pnsions 
when they retire. Railroad workers have their 
own special program-separate from 
OASDHI. It is possible, however, to qualify 
for benefits under bot h programs. 

As a result, about 55 percent of the couples 
receiving railroad retirement benefits and 
15 percent of those receiving governmental 
retirement benefit s are not receiving 
OASDHI benefits. Among nonmarried per
sons, t he proportion of persons with rail
road ret irement or government pensions and 
n o OASDHI were higher-65 percent and 30 
percent, respectively. 

Since retirement programs are the single 
most important permanent source of income 
and provide the basic support for the ma
jority of the aged populat ion, investigation 
of levels of pension benefits is important in 
evaluating their respective roles in income 

' The estimates of private-plan pensioners 
from t he 1968 Survey differ from the Social 
aecurity Administrat ion annual estimates, 
chiefly because the Survey relat es to t he 
population aged 65 and over and t he ot her 
estimates include persons under age 65 . In 
addition, the Survey estimates are in t erms 
of aged units and t he global estimates are a 
count o'f individuals. 

o See Joseph Krislov, St at e and. Local Gov
ernment Systems . .. 1965 (Research Report 
No. 15) , Social Security Administration, Of
fice of Research and Stat istics, 1966. 

maintenance. The different levels of social 
security benefits and other pensions reflect 
the widely differing characteristics of the 
programs. Unci! t he 1968 Survey information 
became available, there was little disaggre
gated data on the relative levels of private 
and public retirement bnefits. 

NEW SINGING GROUP IS "SOME
THING SPECIAL" 

HON. DEL CLAWSON 
OF CALIFORNIA 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 

Wednesday, February 3, 1971 

Mr. DEL CLAWSON. Mr. Speaker, as 
the Representative of the 23d Congres
sional District of California · it is my 
pleasure to call attention to the accom
plishments of two of my constituents, 
members of the younger generation who 
are making their mark in the musical 
world with a sound that is "something 
special," and with unique freshness and 
talent. The brother and sister singing 
team, Richard and Karen, of the Car
penters make their home with their 
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Harold Carpen4;er, 
in D owney, Calif. Although a busy sched
ule of bookings and an impressive list 
of show business honors attest to their 
success, they found time just recently to 
return to Long Beach State College, 
where both had studied, to perform in a 
free concert to raise money for the mu
sic department of the school. It was a 
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boost to the music department, and to 
the students as well. 

It is a personal privilege to direct at
tention to the achievements of young 
people like these, who are, I believe, more 
representative of the average young 
American than the disorderly, disruptive 
few who have been cornering the head
lines in recent years. 

CREDIDIT...ITY IS LACKING IN 
NIXON BUDGET 

HON. AL ULLMAN 
OF OREGON 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 

Wednesday, February 3, 1971 

Mr. ULLMAN. Mr. Speaker, the 1972 
budget proposal that President Nixon 
presented to the Congress last week is 
seriously lacking in credibility. In it, the 
President dubiously promises "a new bal
ance of responsibility and power in 
America" and a move toward a "full 
employment budget." 

While the stated goals of the budget 
message certainly sound noble, one won
ders about the questionable premises on 
which they are based. To achieve what 
President Nixon proposes to do, the 1971 
economy would have to respond from its 
present depressed state to experience a 
phenomenal record growth, enough to 
raise the gross national product by $88 
billion to $1.065 trillion. When the Pres
ident's previous record of forecasting the 
national economy is considered, the sim
ple practicality of such a budget proposal 
is in serious doubt. For instance, after he 
and his economic advisers predicted 
progress for the economy last year, there 
was no real growth at all in the gross 
national product, corporate profits 
dropped $7 billion below the President's 
estimate, unemployment rose above fore
casts, and the predicted surplus of $1.3 
billion for fiscal year 1971 turned into an 
$18.6 billion deficit. 

The President's consistent refusal to 
actively restrain wage and price in
creases makes unlikely his promise for 
firm control of inflation. Unless the Pres
ident takes strong steps now to put the 
lid on wages and prices, "the greatest 
economic test of the postwar era" may 
well lead to an even bigger budget deficit 
than the tremendous one that the ad
ministration is already planning. It will 
also mean that the new budget will 
surely give rise to a new round of infla
tion that will make last year's pale by 
comparison. 

This week. the respected business and 
financial editor of the Washington Post, 
Hobart Rowen, commented on the con
siderable lack of credibility in the Presi
dent's budget. 

I commend the article to the attention 
of my colleagues: 

CREDmiLITY Is LACKING IN NIXON BUDGET 

(By Hobart Rowen) 
To be blunt about it, almost nobody be

lieves President Ni.xon's budget except the 
high officials who put it together-and it's 
probable that even some of them have their 
doubts. 
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The skepticism is keyed to two observa

tions: 
(1.) Mr. Nixon's forecasting record turns 

out to be very bad. Neither he nor his eco
nomic advisers foresaw the extent of 1970's 
economic downturn. Thus, corporate profits 
skidded {$7 billion below the President's 
year-ago estimate) , unemployment jumped, 
spending had to be jacked up--and his 
promised $1.3 billion surplus for fiscal 1971 
turned into an $18.6-billion deficit. 

(2.) Even more important, an extraordi
nary jump in economic activity-12 per cent 
from the end of 1970 to the end of 1971-is 
the basic underpinning for the fiscal 1972 
budget. Inside and outside of the govern
ment, this is labeled a pipe-dream perhaps 
impossible to achieve. 

Why would Mr. Nixon have estimated 
boom-style growth in the 1971 economy, 
enough to raise the Gross National Product 
by $88 billion to $1.065 trillion? 

Those who look sourly on the budget sug
gest that this was the only way in which Mr. 
Nixon could forecast a substantial declining 
trend in his budget deficits. 

As compared with that massive $18.6-bil
lion glob of red ink, the fiscal 1972 deficit 
is put at "only" $11.6 billion. 

Moreover, the election results appeared to 
convince Mr. Nixon that unemployment for 
the next two years deserved to be ranked a.s 
the nation's No. 1 problem. Revenue-sharing, 
viewed as a quick shot in the arm, became 
the dominant theme of the budget, with the 
annual rate of spending (starting Oct. 1) 
stepped up from the earlier goal of $2.5 bil
lion to $5 billion. 

More ardently than before, in other words, 
Mr. Nixon set his sights on getting back to a 
full employment "zone" of 4.0 to 4.5 per 
cent. This meant pulling out all the stops. 

The question, as some observers put it, is 
"whether we can get from here to there." 

In briefing reporters on the budget, White 
House aide George Shultz and Treasury Sec
retary Charles E. Walker stubbornly refused 
to estimate the impact on the deficit if the 
economy should in fact run closer to the 
"consensus" forecast of $1.045 to $1.050 tril
lion for GNP this calender year. 

Outsiders, not so reticent to do the neces
sary arithmetic, calculate that the deficit in 
such a situation would increase some $7 or 
$8 billion for fiscal 1972, to the vicinity of 
$18 or $19 billion. 

What mystifies analysts outside of govern
ment circles is why the administration had 
to go "so far out." By running the calendar 
1971 total to $1.065 trillion, up 9 per cent for 
the 1970 figure, administration economists 
are saying that they believe the economy 
will be running at a rate by the end of 1971 
a full $35 billion over most of the estimates 
in the business and banking; world. 

A comparison of the administration's eco
nomic assumptions (and the deficit project
ed) with the typical forecasts outside the 
administration shows the following: 

ECONOMIC ASSUMPTIONS, CALENDAR YEAR 1971 

[In bill ions of dollars] 

Description 

Gross national product_ _______ _ 
Personal income __ ___ ________ _ 
Corporate profits before taxes __ 
Def1cit (for fiscal 1972) __ _____ _ 

Official 
budget 

estimate 

1, 065 
868 
98 

11.6 

Outside 
"Consensus" 

estimate 

1, 045-50 
855 
90 

18--19 

Official spokesmen for the administration 
point out that outside economists have no 
monopoly on wisdom, and argue that the 
"model-building exercise" producing fore
casts by conventional methods tends to un
derestimate the real strength of the economy. 
They insist, also, that if there is a proper 
"mix" of fiscal and monetary policies, the gov-
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ernment will be giving more of an expansion
ary thrust to the economy than outside critics 
are willing to believe. 

It is, of course, almost a ritual for any ad
ministration to paint a rosy picture, and 
say that everything is going to be all right, 
especially after a difficult and disappointing 
year like 1970. 

It may be recalled that an enthusiastic 
Kennedy Administration in January, 1962, 
also predicted a 9 per cent rise in GNP 
(which at that time amounted to only $50 
billion, not $88 billion) and had to settle, 
when all the returns were in, for a 7 per cent 
gain when business investment failed to perk 
along as expected. 

One hopes that Mr. Nixon's optimism will 
turn out, in fact, to be contagious. But the 
curious thing in today's picture is that no 
one, in explaining the budget, has been able 
to point to the expansionary forces that 
would provide the extra $15 to $20 billion in 
GNP over the consensus forecast. Perhaps the 
forthcoming report of the Council of Eco
nomic Advisers will be more explicit. High 
officials so far have been falling back on the 
"mystery" of the American economy, an in
nate ability to outperform the crystal-ball 
gazers. 

Maybe so. Maybe one can rely on Mr. 
Nixon's assurance that the new budget, with 
its "full employment concept,'' is really a self
fulfilling prophecy. In any even, one way to 
check up on who turns out to be more nearly 
right--Mr. Nixon or the critics-is to cut out 
the little "Economic Assumptions" table 
above and, like a Brooklyn Dodger fan, wait 
until next year. 

SENIOR CITIZENS NEED RELIEF 

HON. C. W. BILL YOUNG 
OF FLORIDA 

IN THE HOU8E OF REPRESENTATIVES 

Wednesday, February 3, 1971 

Mr. YOUNG of Florida. Mr. Speaker, 
the plight of our senior citizens living on 
fixed incomes in America demands that 
social security reform legislation be given 
top priority consideration by the 92d 
Congress. 

The measure now being considered by 
the House Ways and Means Committee 
falls far short of what is required if we 
are to meet our obligations to the elderly. 

Therefore, in a letter to Chairman 
WILBUR D. MILLS, I have outlined some 
of the strer:..gthening proVisions of my 
own bill, H.R. 1734. I believe many of my 
colleagues will find this letter of interest: 

CONGRESS OF THE UNITED STATES, 
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, 

Washington, D.C., February 3, 1971. 
Hon. WILBUR D. MILLs, 
Chairman, House Ways and Means Commit

tee, Washington, D.C. 
DEAR CHAIRMAN MILLs: The 91st Congress' 

failure to complete action on the Social 
Security Amendments of 1970 was a grave 
disappointment to millions of senior citizens 
throughout America. As a result of this in
decision, our elderly have been forced to do 
without many necessities of life. 

My own Eighth Congressional District of 
Florida embraces a large percentage of seruor 
citizens. Therefore, I am acutely aware of 
the urgent need for Social Security reform 
legislation as a top-priority issue for the 92nd 
Congress. 

During 10 years as Florida State Senator, 
I pushed for many measures benefiting sen
ior citizens. I intend to continue this interest 
at the Federal level. 
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Your Committee has now begun consid

eration in Executive Session of H.R. 1, the 
Social Security and Family Assistance 
Amendmenst of 1971. This proposal, I feel, 
falls far short of what is required. 

First, the Committee bill proposes to in
crease the outside earnings limitation from 
$1,680 to $2,000. My bill, H.R. 1734, would 
increase the limitation to $2,4.00--a figure far 
more in line with the inflationary trend 
which has hit hardest at those living on 
fixed incomes. Therefore, I strongly urge the 
Committee to increase the limitation to at 
least $2,400 a year. 

Second, my bill would continue full bene
fits to seniors who marry or remarry after 
age 55. This provision is not in the Com
mittee bill. Without it, may elderly cannot 
marry since to do so the wife must give up 
a pol'tion of her meager Social Security bene
fits. 

Last, the Committee bill does not provide 
for cost-of-living increa.ses in benefits. This 
provision is essential. The cost-of-living has 
skyrocketed while Social Security benefits 
have remained essentially the same. 

Our seniors are entitled to the security of 
knowing that when living costs go up, so do 
their benefits. Why must they wait in an
guish while each Congress debates whether 
or not they are entitled to a new increase-
an increa.se that seldom, if ever, comes close 
to off-setting the effects of an inflationary 
economy? 

Mr. Chairman, I am hopeful your Com
mittee will give serious consideration to my 
recommendations to improve pending Social 
Security reform legislation. We must enact 
a strong and effective bill to provide our 
senior citizens with needed relief. They are 
entitled to no less. 

With best wishes and personal regards, 
I am, 

-very truly yours, 
C. W. BILL YOUNG, 

Member o I Congress. 

FULL EMPLOYMENT 

HON. JOHN H. DENT 
OF PENNSYLVANIA 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 

Wednesday, February 3, 1971 

Mr. DENT. Mr. Speaker, President 
Nixon's plans for full employment are 
simply not feasible under our present 
international trade policy. 

Any hope for full employment falls 
ft.at when you survey the job opportuni
ties being sacrificed in the wave of the 
antiquated free-trade theory that is 
slowly making this Nation dependent. 

Take the recent action of the steel im
porters, who raised their prices in ac
cord with those of U.S. steelmakers to 
maintain, not only their 10 to 20 percent 
competitive price advantage, but also 
their obsolete and exorbitant price ad
vantage. 

Foreign goods are priced at profiteer
ing amounts based upon what our mar
ket will bear, rather than upon their 
costs of production. In every line of for
eign production sold in the U.S. market, 
the sales and marketing programs of the 
foreign-especially the Japanese-im
porters are as much a declaration of war 
on American jobs and industry, as a 
military attack itself. 

When the Nixon administration em
barked on its economic course to lull 
the economy, I warned that it was a plan 
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doomed to failure. Inflation historically 
comes from too much money and not 
enough produce. 

In this inflationary situation we find 
high v.rages, and a low domestic supply 
of shelf goods; but the shelves are loaded 
down with foreign products from workers 
who do not purchase in our marketplace, 
pay no taxes, utilize none of our services, 
but who take jobs from U.S. workers. 

In the near future, my committee will 
report bills dealing with minimum wages 
and maximum hours, welfare and pen
sion plan requirements, and a report on 
the actual impact of imports on Amer
ican employment. We demand a mini
mum standard of working conditions for 
U.S. workers and bar the shipment of 
American-made goods across State lines 
that are not produced under our statu
tory labor standards, but we allow prod
ucts from all over the world to pour over 
our borders when they have been pro
duced at wages ranging from one-third 
to one-twentieth of our mandated mini
mum wage. 

We now propose to pay family main
tenance for a family of four or more, 
hundreds, and in some cases, thousands 
of dollars more than a full-time worker 
can earn under the minimum wage law. 

Congress is faced with a dilemma that 
cannot be wished a way. The higher we 
mandate minimum wages, and the more 
we increase taxes to compensate trade
displaced workers, the more foreign 
workers will invade our Nation by way 
of low-waged products. 

Mr. Speaker, I estimate the cost to the 
U.S. job economy at a minimum of 1.5 
million full-time jobs and an uncount
able number of part-time jobs and the 
minimum annual cost to taxpayers at 
over $6 billion. Simply put, when a for
eign product takes a percentage of the 
U.S. market in any product line, the U.S. 
labor required to produce that percent
age, unless equalized by foreign exports 
of like volume, means so many American 
jobs lost. 

A case in point is glass. One plant in 
my district alone wiped out by the trade 
war left 650 unemployed with more be
ing added and being paid trade relief out 
of our taxes, while shops are overflowing 
with foreign glass. 

Another serious situation is develop
ing in the specialty steel industry, with 
most of our producers being forced to 
reduce employment and, in many cases, 
seek foreign contracts to produce for 
their U.S. market. There is, of course, al
ways the other alternative--go out of 
business. We may survive for a while on 
foreign products in some lines of pro
duction, but never in the field of specialty 
and tool steel. One of our first lines of 
defense is the tool steel industry. 

Mr. Speaker, we cannot progress dur
ing peacetime, and we will not survive 
in wartime, at our present production 
level in this and other strategic indus
tries. We must admit before it is too late, 
that we are at war, and the soldiers are 
our workers who are being disarmed by 
unemployment. They are unable to fight 
back and are the real prisoners or war. 
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THE MYSTERIOUS INVASION OF 
LAOS-AN IMPEDIMENT TO WITH
DRAWAL 

HON. JAMES H. SCHEUER 
OF NEW YORK 

IN 'l'HE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 

Wednesday, February 3, 1971 

Mr. SCHEUER. Mr. Speaker, the 
events surrounding the war in Indo
china have recently escalated to the point 
of outrage. I am appalled by the conduct 
of the administration concerning the al
leged invasion into Laos. I say "alleged" 
because our Government refuses to com
ment on whether or not there has been 
such an invasion, despite the fact that 
the reports of allied activity in that coun
try have already appeared in the Japa
nese and Soviet press. Thus, we are in 
the anomalous position of relying upon 
Soviet speeches and Japanese reporters 
for information about the activities of 
our own Government. 

It may occasionally be necessary for 
the Government to request the press to 
refrain from reporting items that would 
jeopardize the safety of our troops, for 
example, when premature release of in
formation would preclude the possibility 
of surprising the enemy. However, since 
reports have appeared in other coun
tries, I fail to see how the element of 
surprise or the safety of our troops could 
be jeopardized if our news media were 
to comment on a previously reported ac
tion which has already taken place or 
which is at least in the process of 
occurring. 

The freedom of our press is one of 
our most sacred freedoms--a freedom 
which is one of our strongest bulwarks 
against dictatorial government. The 
power of the Government to intimidate 
the press, through express or implied 
threats of revocation of accreditation in 
Vietnam, must not be used in a cavalier 
fashion. The Government is apparently 
still using this threat in Vietnam to pre
vent reporters there from informing the 
American public about the developing 
activity in Laos. Moreover, within the 
United States, Government officials, such 
as Secretary of Defense Laird, are refus
ing to comment on the situation. This 
conduct not only threatens to open the 
very credibility gap which Mr. Laird 
pledged to avoid and thus contributes to 
a loss of confidence in the Government, 
but also represents a threat to our most 
basic liberties. 

Beyond the question of the Govern
ment's treatment of the news media in 
this situation is the question of the ad
visability of an invasion into Laos, as
suming it has occurred, is occurring, or 
is contemplated. 

Presumably, such an attack would be 
justified as necessary to interdict North 
Vietnamese supply lines so that a North 
Vietnamese buildup would not threaten 
the further withdrawal of American 
troops. This justification reminds me of 
the justification for the incursion last 
year into Cambodia; presumably, it could 
be used to justify an incursion into North 
Vietnam, China, the Soviet Union, Thai
land, and, in fact, virtually any other 
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country in the world. Just as the Presi
dent's budget announces that--

In 1972, we will increase our spending for 
defense to carry out the Nation's strategy 
for peace. • 

So we will no doubt be told again 
that--

It is necessary to widen and intensify the 
war in Indochina. in order to end it. 

Mr. Speaker, this policy is folly. It is 
evident that the Chief Executive and 
those advisers who enjoy the confidence 
of the President are again seeking that 
great Communist headquarters in the 
sky. They are still seeking a means 
whereby we can have our cake and eat 
it too-a means whereby we can perpet
uate a free government in Saigon and 
still withdraw our troops. Since even a 
successful incursion into Laos would only 
force the North Vietnamese to move 
their supply lines further west, I say that 
this policy will not work. 

The obvious goal of the administration 
is to establish a free government in Sai
gon which will endure in our absence. 
There are several means available to the 
administration to accomplish this goal, 
including an attempt to so strengthen 
the Saigon regime that it would be able 
to survive any North Vietnamese attack. 
Another method would be to so weaken 
the North Vietnamese that they would 
be unable to mount an attack. 

Obviously, the incursion into Laos is 
an attempt to pursue the latter course 
of action. But any attempt to do this in
volves a further widening of the war, 
first into Cambodia, then into Laos. The 
inevitable result of this policy, assuming 
the administration intends to abide by 
the congressional prohibition against 
sending American troops into Cambodia 
and Laos, will be to spread South Viet
namese troops so thin that the ability of 
the South Vietnamese to defend them
selves will be gravely impaired. Thus, the 
result of the current apparent policy will 
be to force us to either retain our troops 
in South Vietnam indefinitely-while the 
South Vietnamese pursue the North 
Vietnamese all over Indochina--or Ito 
abandon our "goal" of leaving a strong 
free government in Vietnam. 

Mr. Speaker, the correct course of ac
tion is clear. The American people want 
the U.S. Government to withdraw as 
soon as possible. The middle of 1971 is 
hardly soon enough; certainly the end of 
1971 is the outside limit. What we should 
do between now and then is to devote 
our resources to training South Viet
namese troops to defend themselves in
stead of engaging in wild goose chases 
all over Southeast Asia. If, after this 
training, if after $104 billion and 44,000 
American lives, the Saigon Government 
is not able to defend itself by that time, 
so be it. 

Mr. Speaker, time and time again, the 
American people have said to our gov
ernment "end the war." While the ad
ministration has succeeded in dampen
ing the most vocal and public expres
sions of this desire, this does not mean 
that the wish for complete disengage
ment by the end of this year is not 
there; indeed, according to the latest 
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Gallup poll it is stronger than ever-in
creasing from 55 percent in September 
to 73 percent by mid-January-it is be
ing frustrated by the failure of the Gov
ernment to heed it. The frustration is 
there, perhaps more silent but no less 
intense, eating at the fabric of our so
ciety, destroying its cohesion. When will 
our leaders learn? When will they ever 
learn? 

LEONARD RATNER HONORED ON 
HIS 75TH BIRTHDAY FOR HIS 
CONTRffiUTIONS TO THE GREAT
ER CLEVELAND COMMUNITY 

HON. CHARLES A. VANIK 
OF OHIO 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 

Wednesday, February 3, 1971 

Mr. VANIK. Mr. Speaker. It is my 
pleasure to recognize officially the trib
ute being paid to one of the most dis
tinguished citizens of our community 
and the Nation, Mr. Leonard Ratner. 
Mr. Ratner will soon celebrate his 75th 
birthday anniversary. The entire Great
er Cleveland community will honor Mr. 
Ratner for h is untiring and exemplary 
commitment to our community and its 
people and to his beloved State of Israel 
and the Jewish community. 

It is indeed difficult to recount the 
number of instances when Leonard has 
quietly and effectively moved to assist 
the downtrodden and to spur achieve
ment among those in our community and 
abroad who have themselves lacked the 
resources necessary to allow such ac
complishments otherwise. 

Leonard has always lived modestly. 
Yet, without doubt, he and his family 
probably conduct the most extensive 
program of philanthropy in our fortu
nate city. 

Mr. Ratner has never sought the lime
light sometimes associated with bene
faction. He has continually shied away 
from special honor and tribute even 
though he is the person so well deserv
ing of the highest praise. Yet it is 
Leonard who is so unstinting in his sup
port of vital community service efforts. 
It is always Leonard upon whom others 
in our community depend for guidance 
and leadership in the extensive support 
of the State of Israel and in Jewish edu
cational and cultural activities in our 
Great Cleveland Jewish community. 

No greater tribute can be paid to any 
person than will be paid to Leonard 
Ratner on February 10 when we in the 
Cleveland community will join with 
Senator EDMUND S. MUSKIE in a great 
celebration at the Hotel Sheraton-Cleve
land planned by the Cleveland Jewish 
Community Federation. The many cov
eted a wards already bestowed upon this 
fine human being are second only to his 
devotion to his incredibly talented fam
ily and the untold thousands of Ameri
cans, Israelis, and refugees who have 
benefited from Leonard's kindness and 
commitment. To the Max and Albert 
Ratners, Millers, Shafrans, Zehmans, and 
to Dora Sukenik, I extend my heartiest 
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congratulations on this splendid occasion 
and to Leonard my best wishes for con
tinued good health and much ''Naches" 
for all of your good deeds, your untold 
"Mitzvot." 

POW'S-HUMANE TREATMENT AND 
EARLY RELEASE 

HON. ROBERT PRICE 
OF TEXAS 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 

Wednesday, February 3, 1971 

Mr. PRICE of Texas. Mr. Speaker, I 
rise to introduce a resolution regarding 
the humane treatment and early release 
of American POW's in North Vietnam. 

This resolution is similar to one which 
I sponsored in the last Congress, a reso
lution that received the overwhelming 
support of the House membership. In my 
view, however, it is not enough for the 
last Congress to have taken a position on 
this issue; this Congress must do like
wise. 

The essence of the resolution I am 
sponsoring today calls upon North Viet
nam to comply with the terms of the 
Geneva Convention which it signed in 
1957. In observance of their international 
agreement, the North Vietnamese and 
their puppet arm, the National Lib
eration Front, should have already 
promptly: First, identified all their pris
oners; second, permitted impartial in
spection of their POW camps; third, re
leased seriously injured or sick prisoners; 
and, fourth, permitted the free exchange 
of mail between prisoners and their 
families. 

As we are all painfully aware, however, 
North Vietnam has reneged on its inter
national commitments and has refused 
to comply with even basic demands of 
humanity and decency. As a consequence, 
American prisoners are undernourished. 
They are denied access to adequate medi
cal care, kept in solitary confinement for 
long periods of time, prohibited from 
communicating with their families and 
loved ones, and often used as guinea pigs 
for trumped-up propaganda charges. As 
if these inhumane practices are not 
enough to shock the conscience and 
arouse the ire of all but the unfeeling, 
American prisoners who have escaped or 
been released by the Communists have 
told gristly stories of torture, brainwash
ing and even murder being committed by 
their captors. 

To stop these reprehensible practices 
from being continued is a top priority 
goal. Congress can do its part by voicing 
a clear, strong, and unified position on 
this issue. 

The resolution I am sponsoring today 
will comprise part of the total effort; the 
resolution establishing a "National Week 
of Concern for American Prisoners of 
War /Missing In Action" sponsored on 
the opening day of this Congress will 
comprise still another. 

I urge my colleagues to promptly ap
prove both these proposals. As elected 
representatives of the American people, 
it is our duty to take the lead in focusing 
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public and official opinion on this vital 
issue. Fellow Americans are rotting in 
Asian prisons; we must do our utmost to 
get them out. 

HANFORD REACTOR SHUTDOWN 
PROTEST GROWS 

HON. MIKE McCORMACK 
OF WASHINGTON 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 

Wednesday, February 3, 1971 

Mr. McCORMACK. Mr. Speaker, last 
Friday I placed in the RECORD a state
ment calling for the President to with
draw his order for the immediate shut
down of "N" l'eactor at Hanford. I also 
pointed out some of the problems that 
will be created if the President's order is 
carried out and the two reactors are in
deed, deactivated. Since that time a mas
sive letter-writing campaign has devel
oped, with thousands of letters from in
dividual citizens, from organizations, 
from local governmental agencies and 
large and small industrial corporations 
writing to the President requesting that 
he reverse his decision with respect to 
closing down one or both of these re
actors. 

President George Meany of the AFL
CIO wrote as follows: 

The AFL-CIO is shocked by your precipi
tate decision to deactivate the two Hanford 
Plutonium Reactors. The immediate effect 
will be a major economic blow to a region 
already hard hit by unemployment. The di
rect and collateral unemployment resulting 
from this decision will total 7,500, an annual 
payroll loss of $95 million. 

I therefore urge you most strongly to can
cel your deactivation order and stop all ac
tivities now underway. If the United States 
has adopted a policy of no longer producing 
plutonium, it must provide for an orderly 
transition period to cushion its effect on 
jobs and the economy. 

Mr. A. Lars Nelson, master of the 
Washington State Grange, stated, in 
part: 

The President's incredible action in ter
minating Hanford at this time is incompre
hensible in view of the national fuel short
age which very nearly reached crisis pro
portions this winter and which did cause 
California utilities to cut off the sale of sur
plus power to the Pacific Northwest early last 
fall because of oil shortages. 

We in the Pacific Northwest have spent 
years fighting for and developing the hydro
electric generation o'f power, and through 
years of patient negotiation have built up the 
Bonneville grid system and nuclear plant 
scheduling to provide for the orderly meld
ing in of thermo-nuclear power to give us 'a 
stable, clear, coherent, long-range' energy 
policy. What will happen to it under the Pres
ident's directive could be disastrous. 

Today more than 10,000 letters will 
be mailed from the tricity area of Wash
ington directly to the President appeal
ing to him to reverse his decision. 

Everywhere I tum Members of Con
gress and experts in the field of electric 
power production, nuclear energy, and 
industrial development are stunned by 
the President's action, referring to it as 
unbelievable and totally inconsistent 
with our Nation's need for electric power. 
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Several interesting facts have come to 

light which describe the incredible na
ture of the decision to deactivate "N" re
actor and deprive the West of 800,000 
kilowatts of electric power. I cite only 
two of these: First, it has been authorita
tively estimated that the Bonneville 
Power Administration will be required 
to pay $20 million each year to replace 
the electricity lost by the deactivation 
of "N" reactor; and, second, it would 
require the burning of 8 million barrels 
of oil each year to replace the electric 
power lost if "N" reactor is deactivated. 

Mr. Speaker, this is a truly unbelieva
ble course that the President is following. 
I again call upon him to withdraw his 
order for the immediate shutdown and 
deactivation of "N" reactor. 

FOUR MILE RUN 

HON. JOEL T. BROYHILL 
OF VmGINIA 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 

Wednesday, February 3, 1971 

Mr. BROYHILL of Virginia. Mr. 
Speaker, despite misreading of the budg
et and resultant cries of alarm in my 
congressional district, I have been as
sured by the White House and the Bu
reau of Management that $170,000 for 
the Four Mile Run flood control project, 
so long delayed in Arlandria, Va., is in 
the President's budget and will be made 
available to the Corps of Engineers on 
July 1. 

The misunderstanding is understand
able, and is due to the fact that some 
budget watchers do not know that once 
Congress has authorized and appropri
ated funds for a project and the executive 
branch has, for whatever reason, de
layed spending the funds, all precon
struction money carried over from one 
fiscal year to the next is lumped together 
and shown as a credit or cash on hand 
item rather than as a line item in the 
budget. 

But we are wasting our time emoting 
about $170,000. I have been virtually as
sured by the administration that the 
Four Mile Run project will proceed as of 
July 1. The problem now, and it should 
be of far more concern to those who want 
to see this project completed, is that in 
order to complete this preconstruction 
planning project and get a flood control 
project underway, the Corps of Engineers 
will need a total of $1,200,000 to be spent 
over the next 3 years, only $170,000 of 
which has thus far been guaranteed 
them. 

I intend to press once again for a 
minimum of $400,000 additional money 
for fiscal year 1972, to be included in 
the next Corps of Engineers request to 
Congress, and to impress upon this ad
ministration the urgency which has thus 
far been overlooked. 

It is high time we all recognized that 
human suffering such as the people of 
Arlandria, Va., have faced over the past 
20 years, should be alleviated before we 
move on to more grand schemes to cor
rect the ills of the world. It is impossible 
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for me to understand how we can spend, 
spend, spend for every conceivable do
gooder program and force these good 
people who have started over year after 
year, flood after flood, to wait for relief 
in the name of economy. 

"JOB CORPS-NOW!" 

HON. WILLIAM (BILL) CLAY 
OF MISSOURI 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 

Wednesday, February 3, 1971 

Mr. CLAY. Mr. Speaker, an editorial 
recently appeared in the St. Louis Argus 
detailing the efforts to establish a Job 
Corps center-residential manpower 
training center-in St. Louis and the re
sistance which has built up against such 
a center. The article points up the fact 
that three sites have been selected and 
that local racism has led to the veto of 
two of the sites, with the third now 
awaiting approval. It is imperative that 
the Governor approve the site now, for 
if he does not the funds for such an 
important project will expire in the next 
few months. 

For those of us who are familiar with 
the Job Corps program, we know that 
this is the last opportunity these dis
advantaged youth will be given to ad
vance themselves. The program offers 
vocational training necessary to give 
them a start in life. Take away this last 
chance and they will surely be dropouts 
for the rest of their lives. 

However, some of the local residents 
would deny these youth their last glim
mer of hope. And their objections are 
based on nothing more than a lack of 
knowledge and the use of scare tactics. 
This editorial states that-

With -a sensible program of teaching and 
training with rules that are enforced in other 
locals where Job Corps is in operation, the 
police departments report that juvenile de
linquency is 75 percent less for the students 
than for non-students in the area. How can 
St. Louisans refuse such an opportunity for 
their young. 

I want to bring to the attention of 
my colleagues this most informative 
editorial: 

"JoB CoRPs--Now!" 
For almost two years the Department of 

Labor in Washington, D.C. has been attempt
ing to establish a training center in St. 
Lou1s but has been frustrated by local ob
jections, most of which have been based 
upon lack of knowledge and purpose of the 
center. As a result, the young for whom it 
was designed will be deprived of a life-time 
opportunity for, if a decision is not reached 
within the next few months as to the site, 
the funds will expire. Common sense must 
prevail. 

To begin with, we ought to describe "Job 
Corps" in the simplest language since there 
does appear to be confusion in the minds 
of the objectors. Basically, Job Corps is a 
federally funded program which does not 
cost the local or state government any ad
ditional taxes. Its purpose is to give voca
tional and office training to young men and 
women-primarily school drop-outs--an op
portunity to learn a gainful and useful trade 
or abillty so that they can acquire a mean
ingful job and purpose in life. 

In this area the Job Corps is proposing to 
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give 250 young men good, clean, comfortable, 
living accommodations, proper meals and a 
proper diet, medical care, dentistry, training 
in a variety of work programs from the 
health field to office work, to mechanics, 
and, in addition, enough pocket money to 
take care of their daily necessities. They will 
be under the complete control of advisers 
who will reside with them giving them 
counseling and advice at all times. The same 
will be true of 100 young women with the 
exception that they will be provided with 
transportation to and from their homes. 
They will not reside on the premises. This 
is the simple formula of Job Corps. At the 
end of six months to one year's training 
they should be ready for a good job and be 
able to look at the world in a proper light. 
All students will be drawn from the five 
counties from around St. Louis and this 
differs totally from the former Job Corps 
concept at the old Missouri Baptist Hospital 
where girls from all over the country were 
accepted with all of the attendant problems 
that such students were involved. 

In 1968, the Department of Labor sent in 
a team to investigate possible Job Corps 
sites-42 were examined and inspected. Most 
did not measure up to standards and were 
dropped but all were thoroughly investi
gated. Two buildings and sites owned by the 
Catholic Order exceeded the limitations of 
Job Corps and could not be accepted. A site 
was located, highly acceptable, meeting all 
the criteria, at Sportsmen's Inn at Bridgeton. 
Governor Hearnes approved the site and a 
contract was entered into by the owner and 
the Labor Department. A motel which was in 
operation and was closed and turned over to 
the Job Corps, and, at this point, white 
racism raised its ugly head-the Governor 
was pressured into vetoing the site. This ac
tion caused everyone concerned, most of all 
our young people, to suffer a serious loss. Tbe 
program was unnecessarily delayed. Our 
Governor's answer was to find a location in 
St. Louis and he would approve. One was 
found at the newly constructed property at 
DeBallvere and Delmar. At this point an oral 
agreement was reached between the owner 
and the Labor Department with opening 
scheduled for February, 1971. Hope was once 
again held out to deprived young people of 
our community. Yet, again racism, this time 
black as well as white compelled the Governor 
to veto the site. Now, a third acceptable loca
tion has been found-The Fairgrounds 
Manor property. It is large enough, acces
sible for transportation, su1table for ample 
iLndoor as well a.s outdoor recreation, in the 
immediate area, and ready for occupancy to 
serve the deprived young people. But, again, 
objections are being heard by way of negative 
pe"'-itions being circulated in the area. Could 
this be black racism-is it possible that 
blacks would deprive their own from better
ing themselves and their lives. This must not 
happen. St. Louis must have a Job Corps 
Center-now. 

Since the objections are probably ba£ed on 
a lack of knowledge, let us clarify exactly 
what a Job Corps Center is, and we speak 
of the Job Corps as operated by the Labor 
Department rather than the Office of Eco
nomic Opportunity which was the director 
of the Old Job Corps. 

1. All students will be local and drawn 
from St. Louis and St. Louis Counties. 

2. All students will be thoroughly checked 
for temperament and abilities and desires. 
Trouble-'Illakers will not be accepted. 

3. All students will abide by speci!ic rules 
and regulations-violations will lead to dis
missal. 

4. All students will be provided with trained 
and qualified counselors. 

5. Only young men will be housed on the 
premises. 

6. All girls will live at home and will be 
provided transportation to and from the 
school. 
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With a sensible program of teaching and 

training with rules that are enforced in other 
locales where Job Corps is in operation, the 
police department reports that juvenile 
delinquency is 75% less for the students 
than for non-students in the area. How can 
St. Louisans refuse such an opportunity for 
their young. 

Our Civil Rights Act gives all of us free
dom but freedom without hope is indeed sin
ful. The Civil Rights Act did not mean for 
one to sit on the steps without a job or 
without hope of a job. Our young people 
who will be helped are drop-outs. This in 
itself is a bad naane to begin with. It casts 
a shadow on those who left school for a 
variety of reasons; some to help their families 
for economic reasons, some who could not 
master the academic work. For these, Job 
Corps is the great hope. It boiled down to a 
simple statement. Does St. Louis have a Job 
Corps or do we build more jails? The answer 
is up to those who are opposing-the decision 
is theirs. 

In addition to the young people who will 
be helped, 120 jobs are being created in the 
area for those qualified to assist in this train
ing. The present federal funding is in excess 
of 3 million dollars for the next 18 months 
and, if the center proves successful, it can be 
an on-going St. Louis institution well into 
the future. There is every reason for its suc
cess. The entire community should take great 
pride in the help it can give to our young 
deprived people by demanding the creation 
of a Job Corps in this area NOW-tomorrow 
may be too late. 

DR. KONECCI HEADS INTERDIS
CIPLINARY PROGRAMS 

HON. J. J. PICKLE 
OF TEXAS 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 

Wednesday, February 3, 1971 

Mr. PICKLE. Mr. Speaker, recognizing 
the complexity of many of the problems 
in all fields which face us today, many 
colleges have developed interdisciplinary 
courses--courses which take a single is
sue and approach it from all relevant 
disciplines of thought. 

To teach such a course requires a team 
of qualified professors, or it takes one 
man who is well versed in many fields. 
Men capable of handling an interdisci
plinary course by themselves obviously 
are rare creatures-and one of the best is 
Dr. Eugene B. Konecci of the University 
of Texas. 

Dr. Konecci came to the University 
from the Executive Office of the Presi
dent, the Space Council, in December 
1966, and was named Kleberg professor 
in January 1967. He has just been re
appointed to his 5th year in the Kleberg 
chair. I applaud that reappointment. 

He holds a unique triprofessorship: 
professor of management in the College 
of Business Administration at the Uni
versity of Texas at Austin, professor of 
aerospace engineering in the College of 
Engineering, and professor of Bioengi
neering at the San Antonio Medical 
School. 

From this launching pad he has ex
plored the widespread fields of identifica
tion and stimulation of new emerging 
industries; management of health care 
systems; marine sciences and related re
sources; environmental control, includ-
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ing pollution and waste management; 
and, most important, food technology. 

Working with graduate students, 
teaching regular courses, heading several 
experimental seminar courses, and spear
heading several conferences, Dr. Konecci 
has in his 4 completed years as Kleberg 
professor filled four volumes with his 
activities and sent many young students 
out into the world with a better handle 
on the problems we face and what can be 
done about them. 

Mr. Speaker, I salute Dr. Konecci and 
the other highly qualified men :uound 
our country, nationally renowned or un
known to us, who are spearheading these 
programs of untold benefit to their 
schools, their States, and their Nation. 

IMP ACT OF SPECIALTY STEEL 
IMPORTS 

HON. JAMES G. FULTON 
OF PENNSYLVANIA 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 

Wednesday, February 3, 1971 

Mr. FULTON of Pennsylvania. Mr. 
Speaker, it is a pleasure to place in the 
CONGRESSIONAL RECORD the addresses Of 
Roger S. Ahlbrandt, president of Alle
gheny Ludlum Industries, Inc., and Jo
seph P. Molony, vice president of the 
United Steelworkers of America, before 
the union-management specialty steel 
imports conference in Washington, D.C., 
on Wednesday, February 3, 1971. 

The impact of specialty steel imports is 
a serious threat to our U.S. steel indus
try, affecting both management and la
bor, and I call the attention of my 
colleagues to both of these excellent 
statements: 

STATEMENT OF JOSEPH P. MOLONY 

On behalf of the United Sr,eelworkers of 
America, I wish to express my very real pleas
ure that this important meeting of repre
sentatives of government, of management, 
and of labor has come to pass. 

It is high time that we concentrate our . 
thoughts on the problems that beset the 
specialty steel industry due to a rising surge 
of imports. This is not a problem affecting 
management and wqrkers alone; it truly af
fects the general well-being and future se
curity of the entire nation. What is more, 
we meet not only to discuss a critical prob
lem but also to plan practical means by 
which we hope to alleviate it. 

For all of the reasons so dramatically por
trayed by Mr. Ahlbrandt, we must now see 
to it that a. rule of reason is made to apply 
with respect to the importation of specialty 
steel. 

Three years ago, by a cont~nuous, hard 
and cooperative effort we secured an initial 
voluntary agreement to restrain the quan
tity of steel pouring across our borders. We 
have learned, however, that our victory in 
achieving a more orderly pr•; tection of the 
American market overall in terms of steel 
tonnages now must be refined. Reasonable 
limitations on steel imports or~ a product-by
product basis now must be secured. 

:IMPORTS AND JOBS 

The rising torrent of specialty steel pouring 
into this country threatens the investment 
of stockholders and the jobs of managers and 
workers alike. Unless checked, these 1m
ports actually threaten the ab111ty of many 
American communities to exist. 
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It is particularly noteworthy that the 

plants of most of the specialty steel com
panies represented here today by managers 
and union members who are seeking relief 
from a destructive deluge of imports are not 
located in large metropolitan areas. Most, in 
fact, operate in, and provide the major 
sources of employment in, smaller cities 
located in a score of states across the nation. 

It is hardly an exaggeration to say, there
fore, that if the specialty steel industry does 
not receive redress from imports the exist
ence of a substantial number of these Amer
ican communities will, in fact, be in jeopardy. 

While the loss of a stockholder's invest
ment as a consequence of unfair competition 
is gracious, the loss of a job to the worker 
is often tragic. 

But worst of all is the job loss that may 
occur because of a plant closing in a one
industry town. In these circumstances the 
finding of alternate employment is impos
sible without leaving home, and often well 
nigh impossible for the older worker even 
if he does. 

What is more, because of the higher labor 
intensive nature of the specialty steel in
dustry in relation to basic steel, the job loss 
is particularly greater wherever production 
declines. Thus, the tregedy for labor arising 
from imports is further compounded. 

COMPETITION AND LABOR EXPLOITATION 

I wish to make it abundantly clear that 
the desirability of competition within the 
steel industry and all others is not in dispute 
as far as the United Steelworkers of Amer
ica is concerned. Business competition-both 
between domestic firms and from abroad-is 
desirable indeed as long as it adheres to fair 
rules of the game. 

But, for over 100 years the American labor 
movement has sought to elevate the cba.r
acter of competition between domestic busi
ness firms by seeking to eliminate labor ex
ploitation as the basis of competition. In 
this effort we have had a substantial measure 
of success. 

While within our own borders, capital and 
commodities move freely in the American 
market-place and buyers and sellers com
pete, the concept of free and fair competi
tion properly has been modified by certain 
safeguards created in behalf of labor and 
other public purposes. 

Years ago, Congressional passage of the 
Clayton and the National Labor Relations 
Acts established collective bargaining as both 
a legal and preferred American practice. With 
the aid of these sanctions, American unions 
have sought and have substantially achieved 
comparable wage agreements with competing 
employers, whether the competition is local, 
regional, or national in scope. 

Furthermore, the wages and conditions of 
work at competing non-union establish
ments-where they still exist--often tend to 
approximate those achieved by collective 
bargaining. 

At the same time, the effort to achieve 
fairer competition in the United States 
through collective bargaining has been sup
plemented by special legislative efforts tied 
to the same objective. Federal minimum 
wage standards, social insurance benefits and 
other social welfare measures, all tend to 
equalize the labor costs which all American 
employers must bear. 

As a consequence, thus, of our effort to 
obtain standards of decency for Americans 
who work for wages and salaries, business 
competition among American producers is 
based less and less upon the exploitation of 
labor. Instead, increasingly it is based on 
management's superior ability to improve 
technology, develop better managerial skills 
and produce a more saleable product for the 
American market-place. 

It is precisely because of this more en
lightened concept of fair competition that 
American workers have achieved the highest 
standards any workers have ever known. 
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Now, let it be clearly understood that the 

United Steelworkers of America seeks no 
shut-off of trade with other nations. Quite 
the contrary, we wish to maximize the gen
uine benefits of foreign trade. But this re
quires trade policies that will not unfairly 
penalize American business enterprises and 
those who work for them. 

FREE TRADE--A DOGMATIC APPROACH 

Unfortunately, there still are some Ameri
cans who view any imports--no matter of 
what kind and regardless of the unfortunate 
consequences for some of their neighbors and 
the nation--as, somehow, inevitably desir
able. The mere fact that imports can be sold 
in the American market-place at a cheaper 
price is viewed to prove the righteousness of 
something the textbooks call "The Doctrine 
of Comparative Advantage." 

This doctrine, I am told, argues that since 
all nations are endowed with special gifts of 
nature and special skills, trade between na
tions is simply a happy and enlightened 
process of sharing each other's "comparative 
advantages." 

Now, it is true that some countries are en
dowed by nature with an extraordinary 
ability to provide coffee, cocoa, and pine
apples and certain minerals which we badly 
need and want to share. What is more, some 
nations have that special skill--like the 
Scotch for the making of whisky, for ex
ample, and we want to share their compara
tive advantages in this matter, too. 

I submit, however, that when it comes to 
manufactured imports from overseas the 
major comparative advantage enjoyed by 
foreign firms, including those producing 
steel products--is the advantage of cheap 
labor, various forms of government subsidies, 
and a sparcity of consumer and environ
mental protective requirements. 

Until recently, it was optimistically as
sumed that most of our imports would con
tinue to be the essentially non-competitive 
foodstuffs, crude materials, or other prod
ucts our economy needs. On the other hand, 
it was assumed that America's superiority in 
technology would more than compensate for 
our higher labor standards a.nd, thereby, our 
competitive cost advantage in manufactured 
products would be maintained. 

The facts of life, however, were not in 
accord with those hopeful expectations. Dur
ing the course of the 1960's it became evi
dent that our formerly war-shattered trade 
competitors--particularly, but not exclu
sively, Germany and Japan, had made a star
tling industrial recovery. In fact, in one in
dustry after another technological advances 
overseas have canceled out the advantages 
which we once enjoyed. 

In addition, while other nations were not 
only taking monumental strides forward in 
industrial proficiency, their governments 
also were pursuing trade policies restricting 
imports while subsidizing exports--care
fully designed to protect their own vital na
tional interests. At the erame time that the 
overseas industries were driving down their 
cost of production through technology and 
government subsidies, our own industry was 
being required to meet ever higher standards 
of product safety, environmental protection, 
and occupational safety. The recently passed 
amendments to the Clean Air Act and the 
Williams-Daniels Occupational Health and 
Safety Act will place added burdens upon 
the steel industry. These are burdens we all 
want to bear because we are concerned about 
the quality of life in our communities a.nd 
in our plants. But, surely we must recognize 
the disadvantages that these domestic re
quirements place upon American producers 
who compete with foreign producers who are 
subject to no such stringent obligations. In
deed, how absurd 1.s a recent advertisement 
which I saw in which the importer pro
claimed: "Fight Air Pollution: Import Steel." 

Notwithstanding, in this country the view 
still widely persists that the freer our mar-
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kets are to foreign traders, somehow the 
fairer will be the trade and the better off 
we all will be. Yes, these well meaning peo
ple concede that occasionally plants may be 
forced to close as a consequence of foreign 
imports and workers will be forced to seek 
new livelihoods. In these cases, trade adjust
ment assistance will provide adequate aid-
they cheerfully proclaim. 

While some aid in these tragic circum
stances is certainly better than none, we in
sist that it should not and must not be the 
trade policy of the United States to ignore 
the liquidation of American jobs. American 
workers, already suffering the considerable 
burden of adjusting to domestic technolog
ical change and to a hopefully diminishing 
domestic defense establishment, cannot 
lightly contemplate a further compounding 
of their problems because of displacement 
due to a high level of imports. 

As I mentioned, an imported ton of spe
cialty steel which displaces a domestic ton of 
specialty steel disemploys six to eight times 
more steelworkers than a comparable ton of 
imported carbon or basic steel. It is a little 
wonder then that we are gravely concerned 
over the ~mport situation which is evolving. 
The market penetrations frighten us. The 
penetrations from 1966 to 1970 have in
creased--

In total stainless from 13.4% to21.2 %; 
In tool steel from 12.8% to 16.9%; 
In stainless cold rolled sheets from 20.1% 

to 34.4 % ; 
In stainless wire rod from 42% to 67.1 %; 
In stainless wire from 21.6% to 53%; 
In stainless bars from 3.4% to 14.6%. 
That certainly doesn't sound like the Lit

any of the Saints. It should be readily ap
parent, therefore, that the specialty steel 
industry and its workers need-and are en
titled to--the aid of their government in the 
protection of their legitimate interests. 

OBJECTIVES 

We intend to pursue that objective in a 
number of ways, and we ilope your presence 
in Washington, the fact that this meeting is 
being held, and your conversations later to
day with Congressmen will further our cause. 
And a cause, indeed, it is because we are 
convinced that our employment opportu
nities are being jeopardized by a.n unrealistic 
adherence to the dogma of freer trade. We 
seek, therefore, the following: 

1. A firm adherence to the allowable limits 
under the voluntary agreements. This is the 
last year of the 3-year agreement and there 
is no reason that, despite the violations of 
the last two years, it cannot be vigorously 
implemented in its third year. We exhort 
the State Department, through whom the 
letters of intent were transmitted, to exer
cise their extensive persuasive powers in 
conveying to the participating European and 
Japanese companies the necessity for good
faith adherence to the voluntary restrictions. 
As the year progresses, there should certainly 
be protestations from the Commerce Depart
ment, who is monitoring the agreements, if 
the quarterly levels of imports are not con
sistent with the annual objectives. 

Now let me be precisely clear as to what 
I mean by adequate implementation--or 
enforcement, if you like. When the voluntary 
agreements were entered into by the partic
ipating companies, they agreed to roll back 
the 1969 tonnage by approximately 22% from 
the 1968 levels. In other words, from 18 mil
lion tons to 14 million tons. And this would 
be done by taking into consideration the 
then existing product mix. The language of 
the Japanese agreement stipulates: "During 
this period the Japanese steel companies will 
try not to change greatly the production 
mix and pattern of distribution of trade as 
compared with the present." The agreements 
further mandated that imports would not 
increase more than 5% over the rolled-back 
levels. 
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In specialty steel these requirements were 

violated. The roll-back never did occur, al
though the overall roll-back in total tonnage 
to 14 million tons in 1969 was approximately 
achieved. But the overall tonnage limitation 
provided no relief to specialty steel. I con
sider this to be a basic breach of understand
ing. 

Furthermore, the 5% improvement factor 
has also been violated in a. number of cate
gories in addition to the lack of the roll
back. 

Certainly, these discrepancies must be cor
rected in the final year of the agreement. 
In other words, we would anticipate that 
the roll-backs be applied to this year's im
ports and we so urge the government officials 
to measure specialty steel ftnports accord
ingly. 

It is the nature of this special problem 
of product mix in the current agreement's 
implementatwn which must be explained 
on Capitol Hill. 

2. We are also seeking an extension of the 
voluntary agreement for another two years. 
The original bills which we supported in 
Congress called for a 5-year orderly trade 
balance. We are not opposed to voluntary 
trade arrangements. However, just as the 
contents Of any collective bargaining agree
ment must be improved and refined so we 
are asking for changes in the voluntary steel 
quota agreements. We would alert those who 
are participants in formulating any new ar
rangements that specific language be devised 
to balance imports in a categorical fashion 
so that no new misunderstanding arises with 
regard to the product mix. 

We are also disturbed by the 5% improve
ment factor and seek a more realistic multi
plier in relation to the growth of the domestic 
market. 

While it is not the primary concern of this 
conference, I should mention that the in
creased imports on the West Coast should 
also be corrected, especially since the signees 
agreed not to disarrange the geographic pat
tern of entry. 

3. The intensity of our legislative activity 
will be conditioned upon the progress to
wards obtaining an extension of the volun
tary agreements. Voluntary quotas or legis
lative quotas will bring about the same bal
anced or orderly trade relationship. We do 
support, however, legislative quotas. A bill 
incorporating the formula of the voluntary 
agreements is being drawn up. We will be 
required to accelerate our legislative activity 
for its passage in direct proportion to the 
inabil1ty to develop a voluntary arrangement. 
We will, nevertheless, not restrain our legis
lative solicitation since the Congress does 
provide impetus to executive action and espe
cially since both the House Ways and Means 
Committee and the Senate Finance Commit
tee declared: 

"Accordingly, it is the sentiment of the 
Committee that the administration should 
endeavor to have these voluntary under
takings extended and improved . . . It is the 
Committee's view that specialty steels should 
be included within the terms of these volun
tary agreements." 

Although these comments may be readily 
apparent to all of you, unfortunately, my 
friends, they are not yet evident to a suffi
cient number of the members of the Adminis
tration and the Congress, to the mass media. 
and to the public generally. 

Therefore, while you are here in Washing
ton, it is of tremendous importance that you 
meet personally with your representatives in 
both houses of Congress and with repre
sentatives of the Administration and convey 
to them the urgency of the problems we have 
been discussing here. 

Upon your return home, I hope you will 
continue to communicate with these officials. 
In addition, it is vital that you seek the sup
port of your whole community with respect 
to the impending crisis which well may en-
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sue. And to assist you in this work, we hope 
to provide you with additional factual mate
rial from time to time. 

Finally, I believe that it is essential that 
the representatives of the specialty steel in
dustry-its management and union-main
tain a clm:e working relationship until this 
challenge to our survival has been met. I am 
confident that with hard work we can and we 
will succeed. 

STATEMENT OF ROGER S. AHLBRANDT 

Good morning, ladies and gentlemen. 
It is a privilege to be here; and I want to 

thank the United Steelworkers of America 
and the American Iron and Steel Institute 
for the opportunity. 

I want also to express my appreciation for 
their attendance to representatives from the 
Administration and Congress and to the men 
and women from the news media. 

We from union and management are here 
today because we share a grave concern about 
an economic problem that affects the na
tional security and the jobs of many thou
sands in an important segment of the steel 
industry in America; and which reflects gov
ernment policy, past and present, in the area 
of fair international trade. Further, thic; ex
ploration of the import problem as it affects 
the specialty steel industry in our country 
may serve as a catalytic agent to spotlight 
this situation in steel, specifically, and in 
American industry, generally. 

The impact of imports on the specialty 
steel industry is, by any standard, the most 
serious and immediate threat to producers 
of tool and stainless steels, low alloys spe
cialty steels, and specialty tubular products. 

This problem has worsened steadily for 
more than 10 years, with its consequent 
severe impact on the marketplace and the 
price of specialty steels; on volume--in an 
already depressed American market; on earn
ings for 197D-which universally have made 
poor reading in recent days; and, last but not 
at all least, on employment. 

If significant relief is not immediately 
forthcoming, we will begin to see cutbacks 
in vital programs, more unemployment, and 
experience business failures in our industry. 
Such dislocation in a vital industry cannot 
conceivably be in the national interest. 

The products that concern us in the spec
ialty steel industry include stainless steels, 
tool steels, high temperature metals, and re
fractory, reactive, electrical, and electronic 
metals. I am also including in this category 
pressure and mechanical tubing of carbon, 
alloy and stainless steel. I wm limit my com
ments to these specialty products for which 
domestic and international trade statistics 
are collected and published by the Depart
ment of Commerce and the American Iron 
and Steel Institute. 

While our union friends, who work with 
these products daily, know them and their 
characteristics, I believe it appropriate here 
to state further that these specialty prod
ucts are designed and produced for use in 
extreme environments requiring exceptional 
hardness, toughness, tensile strength. resist
ance to heat, resistance to corrosion and ab
rasion, or some combination of these quali
ties. They contain substantial amounts of 
expensive and critical alloys such as chro
mium, nickel, molybdenum, titanium, colum
bium, tungsten, vanadium, cobalt, !l.nd other 
elements which help provide thetr unique 
characteristics. 

Because of their special properties and alloy 
content, specialty steels are difficult and 
costly to manufacture. In 1969, and we be
lieve the figures would hold for 1970, the 
producers of tool and stainless steels in this 
country accounted for only 1.1% of net in
dustry shipments of steel mill products. 
Their products, however, generated approx
imately 7% of total steel industry dollar 
volume. Domestic manufacturers of specialty 
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tubing in 1969 produced 1.6% of net industry 
shipments which, in turn, represented 4.5% 
of industry dollar volume. 

Most specialty steel is melted in electric 
arq or vacuum melting furnaces, or rolled 
and shaped on special steel mill equipment 
which is designed and powered for processing 
of high alloys. Because of the sophisticated 
nature of our products, however, these proc
esses take a higher degree of technology 
and considerably more time in our mills than 
in the mills making basic carbon steels. The 
number of man-hours required to produce 
a ton of specialty steels, on the average, 
totals abOut six to eight times that required 
for comparable products of carbon steel. 
Labor costs account for about 40% of every 
sales dollar in the specialty steel industry 
and, depending upon the specific product, 
labor cost will range from $350 to $4000 per 
ton of prOduct. That is the basic reason why 
foreign manufacturers can and do consist
ently undersell American producers by 15% 
to 20%, not only in world markets, but right 
here in the United States. 

Our competitive position in the world is 
perhaps best illustrated by the fact that im
ports have taken over 20% of the over-all 
U.S. market for specialty steels--with much 
greater percentage penetration in certain 
specific product lines--while we are unable 
to sell our products in volume abroad. 

The plain fact is that steel technology and 
availability today is sufficiently world-wide 
that the basis for competition in all but a 
very few exotic steels is price-and price 
alone. 

We have been told that there are several 
avenues for relief open to us in specialty 
steel and we would be pleased to see non
tariff barriers eliminated; to see anti-dump
ing, counter-vailing duty, and adjustment 
procedures streamlined and stepped up. In 
the area of critical raw materials supply, we 
are happy to cooperate with the President's 
National Industrial Materials Commission in 
its study and forecast of national require
ments. There are many proposals here in 
Washington which would help us-if we 
would but live to see them! 

But imports of foreign tool and stainless 
steel mill products now have taken over 
20% and imported carbon and alloy pressure 
tubing has seized 15% of the American 
market. There is truly nothing in sight to 
prevent their continued and rapid growth. 

To show how rapid this growth has been 
in the immediate past, I wm now present 
some brief, specific figures concerning in
dividual products and product lines. In the 
excellent publication of the American Iron 
and Steel Institute, "Steel Imports--a Na
tional Concern", which is available for each 
of you here today, there appear Tables 1S 
through 12S which document the rapid 
growth of specialty steel imports. I would 
like to refer today to supplementary charts 
which demonstrate the dangerous levels 
which specialty steel imports reached 
through November of 1970. Let me point out 
some of the more shocking of these figures: 

Chart 1 shows that imports of stainless 
steels to the United States have increased 
every year, rising from 79,000 net tons in 
1964 to approximately 182,000 net tons in 
1969. 

This compares with total U.S. shipments of 
stainless of 771,000 net tons in 1964 and 909,-
000 net tons in 1969. The year 1964 is used 
because it is the first in which adequate im
port statistics were available for specialty 
steel products. At the end of 11 months of 
1970, stainless steel market penetration by 
imports is at an all-time high of 21.2 %
one fifth of our market gone. 

Throughout this period, imports of stain
less steel mill products increased at an aver
age annual rate of 18.1 %, while the rate of 
growth for domestic shipments was onlv 
3.4 %. In those six years, domestic apparent 
consumption of stainless steel increased 276.-
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000 tons. Stainless steel imports captured 
103,000 tons, or 37.2% Of the growth in our 
domestic market. 

As Jack Stewart of Cyclops pointed out in 
a recent presentation to news media, there 
is another most- serious aspect of this prob
lem not evident in the figures. This is the 
fact that a major part of our market served 
by foreign producers is in the prime, high
volume (at least to us) , "bread and butter 
products". Without these products to help 
keep cur mills rolling, Mr. Stewart pointed 
out that meaningful planning, research dol
lars, capital equipment dollars, and service 
dollars are hard to justify. I agree heartily 
with his statement that "the stainless steel 
industry cannot survive on small-volume 
stainless leftovers." 

Chart 2 shows that tool steel imports rose 
dramatically from 9,080 net tons to roughly 
15,250 net tons during the 1964-69 period. 
This average annual growth rate of 10.9% 
contrasts sharply with the growth rate tn 
domestic tool steel shipments of 2.2% an
nually. Market penetration by imports also 
increased steadily, from 8.3 % in 1964 to a 
high of 16.9 % at the end of 11 months o! 
1970. 

Domestic apparent consumptll.on of tool 
steel increased from about 109,000 tons in 
1964 to about 126,000 tons in 1969, an in
crease of 15.8%. Imports captured 6,000 tons, 
or over 35%, of this growth in the American 
market. 

And here the casualties are real. John New
lin, of Carpenter Technology, told news 
media late last year that at least five com
panies had either discontinued tool steel 
production or had gone out of business al
together. Those affected were: the Henry 
Disston Company, Philadelphia; Vulcan 
Crucible Steel Company, Aliquippa; Midvale 
Steel Company, Philadelphia; Firth Sterling 
Steel Company, McKees Rocks, Pa; and Hel
ler Brothers Company, Newark. He also said 
that most of the tool steel producers that 
have survived are either companies like his. 
Carpenter, which produce other profitable 
materials--or those which have become parts 
of multi-product companies in which the 
tool steel operation is not the major com
ponent. And while he did not blame imports 
alone for this attrition, he did state that im
ports were a significant factor in the changes 
that came about. 

In many product lines, the situation is 
considerably worse than the over-all figures 
would indicate. The charts that follow 
(Charts 3 through 7) show that imports have 
penetrated our domestic markets to a drastic 
degree. For cold rolled sheets, the penetra
tion is 34.1%. 

For stainless steel wire rods, the import 
figure is 67.1 % . 

For stainless steel wire--53 %. 
For stainless bars it is 14.6% and stainless 

plates it is 15.8% and while these percentage 
figures are lower than those for rods and 
wire, they are in themselves substantial
and growing. 

Now let us look at the import situation 
as it affects specialty steel tubing. 

There are four of the family of specialty 
steel tubing which are being hurt badly now; 
a fifth is fast reaching the point of being 
hnrt; and a sixth starts showing signs of 
injury-with portents of things to come. 

1. Seamless stainless and heat resisting 
tubular products: total current domestic 
production is about 18 thousand tons per 
year; imports in 1970: about 6400 tons. This 
is over 35 % of domestic production. 

2. Seamless alloy pressure type tubular 
products: total current domestic production 
is about 55,000 tons per year; imports in 
1970: about 12,000 tons, representing 22 % 
of domestic production; and it has been in
creasing yearly. 

3. Seamless carbon steel pressure tubing: 
domestic production is about 100,000 tons 
~!' year; until the tariff schedule was re• 
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vised beginning in 1971, there had been no 
way of measuring the imports of this 
product. Based on market intelligence, how
ever, import.s for boiler tubing alone reached 
25 to 30%, and growing. 

4. Welded carbon steel pressure tubing: 
total domestic production is about 100,000 
tons per year. Again, here is a product for 
which imports could not be measured until 
1971-but market intelligence indicates that 
in boiler tubing alone imports are 30 to 
40 % of domestic production, and growing. 

Imports are taking some 16% of the do
mestic market for welded stainless steel 
tubular products; in seamless alloy steel 
bearing tubing, imports in 1970 were 16.5 
thousand tons, versus a domesrtic produc
tion of 250 thousand tons--and growing very 
fast. 

We are indebted for this information to 
Paul Carlson of Babcock and Wilcox, who 
also appeared before the recent news media 
presentation. The papers of Jack StP.wart, 
John Newlin, and Paul Carlson on that oc
casion are available in this room at the end 
of this Conference. 

It is difficult to show graphically the 
Country of Origin for each product, as 
Charts 8 and 9 indicate-but Japan is re
sponsible for 57.6 % of all stainless steel im
ports; and Sweden heads the list in tool 
steels, with 33.7 % of the American market. 

It cannot be over-stated that one-fifth of 
the specialty steel market in America has 
been lost to imports from manufacturers 
who can make steel abroad, ship it up to 
10,000 miles, pay duty on it, and continually 
undercut American producers' prices by 
amounts up to 20 % . And this differential is 
maintained whether prices in America are 
decreased or increased! 

There is our problem. 
It is immediate and it must be dealt with 

promptly, no matter what measures may ul
timately be adopted to equalize conditions 
of fair trade. 

We have not hesitated to tell about the 
difficulties we in the specialty steel industry 
have experienced with the Volunt ary Limita
t ion Arrangement assumed by the Japanese 
and West European steel producers in Janu
ary 1969. Ironically, these limitations, de
signed to relieve import pressures on ALL 
American steel producers, have worked to 
the severe detriment of American specialty 
steel producers and the employees of tbose 
firms. 

In specialty steel, the figures show that 
foreign specialty steel producers have not 
complied with the provisions of the Volun
t a ry Limitation Arrangement but have ac
tually sharply increased imports of st ainless 
steel, tool steel, and other specialties. In
stead of declining, as they should have done 
under the Voluntary Arrangement, imports 
of stainless steel in 1970 incr eased 32 % and 
tool steel 81 % above t he Voluntary Limita
tion Arrangement levels. In stainless, im
ports from Japan in 1970 showed more than 
a 54 % increase over the Voluntary levels and 
24 % over the comparable 11 months of 1969. 
In tool steel, Japan was 77 % above the Vol
untary arrangement in 1970, while the Com
mon Market was 86 % above and all others 
81 % . 

The foregoing charts and data illustrate 
two fiaws in the Voluntary Limitation Ar
rangement as it applies to specialty steels. 
First, some of the major foreign producers 
of specialty steel products are not partici
pating in the Voluntary program. Last year, 
more than 50 % of stainless steel imports to 
the U.S. and three-fourths of tool steel im
ports came from countries outside the Vol
untary Limitation Arrangement. Second, 
even the signatories have entirely disre
garded their stated intent not to disturb the 
historical product mix and geographical dis
tribution patterns on which the program is 
based. 

Some may say that a few thosuand tons of 
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stainless steel do not make a ripple in 14 mil
lion tons of total steel imports. But that kind 
of a relatively small quantity can wipe out 
the entire market of one of America's smaller 
specialty mills. In the tool steel area, where 
five tons is a big order, 500 tons of high speed 
tool steel wire can have a crippling and 
demoralizing effect on the market place and 
to the small companies in this industry. 

As to geographic distribution, in stainless 
steel we have seen a significant shift in im
port focus to the Pacific and Gulf Coast 
ports. In tool steels, the shift has been to the 
Atlantic Coast for high speed tool steels, and 
to the Pacific Coast for alloy tool steels. Any 
such shifts greatly intensify the local effects 
of increased imports and contribute further 
to market imbalance and dislocation. 

We reach three basic conclusions with re
spect to the importance of specialty steels tiO 
the United States of America: 

1. Our national security starts with our 
ability to maintain a strong industrial base 
and a civ1lian economy marked by growth, 
both in peacetime and in a period of national 
emergency; 

2. Specialty steels, as I have described them 
here today, are an indispensable industrial 
material; and 

3. Therefore, this nation must maintain an 
adequate level of self-sufficiency in specialty 
steels, not only in production and supply 
capability, but also in a contemporary reser
voir of Research technology, skilled manage
ment, and a skilled and experienced labor 
force. 

In short, the national security require
ments of the United States are best met by 
providing an economic climate in which the 
domestic specialty steel industry will con
tinue t o grow and expand. 

The producers of tool and stainless steels, 
and other specialties, are the low-volume, 
high-value part of the steel industry. Their 
product is as essential to America's economy 
as energy; jobs in this industry are as vital 
and as important as in any other sector of 
the economy. 

The companies in specialty steel have now 
lost over 20 % of their domestic markets to 
imports, with which they cannot compete 
adequately because of the foreign wage rate 
advantage and other national barriers and 
policies which are not afforded to industry 
here in the United States. 

Immediate relief, I repeat, is necessary for 
this i.ndustry today-not in two or three 
months, or years. 

Mr. Joseph P. Molony, International Vice 
President of the Steelworkers Union, will 
tell you in a few moments in what areas 
such immediate relief must be forthcoming. 

For the long term, however, the United 
States must recognize that industrialized na
tions of the free world-and those of the 
Russian bloc, and China-pursue policies of 
protecting their home industries and of pro
viding incentives and subsidies for exports, 
for the purpose of maximizing employment 
there, getting more foreign exchange (mean
ing American dollars), creating new indus
tries, and for other national purposes. 

This means that we here in AmeTica must 
obtain greater understanding of the prob
lem between labor, government, and indus
try-such as we are attempting in this Con
ference today. Only by knowing what needs 
to be done can we demand that it be done-
and done quickly. 

New national policies in America include 
other government actions which I hope labor 
will support, in its own best interests: tax 
incentives for capital equipment expendi
tures, low interest loans for both capital and 
export, perhaps value-added taxes, and-if 
necessary-handling taxes for foreign goods 
coming into this country. 

The specialty steel industry, frankly, and 
any individual company in it (no matter how 
relatively large), cannot fight foreign im
ports by itself-not if it is expected to meet, 
single-handedly, foreign-.backed industry, 
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especially with economic policies as now ad
ministered in the United States. 

The profit pinch resulting from the impact 
of foreign specialty steel imports is en
l;la.ngering the very existence of several good, 
small companies in our industry. In several 
cases, this danger involves entire commu
nities-good, small, typically American com
munities in which the specialty steel firm 
may be the town's economic back-bone. 

Let's look at the immediate results of the 
impact of foreign imports in the specialty 
steel markets of America: 

The jobs of many of the 52,000 Steelwork
ers employed in the specialty steel industry 
are in jeopardy. 

The market for several important specialty 
steel producers lies in virtual chaos. 

Planning for capital investment and 
growth is almost impossible. Not long ago, it 
was possible to make five, and 10-year pro
jections of growth in markets and profitabil
ity, with some assurance of job stability, and 
with some assurance of achievement. This 
is now no longer possible in specialty steel
and some of us have had the shattering ex
perience of seeing multi-million-dollar plant 
and equipment (planned and built over a 
three or four-year period and estimated to 
employ large numbers of skilled Steelwork
ers) come on stream just as the market for 
its products collapses--largely due to im
ports. 

I stated earlier that changes in certain na
tional government policies are needed to help 
American industry fight imports. Certainly 
among those will have to be a new over-all 
national import policy-and it will have to 
come soon-before this nation becomes the 
dumping ground for all the world's economic 
surplus. 

If it does not come, and soon, the United 
States could become a "service economy", 
a vast national warehouse for the storage of 
overseas-produced goods--but I predict our 
people will lack the resources to buy them. 

We find ourselves being asked to compete 
not just with individual foreign specialty 
steel companies for both domestic and for
eign markets but with entire, well-coordi
nated "industrial states" (such as Japan and 
the Common Market) , in which there is care
ful attention paid to common national goals 
in unified direction of production, finance, 
planning, marketing, labor, and government 
relations. 

Those "industrial states"-judged by their 
present structure and past and current per
formance-are forcing economic reassess
ment in the United States, the kind of new 
thinking about economic policy which we, in 
this Conference, require for assistance in our 
particular economic problem. 

It is our sincere hope that the impact of 
foreign imports on the specialty steel indus
try-now reaching catastrophic propor
tions-will serve to focus the attention of all, 
business, labor, and government, on the 
serious economic problems that confront our 
nation. 

MAN'S INHUMANITY TO MAN-HOW 
LONG? 

HON. WILLIAM J. SCHERLE 
OF IOWA 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 
Wednesday, February 3, 1971 

Mr. SCHERLE. Mr. Speaker, a child 
asks: "Where is daddy?" A mother asks: 
"How is my son?" A wife asks: "Is my 
husband alive or dead?" 

Communist North Vietnam is sadisti
cally practicing spiritual and mental 
genocide on over 1,500 American prison
ers of war and their families. 

How long? 
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CAREER EDUCATION NOW 

HON. ROMAN C. PUCINSKI 
OF ILLINOIS 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 

Wednesday, February 3, 1971 

Mr. PUCINSKI. Mr. Speaker, Sidney 
P. Marland, Jr., the dis~inguis~ed U.S. 
Commissioner of Education, delivered a 
speech at the Convention of the Na
tional Association of Secondar~ School 
Principals, in Houston, T~x., which I be
lieve deserves the attentiOn not only of 
the Members of Congress, but of all of 
those who are interested in improving 
America's vocational institutions. . 

As chairman of the House Subcommit
tee on General Education, which has 
been deeply concerned with vocational 
education in this country, I am extremely 
pleased to learn that Commissioner Mar
land is an advocate of career education 
as a means of preparing young Amer
icans for the world of work. 

Commissioner Marland brings to the 
U.S. Office of Education an exciting di
mension of understanding the needs of 
American education, and I believe it is 
safe to state that if he pursues diligently 
this course of restructuring American 
education to guarantee every young 
American a marketable skill, Commis
sioner Marland shall win the gra~itude 
and admiration of all young Americans. 

His enlightening speech follows: 
CAREER EDUCATION Now 

{Address by Sidney P. Marland, Jr.) 
Since I intend to devote a major part of 

my remarks today to the subject of career 
education, it seems appropriate to begin by 
mentioning that I am finding my new job to 
be a richly rewarding lea.rning experience. 

Take the matter of the Commissioner's 
place in the Washington pecking order. I 
have always held the commissionership to be 
one of the great and auspicious positions in 
the Federal Government. So naturally, when 
I learned that a prominent Federal official is 
issued a brand new $30,000 bulletproof 
limousine each year, I immediately inquired 
into the nature of the transportation fur
nished to the Commissioner of Education. 

It turned out to be rather basic-a small, 
misshapen, used Rebel. When I asked for an 
improvement, I was sent a slightly newer, 
small, misshapen, used Rambler. 

I am not discouraged. I am merely chas
tened. It's really a very nice car. And, besides, 
I have been assured that the Commissioner 
hardly ever gets shot at. 

career education is an absorbing topic at 
the Office of Education lately. In essence we 
are attempting to answer a very large ques
tion: what is right and what is wrong with 
vocational education in America today and 
what can be done to build on our strengths 
and eliminate our weaknesses? 

I will indicate to you in a few moments the 
major points of our reply, the steps we be
lieve should be taken by the Federal Govern
ment and particularly by the Office of Edu
cation to strengthen your hand in refashion
ing the vocational or career curriculum. For 
we are in wholehearted agreement that it is 
in serious need of reform and it is my firm 
intention that vocational education will be 
one of a very few major emphases of the U.S. 
Office, priority areas in which we intend to 
place the maximum weight of our concen
trated resources to effect a thorough and 
permanent improvement. 
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But let me broaden the discussion a bit 

at this point to talk about career educat~on 
not simply from the Federal point of view 
but from the point of view of you and me 
and of everyone who has committed his ~ife:s 
work to the proposition that educati~n. s 
prime task is to seek and to free the indivi
dual's precious potential. My concern with 
this vital area of education was with me 
long before I came into possession of my 
bent Rambler. It is the result of more than 
30 years in school life, ample time to observe 
the vocational education problem in such 
diverse settings as New York City, Pittsburgh, 
and Winnetka, nunois. For even in Winnetka, 
archetypal suburb, blessed in material things 
far above most communities in this country, 
there are many people who are worried about 
the logic and relevance of what is being 
taught their youngsters, particularly when 
considered in the light of the amazingly ~o
phisticated, complex, and rapidly changmg 
career situations they will face upon gradu
ation from high school or from college. 

Winnetkans, like most Americans, ~sk: 
what are we educating our children for. 

Educators, it seems to me, have too often 
answered: we simply are not sure. 

Uncertainty is the hallmark of our era. 
And because many educators have been un
sure as to how they could best discharge their 
dual responsibility to meet the student's 
needs on the one hand and to satisfy the 
country's infinite social and economic ap
petites on the other, they have often suc
cumbed to the temptation to point a God
like finger at vocational educators and damn 
them for their failure to meet the Nation's 
manpower requirements and doubly damn 
them for their failure to meet the youngster's 
career requirements, not to mention his per
sonal fulfillment as a human being. 

Most of you are secondary school admin.is
trators. You, like me, have been preoccupied 
most of the time with college entrance ex
pectations. Vocational-technical education 
has been a second-level concern. The voca
tion education teachers and administrators 
have been either scorned or condemned and 
we have been silent. 

There is illogic here as well as a massive 
injustice. How can we blame vocational edu
cators for the hundreds of thousands of piti
fully incapable boys and girls who leave our 
high schools each year when the truth is 
that the vast majority of these youngsters 
have never seen the inside of a vocational 
classroom? They are the unfortunate in
mates, in most instances, of a curriculum 
that is neither fish nor fowl, neither truly 
vocational nor truly academic. We call it 
general education. I suggest we get rid of it. 

Whatever interest we represent, Federal, 
State, or local, whether we teach or admin
ister, we must perforce deny ourselves the 
sweet solace of knowing the other fellow is 
in the wrong. We share the guilt for the 
generalized failure of our public system of 
education to equip our people to get and hold 
decent jobs. And the remedy likewise de
pend upon all of us. As Dr. Grant Venn said 
in his book, Man, Education, and Manpower: 
"If we want an educational system designed 
to serve each individual and to develop his 
creative potential in a self-directing way, 
then we have work to do and attitudes to 
change." 

The first attitude that we should change, 
I suggest, is our own. We must purge ou~
selves of academic snobbery. For educations 
most serious failing is its self-induced, vol
untary fragmentation, the strong tendency 
of education's several parts to separate from 
one another, to divide the entire enterprise 
against itself. The most grievous example 
of these intramural class distinctions is, 
of course, t;he f.alse dichotomy between things 
academic and things vocational. As a first 
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step, I suggest we dispose of the term voca
tional education, and adopt the term career 
education. Every young person in school be
longs in that category at some point, whether 
engaged in preparing to be a surgeon, a brick 
layer, a mother, or a secretary. 

How absurd to suggest that general knowl
edge for its own sake is somehow superior to 
useful knowledge. "Pedants sneer at an edu
cation that is useful," Alfred North White• 
head observed. "But if education is not use
ful" he went on to ask, "What is it?" The 
a~wer, of course, is that it is nothing. All 
education is career education, or should be. 
And all our efforts as educators must be bent 
on preparing students ei·ther to become prop
erly, usefully employed immediately upon 
graduation from high school or to go on to 
further formal education. Anything else is 
dangerous nonsense. I propose that a uni
versal goal of American education, starting 
now, be this: that every young person com
pleting our school program at grade 12 be 
ready to enter higher education or to enter 
useful and rewarding employment. 

Contrary to all logic and all expediency, 
we continue to treat vocational training as 
education's poor cousin. We are thereby 
perpetuating the social quarantine it has 
been in since the days of the ancient Greeks, 
and, for all I know, before then. Since the 
original vocational fields were defined shortly 
before World War I as agriculture, industry, 
and homemaking, we have too often taught 
those skills grudgingly--dull courses in dull 
buildings for the benefit of what we all knew 
were young people somehow pre-judged not 
fit for college as though college were some
thing better for everyone. What a pity and 
how foolish, particularly for a country as 
dependent upon her machines and her tech
nology as America. The ancient Greeks could 
a.trord such snobbery at a time when a very 
short course would suffice to instruct a man 
how to imitate a beast of burden. We Amer
icans might even have been able to afford 
it a half-century ago when a boy might ob
serve the full range of his occupational ex
pectations by walking beside his father at the 
time of plowing, by watching the f&rmers, 
blacksmiths, and tradesmen who did busi
ness in his home town. 

But how different things are today and how 
grave our need to reshape our system of 
education to meet the career demands of the 
astonishingly complex technological society 
we live in. When we talk of today's career 
development, we are not talking about black
smithing. We are talking about the capacity 
of our people to sustain and accelerate the 
pace of progress in this country in every 
respect during a lifetime of learning. And 
nothing less. 

The question seems to be fairly simple, 
if we have the courage and creativity to 
face it: Shall we persevere in the traditional 
practices that are obviously not properly 
equipping fully half or more of our young 
people or shall we immediately undertake 
the reformation of our entire secondary ed
ucation in order to position it properly for 
maximum contribution to our individual and 
national life? 

I think our choice is apparent. Certainly 
cont inued indecision and preservation of the 
status quo can only result in additional 
millions of young men and women leaving 
our high schools, with or without benefit of 
diploma, unfitted for employment, unable or 
unwilling to go on to college, and carrying 
away little more than an enduring distaste 
for education in any form, unskilled and 
unschooled. Indeed, if we are to ponder 
thoughtfully the growing charge of "irrele
vance" in our schools and colleges, let us 
look sharply at the abomination known as 
general education. 

Of those students currently in high school, 
only three out of 10 will go on to academic 
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college-level work. One-third of those will 
drop out before getting a baccalaureate 
degree. That means that eight out of 10 
present high school students should be get
ting occupational training of some sort. But 
only about two of those eight students are, 
in f'act, getting such training. Consequently, 
half our high school students, a total of 
approximately 1,500,000 a year, are being 
offered what amounts to irrelevant, general 
educational pap! 

In pained puzzlement they toil at watered
down general algebra, they struggle to recol
lect the difference between adjectives and 
adverbs, and they juggle in their minds the 
atomic weight of potassium in non-college 
science. The liberal arts and sciences of' our 
traditional college-preparatory curriculum 
are indeed desirable for those who want them 
and can use them. But there must be desire 
and receptivity, and for millions of our chil
dren, we must concede, such knowledge is 
neit her useful nor joyful. They do not love 
it for its own sake and they cannot sell it 
in the career market place. Small wonder 
so many drop out, not because they have 
failed, but because we have failed them. 
Who would not at the earliest convenient and 
legal moment leave an environment that is 
neither satisfying, entertaining, or produc
tive? We properly deplore the large numbers 
of' young men and women who leave high 
school before graduation. But, in simple 
truth, for most of them dropping out is the 
most sensible elective they can choose. At 
least they can substitute the excitement of 
the street corner for the more obscure charms 
of general mathematics. 

I want to state my clear conviction that a 
properly effective career education requires 
a. new educational unity. It requires a break
ing down of the barriers that divide our 
educational system into parochial enclaves. 
Our answer is that we must blend our cur
ricula and our students into a. single strong, 
secondary system. Let the academic prepara
tion be balanced with the vocational or 
career program. Let one student take 
strength from another. And, for the future 
hope of education, let us end the divisive, 
snobbish, destructive distinctions in learn
ing that do no service to the cause of knowl
edge, and do no honor to the name of 
American enterprise. 

It is terribly important to teach a young
ster the skills he needs to live, whether we 
call them academic or vocational, whether he 
intends to make his living with a wrench, or 
a. slide rule, or folio editions of Shakespeare. 
But it is critically important to equip that 
youngster to live his life as a fulfilled human 
being. As Secretary Richardson said, "I 
remind you that this department of' govern
ment more than anything else is concerned 
with humaneness." 

Ted Bell, now Deputy Commissioner for 
School Systems in OE, made the point par
ticularly well in a recent speech to a stu
dent government group. He was speculating 
on the steps a young person needs to take 
not just to get a diploma or a degree today, 
but to make reasonably sure he will con
tinue to learn in the years ahead, to be an 
educated man or woman in terms of the fu
ture, a personal future, Dr. Bell said: 

"Here the lesson is for each person to de
velop a personal plan for Ufelong learning: 
learning about the world we live in, the peo
ple that inhabit it, the environment--physi
cal and social-that we find around us; 
learning about the sciences, the arts, the 
literature we have inherited and are creat
ing; but most of all, learning the way the 
world's peoples are interacting with one an
other. If one educates himself in these 
things, he will have a pretty good chance of 
survival and of a good life." 

In other words, life and how to live it is 
the primary vocation of all of us. And the 
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ultimate test of our educational process, on 
any level, is how close it comes to preparing 
our people to be alive and active with their 
hearts, and their minds, and, for many, their 
hands as well. · 

True and complete reform of the high 
school, viewed as a major element of overall 
preparation for life, cannot be achieved un
til general education is completely done 
away with in favor of contemporary career 
development in a comprehensive secondary 
education environment. This is our ultimate 
goal and we realize that so sweeping a 
change cannot be accomplished overnight, 
involving as it does approximately 30 mil
lion students and billions of dollars in pub
lic funds. Until we can recommend a totally 
new system we believe an interim strategy 
can be developed entailing four major 
actions: 

First we are planning major improve
ments in the vocational education program 
of the Office of Education. This program, as 
you know, involves the expenditure of nearly 
$500,000,000 annually and our intention is 
to make the administrative and program
matic changes that will enable the States 
to use this money to make their vocational 
education efforts more relevant to the needs 
of the young people who will spenct their 
lives in careers in business and industry. We 
intend to give the States new leadership and 
technical support to enable them to move 
present programs away from disproportion
ate enrollment in low-demand occupations 
to those where national shortages exist and 
where future national need will be high. 

Right now State training programs fill 
only half the jobs available each year. The 
other half are filled by job seekers with no 
occupational job training of any kind. We 
do better in some fields than others, of 
course, particularly production agriculture 
where we are able to come closer to meeting 
the total need because it is a relatively 
static job market with little growth pro
jected. About 70 percent of the demand in 
farm jobs will be met with trained help 
this year compared with only about 38 per
cent in the health occupations and 35 per
cent in various technical fields. This is nice 
if you happen to own a farm, not so nice if 
you run a hospital or labor a 'tory. 

We obviously require greater emphasis on 
such new vocational fields as computer pro
grammers and technicians, laser technicians, 
and jet mechanics. We particularly need 
qualified people in health occupations such 
as certified laboratory technologists, dental 
assistants, occupational therapists, and the 
like. And, of course, we badly need men and 
women to ca.pably service the rapidly grow
ing environmental industries. Though when 
we speak of new occupations it is always 
useful to remind ourselves that even some of 
the newest, suoh as computer prograinll1ing, 
for example, will very likely be obsolete in 
20 years or so, affirming once again the need 
for a sound educational base underlying all 
specific skill training. 

Second-here I speak of all cooperating 
agencies of education and government--we 
must provide far more flexible options for 
high school graduates to continue on to 
higher education or to enter the world of 
work rather than forever sustain the anach
ronism that a youngster must make his ca
reer choice at age 14. This demands that we 
broaden today's relatively narrow vocational 
program into something approaching the 
true career education we would eventually 
hope to realize. Vocational students need 
much more than limited specific skills train
ing if they are to go on to post-secondary 
education, whether at the community col
lege or four-year level. And young people 
presently drifting in the general education 
wasteland need realistic exposure to the 
world of work, as well as to the option ot 
general post-secondary schooling. 
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Third, we can effect substantial improve

ment in vocational education within current 
levels of expenditures by bringing people 
from business, industry, and organized labor, 
who know where the career opportunities are 
going to be and what the real world of work 
is like, into far closer collaboration with the 
schools. Eventually, further subsidies or other 
encouragement to industry to increase coop
erative education and work-study could 
greatly enhance these programs. Efforts 
should be made by people in educational in
stitutions offering occupational courses to 
get nearby employers to help in the training. 
This will not only aid the students but em
ployers as well by providing these cooperat
ing firms a ready supply of skilled workers 
well prepared for the specific demands of 
their particular fields. I would add only this 
caveat: that these work experience arrange
ments be accepted and operated as genuine 
educational opportunities, of a laboratory na
ture, not simply as a source of cheap help 
for the business and pocket money for the 
student. Youngsters should be given the op
portunity to explore eight, ten, a dozen oc
cupations before choosing the one pursued 
in depth, consistent with the individual's am
bitions, skills, and interests. 

Fourth, we must build at all levels-Fed
eral, State, and local-a new leadership and 
a new commitment to the concept of a career 
education system. For we require leaders 
willtng to move our schools into more direct 
and closer relationships with society's prob
lems, opportunities, and its ever-changing 
needs. I believe these leaders will come pri
marily from the ranks of organizations such 
as yours. Not only will the present vocational
technical education leaders be partners in 
change, but general educators, long dedicated 
to the old ways, must become new champions 
of the career program. 

In closing, a word about two very promis
ing OE efforts to help strengthen vocational
technical education in its most crucial aspect, 
personnel. 

The teacher is by far the most important 
factor in the school environment. We all 
know this. And we also know that voc-ed 
teachers are in seriously short supply. 

We are also keenly aware that vocational
technical education is starved for other crit
ical personnel, especially those qualified to 
develop and administer productive programs. 

The first effort, called Leadership Develop
ment Awards, is a doctoral-fellowship pro
gram under the Education Professions Devel
opment Act. It seeks to identify and train 
a cadre of leaders for the vocational-tech
nical career education field. As an initial 
move we have made the first group of awards 
to 160 experienced vocational educators to 
enab-le them to undertake full-time study at 
the doctoral level. 

These men and women are attending 11 
universities which share an emphasis on 
career education. These institutions pay spe
cial attention to the needs of the disad
vantaged and handicapped; they cooperate 
closely with industry, the States, and the 
local districts; and they have established 
close working relationships with the sur
rounding communities. 

Training lasts from two to three years. It 
is not tied to the campus but is essentially 
an intensive internship program with op
portunities for research and exploration into 
the complexities of our constantly changing 
occupational structure. 

We believe these dootoral candidates will 
make a. very constructive imprint on the 
world ot career education. But they Will not 
be cast adrift upon gra.duation to search out 
their own niche in that world. Their home 
States Will develop pla.ns for the most stra
tegic use of their skills--in colleges and 
universities. which prepare career educators 
in State departments of vocational education' 
in community colleges, and at the locallevei 
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for development of the entirely new approach 
school systems must take to career education. 

Our second etfort is a program, already 
producing impressive results, to help the 
States attract and train teachers and admin
istrators in vocational-technical education. 
The Leadership Development Awards I have 
described will produce the shapers and de
velopers of the new career education~ this 
second etfort will produce the teachers to 
carry out the realistic and contemporary 
plans and programs they develop. 

We are funding a variety of State plans. 
·rhe money is helping to train personnel to 
work with the disadvantaged and the handi
capped, to develop innovative and effective 
methods of exchange between teachers and 
businessmen, and to design and carry out 
more effective vocational guidance, a par
ticularly crucial area. The funds are also 
being used to increase the number of trades 
and industry teachers in the emerging occu
pations that I spoke of a few moments ago. 

The overriding purpose of this program is 
to encourage the States to develop their own 
capacities and their own resources to pro
duce vocational-technical teachers in the 
numbers we need and of a quality we need. 
This new blood will energize career educa
tion, particularly in our city schools, whose 
revitalization is certainly education's first 
order of business. 

President Nixon put the matter well when 
he said, "When eduCSitors, school boards and 
government officials alike admit that they 
have a great deal to learn about the way we 
teach, we will begin to climb the up stair
case toward genuine reform." 

We have, I believe, begun to climb that 
staircase. We have begun, at least in part, the 
difficult, continuing work of reform. These 
recent tumultuous years of challenge and 
strife and all-encompassing change have 
given us lessons to learn, especially lessons 
in humility. But they have also taught 
us to hope and to act. The actions in voca
tional education and teacher education that 
I have outlined to you today are but the 
first in a series of reforms which I intend 
to initiate and carry out within the U.S. 
Office of Education. I solicit your reactions 
to what I have said for I particularly want 
to bridge the gulf between the Federal Gov
ernment an:d the education leaders in the 
States, in the communities, indeed, in all 
the classrooms of America. 

With a guarantee of your tolerance and 
support I will return to Washington and 
my new duties confident that the absolute 
need to develop a strong new program of 
career education ls well understood by you 
who must understand it, that you and I 
agree on the kind of action that must be 
taken and the urgency of taking it. I respect 
and salute your capacity to reform the sec
ondary schools of the land. In sum, the 
schools are engaged in swift change because 
you the educators have chosen to change 
them. The schools, I conclude, are in good 
hands. 

POW MAIL PLAN 

HON. CHARLES J. CARNEY 
OF OHIO 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 

Wednesday, February 3, 1971 

Mr. CARNEY. Mr. Speaker, I recently 
received a letter from a constituent, Mr. 
Louis D. Kugelman, of Youngstown, 
Ohio, suggesting a POW mail plan. I 
commend Mr. Kugelman's idea to my 
colleagues, as written to me: 
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Dear Sir: I am writing to you, personally, 

about a subject that I know is of prime im
portance to you and I and most fellow 
Americans. 

So that you will not feel that I am a "kook" 
or "nut" of some kind-I will tell you a little 
about myself. My wife and I have met you at 
several rallies in the past, for which you 
could not remember. But--almost everyday 
there is a group that has lunch at the 20th 
Century Restaurant on Belmont Avenue-
which "discusses the problems of the 
World"-myself-and two friends, one of 
which is Bob DeMar, and another is our 
"protegee"-Marcie Crann. 

I have had a "brain storm" of an idea for 
quite sometime--which I have divulged to 
no one--regarding our P.O.W.'s in VietNam 
which I know all of us are quite concerned 
about, If this "scheme" should be successful, 
it would be of great humanitarian value. If 
you think it is worthy-use it--if not--forget 
it and all I have wasted is your time and 
mine. 

I do not know whether you are familiar 
with an International Reply Coupon. This is 
a coupon, purchased at our Post Offices as 
well as any other member of the Universal 
Postal union, which I know North Viet Nam 
is not a member. As it has several languages 
printed around its border, and could be mis
taken for being issued by the United Nations, 
and knowing the value of "saving face" be
fore the world by the North VietNamese, per
haps if the loved ones of every P.O.W. listed, 
and all lost in action, would mail a letter 
with an International Reply Coupon en
closed-we might have results. 

Thanking you in advance, for utilizing 
your most valuable time, to read and digest 
a long epistle which may prove to be of 
naught value. 

I remain, 
LOUIS D. KUGELMAN. 

THE CONQUEST OF CANCER 

HON. WILLIAM R. COTTER 
OF CONNECTICUT 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 

Wednesday, February 3, 1971 

Mr. COTI'ER. Mr. Speaker, today I 
have introduced a bill to fully fund ef
forts to conquer cancer. This act, called 
the "Conquest of Cancer Act of 1971," is 
being introduced with bipartisan sup
port and would authorize $400 million 
immediately for a massive attack on this 
dread killer. 

As soon as practicable, the funding 
will be increased to $1 billion a year. 
There might be a question in the minds 
of some about this level of funding. Let 
me just illustrate the extent of this ill
ness. Cancer kills 330,000 Americans each 
year. It affiicts almost one-fourth of our 
population. Of the 204 million persons 
now living in the United States over 51 
million will develop some form of cancer. 
Of this number more than 34 million will 
Uie. Cancer does not respect age, it is 
the greatest cause of death in children 
between 1 and 15 years. 

Mr. Speaker, I know first hand the 
horrors of cancer. Members of my family 
have suffered its ravages. I feel that the 
most eloquent and touching case for this 
all-out effort was made in a letter I re
ceived from a constituent. At this point 
I will include this letter without naming 
the author: 
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MY DEAR MR. CoTTER: Last summer, I 

joined the ranks of the millions of Amer
icans who have suffered the ravages of can
cer. Because of malignant lesions, both of my 
breasts and the lymph nodes from under both 
arms were removed. After this I was ex
posed to a series of cobalt treatments. 

As one who has endured this kind of phys
ical and emotional pain at the hands of this 
disease, I plead with you to become a lead
ing force in getting the Federal Government 
to make a solid commitment to finding a 
cure for cancer-not with millions of dol
lars-but with billions. 

The creation of a National Anti-Cancer 
Agency-with a large enough pledge of pub
lic and private funds--would probably see 
the control of this klller. 

I am not so naive as to believe that if 
malignant cells are still present in my sys
tem, this program will save my life; but I do 
believe that it might save those of my chil
dren and grandchildren. 

Sincerely yours, 

I hope this Congress will give rapid 
approval to this necessary legislation. 

YOUTH ~OLVES ITSELF 

HON. RICHARDT. HANNA 
OF CALIFORNIA 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 

Wednesday, February 3, 1971 

Mr. HANNA. Mr. Speaker, in April of 
last year I launched an effort to in
vestigate and initiate any necessary ac
tions regarding possible linkages between 
water pollution and human health 
through the human food chain involv
ing sea products. I conducted emergency 
hearings in my district which clearly 
established the need for such an investi
gation. The 91st Congress did not act on 
my proposed legislation and I am pursu
ing these worthwhile goals again in this 
Congress. 

Be that as it may, I am not here now 
to plead for my cause but rather to note 
and commend the progress of another, 
a constituent and now personal friend, 
Kris Lindstrom. Kris testified before my 
emergency hearings and supported my 
legislative efforts. This idealistic young 
man, however, did not stop there but 
has time and again renewed his com
mitment to the goals-which I like to 
think we share-and actively partici
pated in efforts and activities to seek 
out and rectify problems caused by man's 
disregard for his environment. He 
has wgrked with local city-organized 
groups-for example, as vice chairman 
of the Seal Beach Environmental Quality 
Control Board-and now with a national 
and international group--the committee 
on comparative oncology, under the aus
pices of 1' Union Internationale Coutre le 
Cancer. Kris will be working with two 
well-known and respected experts in the 
field on this committee, Dr. John Harsh
barger, of the Smithsonian Institute, and 
Dr. Narbik Karamien, of the National In
stitutes of Health. 

I rise in this body to commend Kris 
for these notable achievements and to 
wish him well in his activities in the 
future, of which he will have many-he 
is but 22 years old. 
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TRffiUTE TO HON. L. MENDEL 
RIVERS: A GREAT AMERICAN 

HON. JOE L. EVINS 
OF TENNESSEE 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 

Wednesday, February 3, 1971 

Mr. EVINS of Tennessee. Mr. Speaker, 
during the recent recess of the Congress 
our beloved friend and colleague, the 
gentleman from South Carolina, Mendel 
Rivers, passed away and I wanted to take 
this means of paying a brief but sincere 
tribute to the memory of this great 
American statesman. 

Mendel Rivers was a man of courage 

and honor-he stood firm and unyielding 
for a strong defense for our Nation, be
lieving that it is better to err on the side 
of strength than on the sic:!e of weakness 
in crucial matters involving national de
fense. 

As chairman of the House Committee 
on Armed Services and as Representa
tive from the First District of South 
Carolina, he served his district, State, 
and Nation faithfully and well. He repre
sented his district with great ability and 
success and yet in a much broader sense 
he represented the best interests of the 
Nation. 

We can thank his leadership in large 
part for our Nation's excellent state of 

preparedness. He knew and understood 
our responsibilities and our heritage. 

Mendel Rivers was a great personal
ity-many who saw him often remarked 
that he looked like a Congressman. He 
had the stature, the bearing, the dig
nity-the charisma, if you will-of a 
great Congressman-a great American 
statesman. 

Mendel Rivers will be greatly missed 
in these sacred precincts and I want to 
take this opportunity to extend to Mrs. 
Rivers and others members of the family 
this expression of my deepest and most 
sincere sympathy. My wife, Mrs. Evins, 
joins me in these expressions and senti
ments. 

SENATE-Thursday, February 4, 1971 
(Legislative day of Tuesday, January 26, 1971) 

The Senate met at 12 o'clock meridian, 
on the expiration of the recess, and was 
called to order by the President protem
pore (Mr. ELLENDER) . 

The Chaplain, the Reverend Edward 
L. R. Elson, D.D., offered the following 
prayer: 

Our God, our help in ages past, our 
hope for years to come, help us to work 
amid the things which are seen and tem
poral with eyes of faith firmly fixed upon 
that which is unseen and eternal. Make 
us to be good workmen in striving for 
that kingdom, higher than all present 
earthly kingdoms, toward which all his
tory moves, whose builder and maker is 
God. Uphold us this day that we may 
run and not be weary, walk and not faint. 
Make us to know that underneath are 
the everlasting arms which reach down 
to rescue, to hold, to sustain, and that 
the everlasting arms are Thy very own. 

In the name of the Great Burden 
Bearer. Amen. 

THE JOURNAL 
Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, I ask 

unanimous consent that the Journal of 
the proceedings of Wednesday, Febru
ary 3, 1971, be approved. 

The PRESIDENT pro tempore. With
out objection, it is so ordered. 

MESSAGE FROM THE HOUSE 
A message from the House of Repre

sentatives, by Mr. Berry, one of its read
ing clerks, announced that the House had 
agreed to the concurrent resolution <H. 
Con. Res. 97) authorizing the printing 
of a revised edition of the publication 
entitled "History of the United States 
House of Representatives," and for other 
purposes, in which it requested the con
currence of the Senate. 

HOUSE CONCURRENT RESOLUTION 
REFERRED 

The concurrent resolution <H. Con. Res. 
97) authorizing the printing of a re
vised edition of the publication entitled 
"History of the United States House of 
Representatives," and for other purposes, 

was referred to the Committee on Rules 
and Administration. 

COMMITTEE MEETINGS DURING 
SENATE SESSION 

Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, I ask 
unanimous consent that all committees 
be authorized to meet during the session 
of the Senate today. 

The PRESIDENT pro tempore. With
out objection, it is so ordered. 

PRESIDENT NIXON'S PROPOSALS 
Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, the 

distinguished minority leader and I have 
been discussing the 40 "leftover" propos
als contained in a message sent to Con
gress by the President of the United 
States some days ago. 

We intend to get together with the 
committee chairmen and the ranking Re
publican Members and ask them to ex
pedite consideration of these Presidential 
requests as soon as possible. 

Some of the measures were passed in 
the previous Congress. Some of them will 
take a little time to dispose of. Others 
may be readily disposed of. We are con
fident that the Senate, acting respon
sibly, will give due regard to the Presi
dent's proposals termed "the unfinished 
business" which, I have indicated, num
ber approximately 40. On the basis of a 
communication I received on January 26, 
they number 67 and, on the basis of a new 
compilation which will become available 
very shortly, I think number about 127. 

Thus, we will have plenty to do. 
Now is the time to do it. 
The minority leader and I both hope 

that our colleagues will begin to under
take this endeavor. 

Mr. SCOTT. Mr. President, I shall 
convey to the ranking members of the 
respective committees the suggestion of 
the distinguished majority leader and 
the information which he has conveyed 
just now, and additional information as 
received regarding measures undisposed 
of in the previous Congress. 

Of course, I join the distinguished ma
jority leader in urging expeditious action 
on these measures. I believe that we can 
expedite the proceedings if we can find 

a way out of the present ditficulty re
garding rule XXII. I would hope that it 
will not go on at such length as to pre
vent our moving into the Nations busi
ness. At the same time, I think it was 
Abraham Lincoln who said, "No ques
tion is settled until it is settled right." 

I have my own viewpoint as to the 
right way to settle, to amend the rule, 
but I will not go into that any further 
at this time. 

Mr. MANSFmLD. I am in full accord 
with what the distingushed minority 
leader has just said. 

ORDER OF BUSINESS 
Mr. SCOTT. Mr. President, I yield 

back the remainder of the time allocated 
to me. 

MESSAGES FROM THE PRESIDENT 
Messages in writing from the Presi

dent of the United States were commu
nicated to the Senate by Mr. Leonard, 
one of his secretaries. 

GENERAL REVENUE SHARING
MESSAGE FROM THE PRESIDENT 
(H. DOC. NO. 92-44) 

The PRESIDENT pro tempore laid be
fore the Senate the following message 
from the President of the United States, 
which was referred to the Committee on 
Finance: 

To the Congress ot the United States: 
One of the best things about the Amer

ican Constitution, George Washington 
suggested shortly after it was written, 
was that it left so much room for change. 
For this meant that future generations 
would have a chance to continue the 
work which began in Philadelphia. 

Future generations took full advantage 
of that opportunity. For nearly two tur
bulent centuries, they continually re
shaped their government to meet chang
ing public needs. As a result, our political 
institutions have grown and developed 
with a changing, growing nation. 

Today, the winds of change are blow
ing more vigorously than ever across 
our country and the responsiveness of 
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